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CHAPTER - I 

Review of the Previous work 

·A precise- reyiew on the phenanena related to the 

propo~e~ work is, hereby; presented below_ with tne object to 

- work further and introduce new lines of investigation. work 

is proposed to be carried out along the following lines. 

A. Electrcn Collision loss :factor in Collision 
dominated plasma 

·B. Theory on the radio frequency real and imaginary 
currents through a plasma 

I. Measurement. of radio frequency real current and 

imaginary current. 

II. Radio frequency conductivity-of a magnetised plasma. 

c. Low frequency self excited oscillation in a plasma. 

D. Cathode phenomena in an arc. 

E. Diffusion and Hall voltage in a magnetised plaama. 

F. Plasma Magnetisation Coefficient and Effective Arc cross
Section. 

A. C_ollision loss in a plasma 

Energy loss in a plasma may be either due to elastic · 

collisions or due to inelastic collisions. Inelastic collisions 

result in vibrational excitation, rotational excitation, 

recombination, capture, attachment, dissociatjon, ionization 

and c.ollisicn of the second kind (Kleins qnd Rosseland). In 

case ;of inelastic collisions electrons lose their kinetic 

energy resulting in a decrease in the kinetic energy of plasma 
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and hence potential ene::;y of plasma increases. 

This problem of eetermining the collision loss of 

··.electrons may be handle<: with the knowledge of electron en~rgy 

distribution function end energy transfer cross-section. 
I 

Defiliing drift velocity as the ratio of flow density of 
! 

electrons to electron cmcentration, Von Engel (1965) obtained 

in the steady state. 

(1.1) 

'.i,- where v d and C are drif-: and random velocities and K is the 

collision loss factor. 1or Maxwellian electron energy distri

bution witfl small valu~ of (E/P), Ccmpton and Langmuir (1930) 

obtained an expression :or collision loss factor for electrons 

as 

. K • 2.66 ~+M)2 X (1.2) 

~ Thus for electron ener91 much higher than molecular energy, 

K_.Sme 
-3M 

8x9x1o-28 5 Thus in case of N2·, K Ji>· = 5.1 x 10-
3x28xl.67x10..;24 

wheri the collision is ;urely elastic. 

But ;K for N2 as measund by Demitriades (1967) for slow 

elec=:trons lies within2.: x 10-4 to 4. 9 x 10-4• Also in case of 
I 

~ H2, elastic collision :oss factor is found to be 
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8 X 9 X 10-
28 

-· K = ~ ~Z 7.19 X 10 
-~4 3x2x1.67x10 

But K. for a2 as experimentally measured by Bekefi and Brown 

(1958} for ·slow electrons (0.039 ev to 1.,6 eV) is found to be 

K = (3.5 + .5) X 10-3 -
Thus ~ven for slowest electrons, inelastic collision losses 

in molecular gases is quite apPreciable. This is because the 

energy required .for vibrational excitation does not exceed 

o.s eV for majority of cases of diatomic molecules. 

Bashmin and Demitriev (1976) found for reduced electric 

field from 20 to 60 V/cm in plasma that 10% of the electron 

energy goes--to-excitation of __ rotational and translational 

degrees of freedcm and 50% goes to excitation of vibrational 
I 

degrees of freedom. 

Since collision is elastic only when electron energy 

is extremely small, so the study of slow electrons has dram 

the attention of many investigators ~Bekefiand Brown (1958), 

Demitriades_ (1967), Brood (1925), Rusch (1925), Bruche (1927) 

Bamsaauer and Kollah (1929}, Normand (1930), Gilardini ·· 

(1972)J. 

Measurement was also performed for non-slow or fast 

electrons by Medies (1958), Bowe (1960), Afrosimov et al 

(1972), Janaca (1967), Biberm.an et al (1966). 



Again characteristics of slow electrons (25 eV) are 

highly different from that of the fast electrons because of 

~· Rams·auer effect CRansauer (1921)J. I~ this range of energy, 

momentum transfer cross-section shows minima and maxima 

LH~well (1929)J and thus collision loss· factor becomes 

hi~ly dependent on electron energy. Though for higher energies 

tbe~e is a steady change in the collision loss factor. 

Mors~ (1935) Obtained an ~pression for fraction of energy 

los~ by an electron in one collision 

A E. 

€ 
2.6.V 

v 
2m 

M 
( 1- cos g ) 

And 'that lost per sec by an electron is, 

dW = 
16lTNQ 

M 

(1. 3) 

(1.4) 

for b lectrons lying with in an energy 6 to C. + dE. • Q is the 

momentum transfer cross-section, f is the energy distribution 

function for the electrons. l'hus average collision loss factor 

requires the knowledge of momentum transfer cross section 

~Houston, (1928)_7. cross-sectiqn for energy transfer was 

measured by Normard (1930), Morse et al (1935) Crompton 

and sutton (1952}, Townsend and Baily (1921), Bowe (1960) 

and many others. 

To raise the electron temperature much above the gae 
I 

temperature ohmic heating was employed by Shingarkina (1972). 
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I 

He measured the actual Hall parameter and thus the actual mean 

~- free time which is a function of electron temperature. The 

inelastic loss factor is evaluated for N 2 through comparison 

of results with computer calculation of elt!ctron energy balance~-

: With micro wave heating technique Gould (1954), 

Gilardini (1957), Bekefi and Brown (1958), Phelps et al (1957) 

perfopned their investigation. 

Bekefi and Brown carried their measurement, for electron 

energy from o. 03 ev to 1.6 eV, and obtained an expression 

(1.5) 

where E is the r.m.·s. "value of elec-tric field at the centre----

of the cavity and is to be replaced by 0.756E for the average 
I 

field inside the cavity. K is the collision loss factor and 

is obtained by comparison of results. 
I 

K = {3.5 + 0.5) X 10-3 for hydrogen. -
Demetriads (1967) also obtained with micro wave heating 

technique, the collision loss factor of electrons for gas 

0 0 
temperature 1700 K to 6100 K and electron temperature raised 

to 4127°K to 75409K and is given by 

K (lo6) 
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-4 -4 and they obtained K from 2. 9 x 10 to 4. 9 x 10 for N2 

plasma. 

Adiabatic trap method was used by Pastukhov (1974) 

for the--determination: of collision loss factor-•. The expression ··< 

is ob~ained on ~he basis of approximate solution of Fokker

Planck equation, which _is found to yield good results. 

Another method of precision analysis of the spectra of 

inelastic energy losses on atomic·collision was adopted by 

Afrosirnov et al (1972) which can be used for the determination 

'~- of collision loss factor. 

Bowe (1960) obtained expressions which can cover both 

------- · --- elas~-ic- c:ollision and. inelas:tic collision fo~_ ~J.l~ __ det~rntin~t_.:!:_C?n 

of collision loss factor. They analysed the expression on the 
i 

basis of the data obtained for Heb Ne, Ar. Kr and xe. 

They: used 

and 

z.m 
K= .A(E)M 

i\(€)= o<. €:.- J 

(1. 7) 

(1.8) 

Thus knowing o<.., j the collision loss factor can be calculated 

for various value of energy E-. 

A theoretical work done by Dote and Shimoda (1980) 

desc~ibes individual loss factor for elastic ·collision, 
I 

excitation, ionisation and for mean collision loss factor and 

~ they_ compared the relations on the basis of published data 

for He' Ne and Ar and was found to yield good results. 



:~-
' -

Sen and Jana (1978) measured the momentum transfer 

collision cross-section for slow electrons in magnetic field 

from radio-frequency_conductivity measurements. 

I 
. ' 

B. Measurement of Real and Imaginary CUrrent 

through.plasllia 

7 

The passage of a.c discharge current through an ionized 

medihm has been considered for a long time. For low frequency 

ana high pressure, the current density set up by an ac electric 

field is given by Langavin (1905) mObility formula. The current 

remains in phase with the impressed electric field. 

on the other hand, if rf voltage, not sufficient to 

caus~ breakdcwn for -the ga.S--ce .,_applied, .'the rf current flowing 

thro:ugh the gas is given by Vandar Pol (1919} 
' ' 

Jrf = m 
(1. 9) 

where E = E
0 

exp .. (iwt) is the applied rf field and .V is the 

collision frequency of electrons with neutral atoms, e 

and m are chaoge .and mass of electrons and n is the electron 

dens·i ty. Thus current is represented by formula involving 

char.acteristics of electrons and a part of the current is in 

phas,e quadrature with the ac field. 
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Assuming the energy distribution to be Maxwellian 

~: Margen.au (1946) obtained for current density which has two 

_ c bmponen ts 

lreal = ( 2TT mk T) Y2 
cos cot ( 1.10) 

me.:> 
Sin cut - {1.11) 1 imaginary 

:..-i where~ ireal is in phase with applied electric field. 

Everhart and Brown (1949) measured the admittance in 

the micro wave region by measuring the discharge current for 
----- --- i - --

------

appli~d hf field -of sufficient amplitude ln ___ helium'wh-lcrr-f1"1-led 

the cavity of a magnetron. 

i sodha (1960) obtained an expression for the current 

density which has two components~ one in phase and the other 

out ~f phase with the ·applied field. He has shown that for 
I 

constant mean free path and energy loss factor and for low 

frequency, the distribLtion is Druyvesteyn. The conductivity 
" 

obtained by sodha (1960) was obviously a complex one. 

The electrical conductivity of the conducting medium 

was ~eter.mined by Koritz and Keck (1964) from measurement of 

Jou1~ losses produced ~y alternating magnetic field in a coil 
I -, • I 

surrounding the discharge t·ube. In addition. there are- number 

of a~thors, who CTanaka and usami (1962), Gourdin (1963),. 

Khvashchtevaski (1962}_7 made conductor approximation for 
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plasma which means, when an ac is imposed upon a plasma, the 

plasma acts just like a resistance and ac conductivity essen

tially becomes a dC'- conductivity. 

~ac (1.12) 
I 

A general. theory regarding the variation of rf conductivity 

of ionized gases and its variation with pressure and magnetic 

field has been worked out by Gilardini (1959) who derived the 

~~ expression for the conductivity of ionized gases, 
·-

~ + i(t) (1.13) 
I 
! -

and in presence of magnetic field he defined two conductivities, 

one for right-handed polarisation and other for the left

handed polarization, 

(1.14) 

e2. n [ 1 (left handed_ U. - 1 
polarization) 0

- ----m:- ~ + i CCI) +U>b ) 
(1.15) 

Nb is the electron cyclotron frequency. 

And conductivity in the direction of the magn8tic 

field, H, is given by 

{1.16) 



. --~--- ~----. - ~- --- ---·- -- ---

10 

' 
The complex conductivity is, in general, related to plasma 

parameters by the following expression of ~eald and Wharton 

(1965) 

(1.17) 

V is the electron velocity and f0 lV)is the distribution 

function in the steady state, .V is the electron atom collision 

frequency and II) is the angular frequency :.:£ the applied rf. 

">~- electric field. 

Thus it is evident that a plasma, mder the action of 

__ "_t.mpr~~-s~~ _r.f_. electric field, carried re:.l current, as well 

as i~aginary current through it. Francis and von~ngel (1953) 

have pointed out that the capacitative cc:rent is much greater 
I 

than the discharge current. The current f:owing through the 

discharge can be estimated by loading the circuit with a 

resistance or a capacity which induce the same voltage drop 

as the discharge. In order to measure tre current, it is 

necessary to discriminate one part of the gas discharge current 

from the capacitative current. A differatial method is, 

therefore necessary to balance out the capacitative current 

flow,ing across the electrodes. Francis a:.d Von Engel (1953) 

considered the total current and no ment~on, however, was made 
' 

abou_t the individual part of the discharc;e current. In order to 

reduce the capacitative current, they considered the electrode 

as small as possible. The capacitative ca=rent flowing across 
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the electrodes was then balanced out by a bridge method. The 

--j,- bridge becane unbalanced when the current was allowed to flow 

throhgh the gas.· The unbalanced component was prOportional to 
I 

the discharge current~ and-was:·;then amplified, rectifiec;l;~_and 

disp~ayed on a ·cRO screen. The calibration of the circuit was 

made! by replacing th~ gas discharge by a known impedence and 
I 

then 1 observing the displacement of the trace on the CRO screen. 

Penfold and Warder (Jr.) (1967) reviewed a number of 

methods commonly used for the measurement of rf plasma discharge 
' 

current. A corrmon method of current measurement is to minitor 

the voltage across a capacitor or an inductor element. A 

capa9itor tends to suppress the harmonies, while the inductance 
--~ -- -~ ..,...--. -- ------- ~.-.--- --- ---- - --- -·- - ----

' ~ - -

emphasizes them. The voltage can be determined by the use of a 
I 

highivoltage probe with an oscilloscope read out. Penfold and 

warder (Jr) (1967) measured the current by measuring the voltage 

drop 1 across a specially constructed centre tapped inductor. 

Clark, Earl and New (1970) measured tiE! gas discharge 

current separating out the capacitative components by a bridge 

methOd similar in principle to that employed by Francis and 

Von Engel (195'3). They also measured the maintenance voltage 

and phase relation between the gas discharge current and 
I 

maintenance voltage from which the discharge·characteristics 
I 

and c:;anplex irnpedence were obtained. 

The real part of the r.f. conductivity of ionised gases 

such ,as air and nitrogen was measured by Sen and Ghosh {1966); 
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' from'the variation of· r.f. conductivity with pressure it was 

possible to calculate the electron density, collision frequency 
' 

and electron temperature. The work was extended to rare gases 

by S~ri and Gupta (1969) and in. addition to electron density,···';·. 

collision frequency and electron temperature, dielectric co.Ostant 
' and Debye shielding distance were also measured and their 

vari~tion with pressure was also investigated • 

. Ghosal, Nandi and Sen (1976) measured the azimuthal 

radio frequency conductivity of an arc plasma by measuring the 

~~ reflected resistance of a primary coil would arcund a mercury 

arc tube. A linear relationship between the azimuthal conducti

vity and discharge current has been obtained. The nonlinearity 

and existance of maxima observed by the previous·authors in the 

chan~ o£ band width versus axial conductivity curve have been 

explained theoretically by considering a generalised ~quivalent 

circuit. It has been pointed out that t!'E conductivity measure-

~- ment by this method is only possible where the conductivity 

of the plasma is fairly high. Radio frequency conductivity of 

·---+' 
\.~ 

a magnetised plasma: 

(A) Rf conductivity of an ionized gas without magnetic field~ 

Radio frequency conductivity as suggested by Vandarpol 

(1919) is given by 

-1 ciJ ] 
~z + Ci)z 

(1.18) 
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n is: the electron concentration, .Y is the electron atom 
I 

collision frequency and U is' the frequency of the impressed 
I 

field. The above equation shows that rf conductivity is canplex 

and its real part tends towards rnaxim:um when Gt ~pgroachesv 
I 

Cs~ and Ghosh (1966)J. 

Conductivity of ionized air was measu~d by Child (1932) 

at 1!MC/S. Appleton and Chapman (1932) studied the rf conducti

vity: of air plasma at 1000 MC/S. Appleton and Chapman found a 

_ maximum in the conductivity with pressure. Similar studies were 

"~- made; by Imam and Khastgir (1937) for pressure io to 120 em at 

wave: length 481 em. Margenau (1946) considering velocity 

distribution and Boltzrnan transport equation obtained 
I 

z 
(f =.1.. ne 7L 

r 3 Vzn mkTe 

([= 
1 

ne2 7l 6) 

Jk Te 

Cos cut (1.19) 

Sin cut (1. 20) 

Dawson and Oberman (1962, 1963) calculated hf conductivity of 

ioni~ed gas and Berk (1964) showed how Dawson and Oberrr.an model 

can ~ extended to yield kinetic description of the electrical 

process, which is uniformly valid for high and low .frequency 
I 

theo~ies. sen and Ghosh (1966) observed maxima, as observed 

by Appleton and Chapman. But they found the maXimum conductivity 

to decrease with decrease of discharge cur~nt. The real part 
I 
I 

;-""1; of the conductivity of the ionized air and nitrogen was measured 
v 
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for various values of pre~sure and discharge current. The 

-f.- freczyency of the rf current in their measurement lies within 2 

to 3, MC/S. Johnson (1967) calculated the electrical conductivity 

for :a variety of assumed electron rno1ecule collision frequenci~,~· 
I . ····. • 
I 

Nagata (1966) presented a simple technique for the measurement of 
I 

plas~a conductivity and discharge current was within 5 to 100 mA 

and yaricus gas pressures were used. Experimental value of tS 

were. in good agreement with the theoretical values of ~ • 

Ghosal, Nandi and sen (1976 & 1978) measured azimuthal 
I 

radio frequency conductivity and its change with radial distance 

for 'a mercury arc plasma. 

=- [:8}--~agile-tic~field 
lionized gas : 
' I 

! 
-·I 

I 
Since the. effect of magnetic field changes the electron 

and ~on distribution in a plasma, the transport properties 

obviously undergo certain changes with change of magnl.:tic field. 

Conductivity of ionized gases (air, N2 and H
2

) in a magnetic 
I 

fiel~ was measured by Ionescu and Mihul (1932) above a pressure 

of· 10-3 torr. With very intense rri'agnetic field only electron 

vibr'ation remains and maxima in conductivity with pressure 

undelrgoes changes with change in magnetic field. 

An improved probe method for the meaSurement of 

elec:trical conductivity of low temperature plasma was derived 
I 

by ~ozhalev and Yasin (1966). Ciampi and Ta11n1 (1967) 

meas,ured the average plasma conductivity by a rf probe for a 
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cylind~ical plasma which is assumed radially homogeneous. They 

obtained the average conductivity values from 75 to 100 rnho/s 

with a·Q factor measurement-between o.s to 1.5 MHz. The probe 

used was calibrated with _electroly:te (H2So4 )-- solution of 

standard conductivity. 

From a study of the cc,mplex conductivity of Hg vapour 

at microwave frequencies Adler (1949} has shown plots of ~ 

and 6£ with pressure or current when the other remains unaltered. 

----i,~ Adler found that the theoretical and experimental value agree 

closely and [; varies linearly with discharge current. 

Aleksandrov and Yalsenko {1965) studied the complex conductivity 

of ·neon plasma by the a-meter i:iiet.hod. The- frequency range used_ 

was 0.;5 to 25 MC/S. A theory of rf conductivity of a magnetised 
' 

plasma was proposed by Appleton and Boohariwala {1935) who 

found: that the real part of rf conductivity is given by 

(1.21) 

where~ = eH/m (1·2.2) 
A general theory of rf conductivity as a function of magnetic 

fielq and pressure was obtained by Gilardini (1959). The 

complex conductivity is given by 

108464 
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~+iC.U 
(1."13) 

in absence of magnetic field and in presence of magnetic 

field he defined two conductivities, one due to rig}1t __ pand 

polarization and other due to left hand polarization 

:v: = 
LH 

for left hand polarization and 

() RH = 

for right hand polarisation. 

(1/14) 

(1.'15) 

And rf conductivity in the direction of the field is given 

by 

(1.1.6} 

Hence real part of the rf conductivity of a magnetised plasma 

is given by 

(l.~7) 
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which :on simplification reduces to the expression obtained by 

Appleton and Boohariwala. This relation was experimentally 

studied by Gupta and. M<mdal (1967) for air and carbon dioxide 

with magnetic field upto 680 Gauss. They found_tpat maximum 
I ~ - ' ' ' ! . ',' :· ' 

conductivity decreases and cor~~sponding pressure at which 

conductiv~ty attained the maximum value, gradually shifted 

towards higher pressure with the increase of magnetic field. 
' 

sen and Gupta (1969) measured rf conductivity with and 

without magnetic field for Ne, He and Ar and found to follow 

---i~ the relation approximately 

Pmax 

--PHmax-
(1.'18) 

BlackOsn (1959), wu (1965), Oberman and Shure (1963), 

Nedospasov and Shipuk (1966), Schweitzir and Milchner (1967), 

Green et al (1965), Pradhan and Das Gupta (1967), Maiti and 
' 

Basu (1968}, Gupta, Mandai and Sen (1968) studied rf conducti-
i 

vity and its variation with pressure, current and magnetic 

field. 

Ram, Chandra and Sarkar (1972) studied rf conductivity· 

of a magnetized plasma both for transverse and longitudinal 

magnetic fields. They found large variation of 6-rH in case of 

longitudinal magnetic ·field while variation of ~rH in case 

of tr'ansverse magnetic field was considerably small in their 

exper_iment. 
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Sen and Jana {1978) showed that 

H 

Pmax 
= Const.a:nt 

18 

{1.'19) 

I 

cor~sponding to the maximum rf conduc·tivity at a pressure . --·- . 
I -

P i when the plasma was treated with a tran$verse magn_ etic 
max~ 

I 

fiel~ H. They performed experiment at 2.45 MHz with Hydrogen 

and oxygen for transverse magnetic field llSOG to 1850G and 

obtained excellent agreement with theory and experiment. 
' . 

c. O~cillation in a plasma, particularly in connection 
w~th low frequency oscillation: 

The oscillation in a plasma is either longitudinal 

--·o-sc·i·~-lati-on-·where-~no-m~gnet.tc- fi--e-:1-d -co~pnent--ts_~soci:a~ed --- -~

withi the wave generated,o~ "magnetohydrodynamic" or 
' -
I 

11hy4omagneticu waves in which case the frequency is low and 

velocity' of propagation is many order less than that of light. 

This- later category may be sub divided in two groups in which 

-~ time: varying magnetic field component is either parallel or 

perp~ndicular to the static magnetic fieid. Though in both cases 
I 

time:varying magnetic field component is small compared to the 

stat~c magnetic field. Hydromagnetic waves are small amplitude 
' 

plan¢ waves. 
I 

The plasma oscillation was initially discovered by 
I 
I 

Penning (1926) and a detailed theory was put forward by Langmuir 
I 

~ and tonk- (1929) according to which the natural frequency of 

elec~ron plasma oscillation is given by 

tne e"-. 'lz 
~e== _ ) = 8980 

11 me 
(1. 30) 
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where ne, e and me are concentration, charge and mass of the 
,''·, 

~ ele~tron. And the ion plasma frequency is given by 

~· 
~ ~. 

~ ( me ) Yz. 
e mp . 

I 

mp i:,s the mass of the ions. The oscillatJ.on of larger wave 

len~ths are similar to sound and its velocity of propagation 
I 

I 

app~oaches a value given by 
' 

v=( 

I 

kTe 
mp ) Yz. 

(1. 32) 

The ,frequency 300 to 1000 MC/S agrees well with the predicted 
' 

freciuency of eleg_t,r:ort osQA11?_~ion 1~ --~plasma. Another ob~e~~~ 
' ' 

fre~ency of 50 to 60 MC/S may correspond to the beam electrons, 
I 

while the frequency 1. 5 MC/S and below may be attributed to 
I 
I 

+ ve ion oscillation. Penning (1326) observed the radio 
I 

' 

frequency oscillation in a low pressure Hg vapour under same 

conqition as those lead to electron scattering ~Langmuir 

(1926)_7. The frequency of the corresponding plane wave associa-
1 

ted 'with the electron plasma oscillation is given by 

where C is the velocity of the wave and A is the wave length. 
I 
I 

The:frequency of the ion plasma oscillation is given by 

~ == [ p 

n ez.. e 

IT mp+ r (1. 34) 
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The efficiency of power conversion to the oscillatory power 
I 

' may ~ardly attain a value more than one percent for a well-
.;:. 

desi9ned experimental set up. This was observed by Emeleus and 
I 

I 

his co-workers in .their work (1949, 1951). 
:_T._·. __ 

Hewever, in. this revi_ew of the previous works on 

osci+lation in aplasma, we shall-confine our discussion 

in g~neral to the plasma oscillations and waves whose frequency 

is said to be low. 

Wehner (1950) described a plasma oscillator where he 
I 

succ~eded in producing an uniform parallel beam of electrons 
' 

which reflected to and fro several times between the grid 
I 

- anc the repeller, and osci_lla~ion of 1-4000 MC/S could be 
' -- -- - ·~-- . . - --· ·'·-. 

picked up at the repeller, and the frequency could be regulated 
I 

by t:he anode current or voltage and it was claimed by author 
I 

that: the frequency of oscillation was stable. This is probably 
I 

the most successful plasma oscillator of practical importance. 
I 

Gabor (1951) gave a new mathematical formalism for 

osc~llation in a plasma irrotational stream and showed that 

if ~e electrons are originated outside the magnetic field or 

if they issued from a cathode where there was no normal compo

nent of magnetic field, the curl of the total or Schwarzschild 

moment\llD would be zero every where. 

Rohner (1955) described an exper~ental tUbe for 
I 

studying the plasma oscillation and discussed them in terms 

of Tonk-Langmuir (1929) formula for ion oscillation. 



Konyukov (1957) worked on low frequency oscillation 

~ insi?e. a plasma formed of electronegative gases, where electrons, 

)...-(' ,, 

' . 
positive ions and negative ions were assumed to exist_ as diff-

' . . . I • 
I 

erent individual components of the· plasma. Two bun(::hes of ·low 
' . 

I ~ ~ 

fre<VJ.ency oscillation were established· whose freqliency was 
.· . 

found to depend an respective concentration in different ways. 

Stix (1957) considered the natural mode of oscillation 

of a: cylindrical plasma of finite density at zero pressure in 
' 

pres~nce of longitudinal magnetic field. They found the lower 

limft of freqUency of the hydromagnetic wave to be close to the 

frequency of ion cyclotron frequency. 

··· Berns"fein and ·Ku1srud -(1.96_0) derived a.-dispersion 

relation for electrostatic oscillation in a magnetic field 
! ··' 

on the basis of Boltzman equation for arbitrary velocity 

distribution and for propagation in an arbitrary direction for 

fi~ specified boundary conditions. The growth rate and fre-
1 

quericies of this oscillation are also dete~ined and ion wave 

ins~abilities are discussed. 

Fried and Gould (1961) explored the properties of ion 

plas,'ma oscillation using Vlasov•s equation forT aT. and e ~ 

it was found that there were discrete sequences of ion-plasma 

oscillation but all werce strongly damped, i;e., -I .~/R .~ ;> 
: m e = 

o.s; and hence were likely not to be observed. The ratio 

-~~CU/Re.co can be made zero either by increasing Te/Ti or by 

pro~ucing current through the plasma.. In the later case I • W m 
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can even be made positive. The current flow required is smaller 
I 

the greater is the ratio Te/T i• This growing wave is seen to 

be an unstable oscillation. :.; 

n• Angelo and Motley (1963) ·observed low frequency 

osci~lation in an inhomogeneous plasma. These oscillation 
I 

' seem; to propagate across the magnetic field with the same velocity 
I 

' 
as the pressure gradient drift. And that his oscillation should 

follow from the macroscOpic equation of collisionless plasma 

was noted by D'Angelo (1963). In addition to the experiment 

---J, of D 1 Angelo and Motley (1963)# the experiment of Lashinsky 

(196.) and Buchelnikova (196') have established that the 
' excitation of low frequency oscillation in a low pressure 

p-iasbta depends in an important way -on- effects- at the boundaries· 
I 

perp~ndicular to the magnetic field. The primary evidence for 
I 

this 1 is the fact that oscillation ordinarily develops when 
' I 

plas~a is positively charged with respect to the end electrodes. 

Chen (1964) studied the propagation of low frequency 
' 

electrostatic oscillation through a low density fully ionised 
I 

plas~a in a strong magnetic field B. Two sets of waves were 

obtained by him. The wave either travels along B or transverse 

to B. They travel at the electron or ion diamagnetic drift 
I 

velocities~ Chen (1965) showed that when there is an electron 

shea~h at the ends, the drift oscillation is short circuited 

and ~e instability leading to oscillation cannot develop. But 

an ion sheath in contrast particularly insulates the plasma 

from the connecting end plates and permits the growth of 

oscillation with wave lengths appreciably longer than the 

system. 
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In this connection one must mention that Langmuir and 

' --t- Mott:-Smith (1924) divided the discharge space into 11 sheaths" 

and :"plasmas" •. The sheath is a thin layer of charge surrounding 
.> 

· the -!electrodes or probes or wall with strc;>ng gradient of 
- I . 

I 
I 

electrostatic potential. 
! 

Vladiminov (1965) showed that the acceleration of ions 
' 

in their escape to the ends may also lead to the excitation 

of low frequency oscillation which is said to be longitudinal 

ambi;polar sound by the author. 

Tanaka (1966, 1969), Kato et al (1967), Shut'ko {1968), 

Noon et al (1970), Tauth et al (1970), Duncan (1970),Krolikowsky 

(19.69), .Basannikov (1979), .Agashi (1983L i'e_nkratov __ (1~-'ll-.1~ _ 
I ---- - -- ... ---- - -·· . -

and imany others have investigated-, low frequency oscillations 

in J1asmas under different conditions. 

Rosa et al (1969) investigated low frequency uniform 

osc~llation of the positive column of a low pressure arc. 

The :oscillation is found not to be determined by the discharge 

circ:uit impedence and are not generated at either the cathode 

or t:he anode region. Both the electron density arid electron 

temperature were found to be coherently oscillating. 'I'his 

phen:omenon was interpreted as the ion-accoustic resonance 

mode, of the piasma column oscillation. 

Pasechnik and Popovich (1970) showed that the condition 

of oscillation and the frequency of oscillation is critic ally 
I 

dependent on the potential difference between the plasma and 
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' 
the end of the electrodes. They studied the excitation of low 

~ frequency osciliation in a bounded plasma under controlled 
I 

. varilation of conditions at the ends and obtained an expression 
. - : 

- i 

for ~frequency 

f -- - _P J 
TTL 

ze . .c:..u 
M 

{1.35) 

whez~ p is the mode of longitudinal socillation, L is the 

' leng;th of the discharge, M is the mass of an ion, e is the 

-.../..~ char~ge of an ion and .6U is_ the ambipolar diffusion potential 

between the end plates and plasma column. The intensity of 

osci:llation increases rapidly as the potential U of the end plates 

wit~ respect to the plasma is decreased below -10 volts. The 
' 

fre~ency of oscillation is about 10 to 20 KHz. The oscillation 
I -2 

does, not occur below 10 torr. The oscillation is found to be 
I 

prac-tically independent of magnetic field, gas pressure and 
' 

~ plasma density but is strongly dependent on u. 

Gabovich et al (1973) studied the. excitation of ion 

Langmuir oscillation by a fast ion beam and typical spectra 

by e~cited oscillation is shown in good agreement with the 

theo~tical prediction. It was also found that the oscillation 

grow!th rate decreased with increasing magnet_ic field. Thus 

incr~ase of magnetic field lead to the reduction of amplitude 
I 

of o:scillation and hence suppression of ins:t;abilities leading 

to oscillation. The oscillation propagated nearly right angle 

to the beam. 
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Zver.eva et al (1977) investigated the radial distri-

bution of intensity of the spontaneous low frequency oscillation 
' 

and :noise in the frequen~y range of 104 to 2 x 105 Hz iri a 
I 

mercury vapour discharge under a pressure bet;.reen 0.18 to-

' 1. 2 :torr. The conform! ty of the axial and radial distributior:t,_ 
' 

of ~he intensity was shown. The velocity of ion-sound wave 

{1. 7 x 10
5 em/sec) and lower bound frequency (21 KHz) were 

calculated using the· results of measurement of the radial 

distribution of intensity and phase. A comparison with theory 
' 

was :given and the resonance character of the radial modes of 

oscillation excited by the electron stream was pointed out. 

In case of a discharge tube operating in its negative 

resi1rt:a.n:ce region of its VI ch·a:racterist-±cs, thf;! negati~ 
' 

gl~- as pointed out by Sanduloviciu (1968) is a source o; self 

exc~ted oscillation. The frequency of oscillation m~y be 

represented with L,R,C where L is the discharge inductance, R 
' 

is the resistance between anode and the wall of the negative 

gl~ region and c is the capacitance of this region including 

the ;wall with respect to the surroundings. The LRC of the 

circuit representing oscillation in a discharge tube differ 

with LRC in an ordinary circuit. Because in case of ordinary 

cir~uit LRC is independent of current flowing through the 

ci~uit but in case of discharge tube LRC and hence the frequency 
I 
I 

of oscillation is strongly dependent on discharge current 
' ' 

~s~nduloviciu (1971)_7. 

Mitra (1975) explained the increase in frequency of 

oscillation with dec~ease in discharge current on the basis of 

an inequality obtained by him by applying the observation of 
Sanduloviciu (1368, 1969, 1971). 

: 

.) 
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D. Cathode phenomena in an arc 

In spite of extensive research the cathode phenomena 

in al) arc is poorly understood because of formidable complexi-
1 

.I 

ties ; prevailing in "~;-his regi~n. The most useful factor to know 
I 

regarding the cathode of an arc is the mechanism underlying 
I 
i 

the emission of current from the cathode. 

The expression for thermal current density first 

obtained by Richardson (1912) and latter modified by Dushman 

(1923, 1930) is represented as 

· 2 -b/T Jc =ATe e c (1.36) 

wherEf j c is the current density, Tc is the surf ace temperature 
I 

and ~, b are constants. 

But this equation, in general, cannot cope with the 

requirement of current density in an arc. This is particularly 

~- true:for all low melting point cathode materials operating 

in ~e vapour mode. But in case of refractory materials like 

c, w~ rare earth metals, the current density experimentally 

measured by Froom (1948, 1949), somerville (1952), von Engel 

(1965) was found to be in reasonable agreement with the value 
' 

of cUrrent density calculated from Richardso~-Dushman.equation 
I 

with·: cathode temperature not more than the boilding point of 
I 

the c'athode material. 
~I 
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Seeliger and s.chmick ( 1927), Cobine and Gallegher (1948) , 
I 

wroe; (1958), Newman (1936), Ruthstein (1948), Arnold and von 

Engel (1961), Holmes (1976) found that t.he U'ansition of 
I 

I 

thermionic arc mode of the refr-actory metals to vapour mode 
I . 
I 

I 
takes place when pressure is brought down below a critical 

! 
I 

pressure at a constant current; they also Observed that when 
I 

. curr~nt is raised above a critical current for a particular 

value of presssure similar transition is observed. Though no 

such 1 transition was ever observed in case of low melting point 

~-( vapoUr mode cathodes, for any pressure and current. The current 

density on the cathode of a vapour mode arc was found to be 

of the order of l06A/cm2 and hence too high to be explained 
I 

-~on:- the b8Sis-o'f ---thermionic emission. Richards_on equation was - -- -

modified-by Schottky (1923) on the ass~ption of electrostatic 
I 

imag~ force on the cathode, thus 
! 

[ 
e3/2. E yz. ] 

exp. ----~~--
k Tcy' 41fcr (1. 37) 

wher~ jc and Tc have the same significance as before, and e, 

E and Er are respectively electronic charge,electric field 

and Permittivity of the emitting space. 

Jones and Nicholas (1961) experimentally studied this 
I 

relation for field ranging from 1o3v;cm to 1o6v/cm for two 

temp~ratures 197°K and 298~ and found the relation to hold 

good; only for high field in terms of the nature of curve 

expected from the equation. And out of the three unknown 

.-; 
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cons:tants, vide, -emitting area" work £unction and field 

intensification factor, if any two correspond to any set of 

real:istic values, the third on~ is_ definitely unrealistic. So 

such:· facts raise- serious' ques~ions- regardingcthe app1icabi11~ 
I 

of_ t:hermioni~ emission theory to the cathode of an arc. It 
' - -

is t;rue, the energy .released by the +Ve ions maintains the 

high terrperature o£ the cathode. If these ions come from +Ve 

column, the ions must land on a l-arge area o£ the cathode 

reducing current density on the cathode to a low value. so 

----i..~ it i's usually presumed that the +Ve ions are produced in the 

cat~ode fall region. In this case, high electron current 

dens:ity relative to the +Ve ion current density will be required 
' 

to ~roduce suffic-ient +Ve ions essential for maintiiining the 

hig~ temperature of the cathode Ccobine Cl9sa)J. And due to 
i 

high velocity of electrons, there will be only +Ve space charge 

in the cathode fall region. The fraction of +Ve ion current 

to the cathode may be obtained from the work of Shih and 

Pfe~der (1970). From the energy balance at the cathode fall 

space including heat lost by radiation, conduction and convec-
' 

tion, they obtained 

. 
1.p 

i 
cpc 

kTe 
e 

(l. 38) 
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where ip and i are the ion current and total current density. 

'·+- %• ;Vc' v1 , TP, e and k are respectively the work function, 

cathode fall, ionisation potential, ion temperature, ionic 
I 

ch~ge and Boltzman constant. 

This gives an ion current density at the cathode of ·an arc 

ranging from 15 to 5~~ of the total current density~ Compton 

from heat balance at the cathode of an arc obtained. 

lp 

lc 
(1.39) 

Von: Engel and steenbeck estimated for a carbon arc in air; 

t~~? vc =vi=--~~--~ ~o~i __ cmd_1c = ~-·5 ev .and obtained{ipj(ie+ip)}= 

1/i. Thus ion current wa.S -15% of the total current. Also 

Daa;lder. (1978) found ion current fraction at the cathode of an 

arc to be within 10 to 200~. 
I 

In a refined model Lee and Greenwood (1963) and Lee 

et .al. (1964) were able to calculate the fraction of ion current 

over tre entire thickness of the cathode fall space and cathode 

transition space and found for a 200A carbon arc that this 

fr~ction varies from 15% at the cathode surface to-zero at 

the column end. 

This increase in the ion current den~ity towards the 

cathode of an arc is consistant with the formation of net +Ve 
I 
i 

space charge fanning the cathode sheath close to the cathode 

surface. The existence of +Ve space charge close to the cathode 
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surface' can produce an electric field LMalter (19J9)J strong 

enough 1to produce enhanced current emission frqm the cathode. 
•:_f. 

Due to :high velocity of electrons than that of the tons, only 
I 

+Ve space charge Casu and Pfender (19S3)J may be considered 
I 

in the ! cathode fall region and the space charge eq-Uation of 

Child (1911) gives 

where jp, e, mp' Vc and de are respectively the ion current 

density, ionic charge, ionic mass, cathode fall voltage and 

-_s:pan of the cathode f ~!l space. 

j Von Engel and Steenbeck (1934) obtained the expression 

for field Ec at the cathode from the space charge equation 

and is given by, 

E 
__ 4Vc 

which' give 
c 3dc 

[ 

9 rr Jp 

\}2ejmp 

" 

2./3 

] 
1/J 

·d c 

Ccobine (195S)J 

(1.41)-

New for low intensity arcs, Vc is of the order of 
I 

ionization potential and d is of the order of a mean free 
I C 
I 

path pear the cathode. so the field at the cathode for a 
I 

~- nitro:gen arc between refractory electrode is o£ the order 

of 3.5 x 1o5v/cm and may be of the order of 106v/cm for 

cu-aic where dense cathode vapour m~ reduce the mean free 

path :.resulting in increase in the field. 

I 
I .. 
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The high field at the cathode led many investigators 

~- to favour the theory of field emission and investigation was 
' 

done_ by compton (1923}, Langmuir (1923), Dyke and Trolati' 
• I • 

-·~19~3-), -Doucet (1960)•· Von Engel and Steenbeck (1.~34-),_ 
' 

Bauer- (1961, 1966), Rakhovskii (1965), Guozdetskii (1970), 
I 

Porotnikov et al (1976), Litvinov (1982). 

Another expression for electric field E at the c 
cathode is obtained by Mackeown (1929) in which the effect 

of both +Ve ion current density and electron current density 

at the cathode is concid.ered. , (..)here 

z. s lfz [ . 1jz . ] 
.Ec = _7~57 x 10 vc Jp( 1845Wp) - Je _ 

whe~e je, jp and wp are respectively the electronic 

current density, ionic current dens! ty and ionic mass. 

Now taking Vc to be 10 volts for low intensity arcs, 

/ 2 -j = 400 amp,cm , the equation gives, 
p 

E '5 x 105V/cm for j = 0.05 j c/ p e 

and Ec) 1.3 x 10
6
v/cm for jp = 0.30 je 

ThuS it appears that such fields may lead to field emission. 

Fowler-Nordheim• s (1928) theory of field emission, which 

was· later modified by Murphy and Good (1956) was applied to 

the ·emission from an arc cathode, 
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! . 

Ic is)the cathode current~ sis the emitting area and Ec is 

the field at the cathode. The equation may be written as 

32 

{1.4 5) 
! . • 

(1.46) 

Jones: and.Nichoias (1961) obtained experimental verification 
' 

of this relation~ though absolute value of emission current 

is of: the order of 10-6 to 10-7 amp/cm2 which is far lower 

than ;the actual current· density on the cathode of any a:rc • 

. ~- _S_in_ce_ logarit~c of f1~15i c~~rent 1~- experimentally a 
.. ---···- - -

' 
decreasing function of the reciprocal of the field strength~ 

I 

the field current increases extremely as the field strength 
i 
l 

is in:creased beyond the minimum field required to produce 

the first perceptible current LEyring et al (1928)_7. The 

-~ presence of low work function impurity would greatly increase 

the current density in the local region of the cathode. Any 

poin~ of increased emission will result in increase in the 

fiel4 strength at the cathOde and hence further increase in 

curr~nt and hence a cumulative process will set in. And such 

impu~i ties are believed to be necessary for the cold cathode 

tungsten· arc observed by Newman (1932). In the experiment 

of Eyring et al (1928) 1 Chamber (1934) and Beams (1933) 

rneas~rable emission begins at fields of the order of 106v/cm 

for pure surfaces and 105V/cm for impure surfaces. 



If current density from an arc cathode is plotted 

against pressure for constant discharge current as done by 
,j 

Seeliger and Schmick (1927), there is a sudden increase in 

33 

curre~t· density with lowering of pressure at about 10 em of Hg~ :'··· 

for a: pure carbon arc in air. The transition is believed by 

the a~thor to be due to change of thermionic mode to vapour 

mode of emission. Similar transition is also observed by 

Beckman and somermeyer (1936) and cobine et al (1939) under 

continuous arcing condition. The transition observed by 
I • 

. ~- Seeliger and Schmick and others for pure carbon and tungsten 

in air is a sudden transition of wondering arc spot to fixea 

-~ 
\ 

arc spot, with the rise of pressure, showing also a sudden 

rise ;in arc burning voltage w-ith- the transition; while 
I 
I 

wondering cathode spot is an inevitable criteria of field type 
I 

cold ~ow boiling point cathodes only. Also during lowering 

of pressure at the point of transition from thermionic to 

vapour spot on the cathode, arc spots contradt and start 

moving violently and arc burning voltage drOps with the 

appearance of vapour mode and the whole process is reversed on 
c 

reversing the mode of change of pressure, which indicates 

that the whole nature of change is reversible. The transition 

pressure is lowered for higher discharge current. Moreover 

it was found by Arnold and Von Engel (1961) that the transition 
I . 

press~re depends on electrode separation. The appearance of 
I 

luminious intensity, violent motion of the spot, low arc burning 

voltage for carbon in air corresponds in every way to the spot 
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on copper• Also it was noticed by Arnold and;Von Engel (1961) 
I - ~ 

thai:; the w.all of the arc container which remains clear during 
i 

thermionic arc m.ode starts becoming black on; transition to 
i 
·I 

vapour mode, ~ndicat.ing absence and presence: of carbon vapour 

in the thermionicmode and vapourmode respectively. The lower 

arc; drop in the vapour mode suggests that smaller energy is 

consumeq in the vapour mode spot than in th~ i thermionic mode 

spot •. 

The excitation theory of arcs with evaporating low 

boiling point cathodes assumes the emission of electrons 

from the excited vapour atoms evaporated frcm the cathode 

of an arc ~Von Engel and Robson (1957)_7. 

Also the work gf Kimblin (1971) is worth mentioning 

whe:re h~ found, assuming single ionization, SS% of the vapour 
I 

I • I . 

leaving the cathode fall ~ace went through ionization. 

Beilis (1988), Mentel (1977) and Blackburn (1978) 

also observed .the effect of vapourization on the mechanism 

of emission in an arc. 

From .the theory of stepwise abletion von Engel and 

Arnpld (1960) found the excited vapour atoms to vapourise 

cathode material by transferring their energy to the individual 

atoms rather than heating th~ lattice as a whole. Thus in this 
i 

condition simultaneous emission of electronst and vapour are 
i 

pos:Sible without a high lattice temperature.; Since the area 
, .. 

of a spot is small, this is possible that the true heat influx 

to the lattice is small and hence lattice at,tains only a 
'· 
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moderate temperature ~SomerVille (1952}_7 and most of the 

energy is spent against emission of vapour and electron. To 

maintain the temperature of the overall· cathode, the kinetic 

energy is brought by the back scattered_ .a.I)d -fast cneutral.;atoms 

resulting from the charge _traris:f;er and thus the_ t_enperature 

of the overall cathode is maintained. 

Leycuras (1975), instead of considering emission of 

electrons from metal surface to vacuum, assumes the electrons 

to be emitted from metal surface to a dense vapour space which 

is usually formed around a vapour spot and finds that the 

work function is greatly lowered. Hence, as soon as, current 

-den~ftY in---the needles. grown on the cathode _$ur~ace CAlperl:_ 
' 

(196y), Jomaschke and Alper (196717and Mitterauer et al 

(197J) 7 exceeds a critical value, heat generated becomes -. 
sufficient to raise the temperature of the needles above the 

boiling point of the cathode material and dense vapour is 

-~ formed around the needles. And thus due to reduction of work 

function in pre~ence of vapour, there is a tremendous increase 

in current density, Leycuras also obtained the vapour density 

in case of Hg and other eight metals, the results show con~is-

tency with the experiment made by Kimblin (1973). 

It has also been observed by Seeliger and Smick ( 1927) 
I 

that: carbon arc in argon and neon has highly mobile cathode 

spot over a wide range of pressure. Thus neon and argon 

apparently support vapour mode with carbon electrodes while 

the same in molecular gases like nitrogen and air supports 



bot·h vapour mode and thermionic mode depending on the 

separation. 
I 

It _has also been· observe(i by Von Enge-l and Arnold 
I 

th~t during thermionic emission~ the cathode app~ars dull 

red while it becomes black as s-oon as stationery spot is 

tr~sformed to vapour spotc 

In case o£ addition of impurity gas to a carbon arc 
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operating in the vapour mode, either the arc extinguishes or 

is :transformed to a thermionic arc. In case of addition of 

nitrogen as impurity, this conversion is due to quenching 

* r . ::-·-~~-:- o;~~?CcJ:tec!·c-~bon ato~ (C } by nitrogen moecule-L von_.Engel 
' 

and Arnold (1961) and Holmes (1976}J. Holmes found that the 
i 

transition from thermionic to vapour arc is initiated by 

exdessive particle loss from the arc spot, whereas the 

reverse transition to the thermionic arc is caused by the 

* nitrogen molecule quencing of excited carbon C atoms~ 

* The way in which c · is quenched by N2 is described 

by Arnold and Von Engel (1961). The energy level diagram of 

N2 'shows that the first triplet st·ate is about 6.2 ev 

LHertzberg (1953 >J ~ove ground s·tate giving rise to Vegard-

. . * KaPlan bands, while C has about 6. 5 ev excitation (resonance) 
I * 

en~rgy. Thus the triplet levels are very close for the c 
I. 

to.loose its excitation energy to a N2 molecule LMitchel1 

and Zernansky (1934)_7. Hence quenching cross-section in this 

case is very high because of nearness of complete energy 
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* res~nance. But C cannot be quenched by Ne atoms whose lowest 
I 

resonance level is about 16.5 eV Cvon Engel and Arnold (1962)J• 

Another fact obtained b:y Zhu and Von Enge 1 ( 1981) :ls 

that the cathode fall of Cu it.F air .:t.s the same as that in 

arg~n, indicating that the cu-vapour atmosphere around 
' . 

' cathode spot is the dominant medium. Though thermionic mode 
I 

cathode fall sharply depends on the working fluid in the 

arc container. The gas condition, however, has an important 

role towards the nature of cathode surface due to adsorbed 

gases which can exist as an impurity on the cathode surface 

resulting in decrease in work function as is done by the 

presence of oxygen ~Suits et al (1938), Cobine (1938), Doan 

_et·--~l--(1932)J·a:s· an adsorbed gas on the cathode-surface •.. 

Due to continuous arcing such adsorbed gases are 

gradually removed with increase in work function o£ the 

catqode surface. This explains why duration of field phase 

is gradually reduced when the arc operates at a current close 

to the critical transition current ana transforms the arc 
I 
I 

to a thermionic arc after certain time of operation ~Beckmen 
.; 

et al (1936) and Cobine et·al (1939)_7. So at the on set of 
' thermionic emission, cathode consumption will rise and hence 

there shoulc be a rise in arc burning voltage. Owing to 

low'current density obtained from Fowler-Nordheim theory and 

its·particular failure to cold cathoae emission, Rieder (1967) 
I 
I 

I obtained an expression for field emission cathode current 

density from cold cathodes, which is valid for low cathode 

tem!>erature and high field) 107v/cm 
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Jc=1·S4 

2 9 ,.;.. 3/z 112 
Ec _ [-6·83Xl0 (ere) f( 3·79Ec -5)] --- exp. · rll x1o J 
e ¢c E c e't"c 

.. ' 

rll etc have same significance as before. 
~ . 

From the relation of Mackeown (1929) and Rieder (1967), 

it follows that the field emission is possible only when 
: 7 2 

j c)' 10 V/cm , even if unrealistically low work function is 

aSS'l:ll'J'led. 

A modification of field emission theory was suggested 

by Druyvesteyn (1936) on the basis of observation of 

Guntherschulze and Frick (1933), where they presumed the 

fi-eld __ t.·o l:>e __ produced~ -in an extreme~;r- thin layer of -high ___ _ 
I 

resistance material with +Ve ions on the outer surface. 
! . 

sue~ layers may be due to oxide coating. Ramberg (1932) 
I 

found that the cathodes of ca, c, w, Mg are thermionic in 

nat~re and that of Cu,-Ag, Au and Hg are field emission type. 

But cathodes of Ft, sn, Pb, Ni, Zn, Al, Fe, Cd lie truly in 

neither of the above grcups and for metals with high boiling 

point. in this· group may combine the ef.fect of therrni·onic and 

fie1d emission and such emission is corrrnonly known as TF-emiss,ion 

~~e (1957), Lee (1958), Lee {1959), Ecker (1961), Bauer (1966) 

anq Hantzsche (1982}J. 

Finally another work must be mentioned; Thomson 

and Loebs believe that the current of all arcs arises due to 

the'rmionic emission for which they presented the following 

arguments. If the current density at the cathode of an cu·arc 

is 'taken to be 3000 amp/cm2 and 3. 33% of this is carried by 
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+Ve ~ons, the +Ve ion current entering per square em of 
: ~ 2 

cath~e will be 100. amp/em • If the cathooe fall is of the. 

order 20 volt, which is usually the order of cathode fall of-
: ·.··. 

an arc {.-Sen et al (1988)J. the power consumed per sq. em 
I . . 0 

on tne cathode surface will be 2000 jule ·or 480 cal/sec. If 
I 

the ~pecific heat of Cu is taken to be 0.10, 1 gm of Cu will 

undergo a rise of temperature of 4800°C in one sec. If the 
I 

heat :flow is low and such high temperature can exist on the 

cathOde surface, the temperature of a layer of 500 atoms 

thickness (about 10-s em) and~l sq. em area should undergo a 

rise of temperature of 4000°C in only 7.5 x 10-S sec. So even 
I 

f-rom ; a low-boil.ing point metaL suff·a.c.e:~. the_ necess-ary ·emiss_~on 
I 

of electrons will be possible. And such a high rate of change 
I • 

of ~mperature can explain the experimeQt of Stolt (192f) where 

he moved an arc cathode at a high speed over a metal surf ace · 

and found no trace leaving on the metal surface. Holmes (1976) 

p~s~nted a theoretical comparison between the thermionic 

and vapour mode arcs, which illustrates the essential similarity 
I 

of the two arcs. Using carbon arc in nitrogen, the arc spot 
' parameters are derived for both arc modes and are in good 

agreement with the theoretical predictions. 



E. Diffusion .phenomena in a magnetised plasma and Hall 
'effect. 

Owing to the highly mobile nature of electrons, and 

comparatively smaller velocity of ions there develops an. 
I . . . - -- ... -~- :.--~~;, 

- - --- ----·----.·-- ,. 
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elec'tron concentration gradient in a direction transverse to 
. I.-., 

.I •. · . . • . 

I . . 

the electric field which sets up a potential difference in a 
I . 

I 

dire:ction perpendicular to the applied electric field 

resulting in a change in ionic velocity in those directions. 
' This results in the formation of space charge in the positive 

column of the plasma. Nature of the fluid, its pressure, 

thermal state and other factors like energy loss etc came 
I 

into. play for the final equilibrium to be establis~d. 

When in addition to electric field in a discharge 

plasma, there is a magnetic field in a direction either 
I . 
: ,. 

par~llel or perpendicular to the electric field, there is 

again redistribution in the velocity space of plasma due 
' 

to Lorentz force which acts on the random motion and drift 

motion of the charged particles and the plasma becomes 

anis·otropic in many respects. 

Townsend (1912) obtained a theoretical expression 

for :diffusion co-efficient under the ac~ion of transverse 

magnetic field, given by 

1 
D=---=-----=-

H 1 + c.u2.1' 2. 
B 

(1. 48) 
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--+ where WB is the gyrofrequency and 1"' is the mean time of 

collision. -rn an attempt to formulate a quantitative theory 

of d~ffusion in :presence of magnetic fielcl:~ Tonk and La,;lQlllUir 
' -

(1929} used theoretical results of Townsend (1912). These 
. . i 

resu~ts were latter confirmed by Baily (1930) in experiments 

with: electron swarm for photo electric currents and was found 

to hpld for larger currents when allowance was made for space 

char~e. navis (1953) used a spectroscopic method to investigate 

--i' the ~nfluence of magnetic field on electron temperature which 

was latter shown ~o be connected to diffusion voltage by 

-+ 

the relation derived by Sen, Ghosh and Ghosh (1983) 

JJog [ J0 ( 2:405 rjR) exp. (- aB) J 
{1. 49) 

whe~ VRB is the diffusion voltage and TeB is the electron 

temperature both in presence of transverse magnetic field 

applied to a cylindrical plasma column. 

Davis (1953) observed small increase in the electron 
I 

temperature which is in accordance with the observation of 

Sadhya and· Sen (1980) where they verified the relation 

deriyed by Sen, Das and Gupta (1972) 

(1. 50) 
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Tonk :(1941) found for uniform longitudinal magnetic field 

-+ that :the Boltzman equation is to be replaced by 
! 

-~ 

where: 
. ' 

o< D ·- 1A D)) -.e r 
D T o<.De +)). .--E-e 

· I Tp 

(1•52) 

r- is the ratio of radial drift velocity of electrons and 

magne~ic field was s~udied by Hoh and Lehnert (1960) which 

confitmed the earlier results of Lehnert (1958). Experiment 
I 

with He, Ne~ Ar, Kr, N2 , H2 are described. In the case of He 

good agreement was obtained between the collision diffusion 

theor¥ and experiment upto a certain critical magnetic field. For 

stronger magnetic field potential drop across the column indicated 
' a much higher diffusion rate across the magnetic field than 

expec~ed by binary collision theory. He also observed that 

for tUbe length more than fifty times the radius of the 

columri, the transition from normal to abnormal dif.fusion does 
I 
I 

not d~pend on the tube length and magnetic field length. 

' 
1 The positive column in a longitudinal magnetic field 

was studied by Bickerton and Von Engel (1956). They concluded 

_. -. ~ 
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that· in a zero magnetic field the Langmu'ir theory of free fall 

of ions QE!scribes best the properties of discharge plasma 

whereas in a magnetic field of suff~cient strength Schottky 

-theo.rY of anibipolar d.i£fus,ion wor~ well' -~~·";the discharge 

plasma._ They aJ.so cone! uded that when the gas becomes highly 

ioni~ed, the partial pressure of electron gas may become 

so e:ffective that longitudinal component of electric field 

and ~lectron temperature should become independent of magnetic 

fiel'd. Their previous observation on low pressure positive 
.. 

column in Cesium at high current density was cited as an 

evidence behind their conclusion. 

, Bohm (1949) theoretically derived a new diffusion 
' - -

' 
co-e1fficient in a magnetised plasma according to which the 

tr~sverse diffusion co-efficient is given by 

where 

2. 
4o<. (n- no)av --1f nZ 

0 

(1.53) 

(1. $4} 

is the mean square deviation of density fluctuation and Tb 

is the Larmour radius of electrons and Qy is the mean thermal 

veldcity. Bohm {1949) also gave new expression for ambipolar 

diffusion co-efficient in a direction transverse to magnetic 

fie.l:d according' to which 

D..l. = 2D -.1- (1. 55) 

in I>lace of (1.56) 

. ~-·.-·::--- . 
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and- obtained large discripancy in the theory and experiment 

and suggested this to be owing to plasma oscillation. 

Later Simon (1955) pointed out that due to highly 

-anisotropic copd.uctivity of a magnetised plasma, the arm:>_ipolar 
I ~ . 

diffusion no longer exists, and ions and electrons diffuse 
('). I -- • 

acr9ss the magnetic field at their own intrinsic rate and 

space charge nautralization is maintained by slight adjustment 

of current in the direction of magnetic field. Their results 

we~ confirmed by Goswami (1957). Langmuir ·and Rosenbluth 

(1956) investigated like and unlike particle collision in 

a magnetised plasma wnere they found that the unlike particle 
I 

col~ision diffusion predominated over that due to like particle 
- . ·- - - - --

-collisi~on. Kaufman· (1958} extended the theory of diffusion 

'to .i;nclude the effect of transverse temperature gradient 
,_ 

in a magnetised plasma and a closed set of equations is 

derived by an expansion in two small parameters "a" (radius of 

gyration) and "''njn (characteristic macroscOpic distance). It 

is_ found that to the first order of J [= o...j(vTJfnJ], the ions 

and electrons diffuse at the same velocity but to the higher 

ordeF in d.. , the diffusion ve·loci ty are different and charge 

separation may occur in a magnetised plasma. Thus Hall effect 

following the charge separation may arise. In their paper the 

releyant transport co-efficient like electrical resistivity, 

thermal conductivity and thermo-electric co-efficient are 

derived. 

•_:f 
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But Simon (1955) and Langmuir and Rosenbluth (1956) 

assu¥ted no charge separation could occur as a result of ion-

ion .collision because of charge neutralization by electron 

f_lo~: along- :the magnetic lines of" force. It was found that 
' -

the ratto of flux from ion-ion collision to that due to ion~ 

electron collision is of the order of 

' 
wher~ Ri is the ionic radius of gyration and D is the 

' 
characteristic distance of the densi~ variation. 

But Spitzer (1956) and Chapman and Cowling (1953) 

and *aufman (1958) found that a low density fully ionized 

plasma confined by a strong magnetic field diffused across 
I 

' the magnetic field primarily by ion-electron collision, 

the flux being proportional to the density gradient and 
' 

Kaufman (1958) showed that the effect like particle collision 

on density gradient cannot be enough considerable because the 

ratio of flux due to like-like collision and like unlike 

collision is only 

instead of that stated by Langmuir and Rosenbluth (1956). 
. 2' 

And the ratio (Re/D) is negligibly small. 
I 

Simon (1955) also showed that diffusion rate across 

-·+ a magnetic field did not obey Fick' s low, i.e., the diffusion 

is proportional to H-2, instead it was stated that t~ diffusion 
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was proportional to the inverse fourth power of magnetic 

field strength and-diffusion rate due to like particle 
::;:, -

collision was usually smaller than that due to unlike particle 

collis~on butmay some time dominate. 

i · Now there exists two theories to account for diffusion 
.. 

of 'a plasma across a magnetic £ield B. The first theory is-

es~entially based on the Boltzman equation with collision 

terms and can be derived by Chapman-Enskog method. This theory 

is 
1

known as classical diffusion theory or 1/B2 diffusion 

the:ory and was extensively investigated and put to confirmation 

by D'Angelo and Rynn (1961),,Simon (1958), Langmuir and 

Ros:enbluth (1956), Demirkhanov (1961) and others. According to 

' 
the; theory, 

transverse diffusions co-eff. D ..1 = ; ~c ib2 

1 z " 
and parallel diffusion co-eff. D 11 = 3 t)IC 71. = Dl:l=O 

where )\ is the m. f.p. and- "Vc is the electron-ion collision 

frequency and ~b is the Larmer radius of electrons at the 

me an thermal velocity w, given by 

(1. S7} 

And: another theory is the Bohm' s 1/B diffusion theory which 

was: later derived by Spitze~ (1960) and also by Petschek 

(1960) by entirely different assumptions. This 1/B:diffusian 
i 

was:experimentally confirmed by Hoh and Lehnert (1960), Bonnal 

et al "(1961), Chenand Bingham (1961) and Yoshikawa and Rose 

C19G2). 
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Takayana et al (1954) used probe technique to measure 

-:-f-'- Hall :voltage in a hot cathode discharge plasma. They obtained 

Hall :volt.age .. in argon upto 400 mV at a pressure of one torr for). 

magneti~- fieid varying upto 14 Gauss. 

sanduloviciu and Toma (1970) investigated Hall voltage 

in p~asma and cautioned about superficial processes by the 

fast :electrons in a de glow discharge when working with Hall 

prol>Efs. They also studied tm optimum working condition when 

worki;-ng with Hall probes in a de glow discharge. 

Kunkel (1981) described a simple experimental arrange

ment for the measuremen,t of Hall voltage in a low density 

plasma colurm. And they ob,tained an expression for Hall voltage, 
I 
I - - - ----~-- · ·.- ··· rrx2 S1n--y:

log--~
Sin 1rX, 

L 

(1.58) 

EH is the Hall field. This expression shows if x 1 and x 2 are 

seleqted at equal distance from L/2, the last term in the· 

expr~ssion for Hall voltage vanishes, giving 

(1. 59) 

This:shows that the Hall voltage between the opposite sides 
I 

of s~ch a positive column measures only half. of that expected 

ideally in a conductor with the same carrier density. They 
I 
I 

supposed the reduction was caused by the ambipolar diffusion 
I . 
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of t~e carrier whose density distribution is distorted in the 

~+- presence of transverse magnetic field. They studied Hall 

, __ , 

voltag~ across a helium discharge column as a function of 

mag~~t;ic -field, discharge current and gas prE;!;:;sp.re. 

SeQ~ an_d Ghosh {1985) deduced an expression for Hall 

fielq given by 

2.Te 1=----
Te+ZeVi 

(1. 60) 

(1. 61) 

They ;re-ported results of their measurements for a Hg-a:rc 

carrY,ing a current of 3 amp and placed in a transverse 

magn~tic field ranging from 64G to 526G and the resu1 ts were 

in ex.ce11ent agreement with that theoretically predicted. 

UtiliZing the expression given by Sen, Ghosh and 

Ghos~ (1983), the open circuited diffusion voltage in an arc 

' 
plas~a {arc current varying from 2 to SA and for three back-

ground pressures of • 075, 0.1 and 0.13 torr) has been measured 

by Sen, Gantait and Acharyya {1989). Utilizing the radial_o • 

distr;ibution function of conductivity as introduced by Ghosa1, 

Nandi, and Sen ( 1978), an analytical expression for diffusion 
' 

voltage has been calculated which can satisfactorily explain 

~~ the observed results • 
.- ' 
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_ The diffusion voltage in a mercury arc plasma has 
l 

-~ been measured for arc currents from 2. 5 to SA in transverse and 

· axial·magnetic field from 380 to 1.1 KG by Sen et al (1990). 

·. Assum.~.ng the radial distribution of charged part;icles proposed . 

_by Gh6sal et al (1978) and utilizing the method of sen et al 
-.- - - I 

' 

(1983) the ratio of electron temperatUre with and without a 

magnetic field has been evaluated. It becomes a maximum 

in an:axial magnetic field and then decreases whereas it 

shows :a minimum in a transverse field and then increases. 

An exJression for the ratio of electron temperature with and 
I 

without a fiele has been deduced that explains the results. 

Quantitative agreement between experiment and theory is 

quite : s atisf act9cy ._ · 
I 
I 

; sen., ACharyya and Gantai t (1981) measured the diffusion 

current and the corresponding diffusion voltage in an arc plasma 

(arc current 2 to SA and three pressures 0.075, 0.1, 0.13 

--t'- torr) :and utilizing the radial distribution function of 

--+ I 

I 

conductivity as introduced by Ghosal et al (1983) the values 
I 

of dif.fusion coefficient of mercury vapour haye been evaluated. 

The di:ffusion ·coefficient of electrons in mercury vapour has 

been fotind to.be of the order of 103 cm2/sec which increases 

with t;he increase of arc current and decreases with the 

incr~ase of pressure. A qualitative explanation of the observed 

result~ has been presented. 



SCOPE AND OBJECT OF THE PRESENT WORK 

Though a large amount of work has been carried out 
'') 

so 

regarding the breakdown of gases and consequent proQ'liction of 
I 

.~plasma, measurement ·of plasma parameter~:~ waves -and. osC-illations 

in a; plasma and other allied prob_lems, s.till the nature· .o~. some of 

the i>hysical processes occurring in a plasma during the period. 

of its formation and maintenance have not been adequately 

investigated. The physical processes occurring in the initiation 
' and maintenance of an arc plasma are still not properly 

~ unde~stood. Further it is evident that the cathode phenomena 
I 

in an arc discharge needs thorough investigation. The process 

of phase transition fro~ glow to arc should be investigated 

· in order to develop a theoretical basis ~or the occurrance of an 
I 

arc plasma. Hence it is proposed to take up investigations 
' 

in th:e following lines in the present work. 

A. Energy loss mechanism in a collision dominated plasma 

In case of collision dominated plasma, an electron 

suffers energy loss on account of its various interactions with 

other. charged and uncharged particles. such interactions are 

known. as collision which, in turn, falls in two categories, 

·vide, elastic collision and inelastic collision. A collision 

is said to be elastic when the total kinetic·energy and momentum 
' . 

for ~ particles undergoing collision remains conserved but 

one of the particles with higher kinetic energy. transfers a 

part of its kinetic energy to the other one during the collision. 
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such a loss of kinetic energy, in case of plasma, frequently 
' 

occurs w,ith electrons whose kinetic energy is usually much 

higher than that of other constituent particles of the plasma.} 

To accoupt- for the fraction of energy lost in one collision, . 

a factoi, knc;:wn as average collision loss factor has been 
I 

asseciat~d with the electron. An expression for such a factor 

(K) associated only with elastic collision has been given by 

Compton and Langmuir (1930), which was expected to be valid 

for low :values of E/P. But experimental ueasurements for slow 

electrons undertaken by Bekfi and Brown (1958), Demitriades (1967), 

Brood (1925), Rusch (1925), Bruche (1927), Ramsauer and Kollah 

(1929), N'ormand (1930), Gilardini (1957" 1972), Bushmin and 
-- . . - --

Demitriey (19'76) show that even for very low values of -E/P, the 

value ofi K was found to be much higher than the theoretically 
' 

' expected: value of K for elastic collision. Thus even the slowest 

electron~ do not suffer·. pure elastic collision. Moreover the value 

of K was found to depend on E/P and the characteristic of the 

working fluid and also on other factors like gas temperature, 

external:magnetic field etc. An inelastic collision loss may arise 

due to either of the processes like vibrational excitation, 

recOII)bin~tion, attachment, dissociation, ionization and collision 

of the 2nd kind. For fast: electrons, when inelastic collision 

has· frequent occurrance, the collision loss factor has been 
I 

measured; by sh.ingar)lina and Vasilev (1972), Bowe (1960), .Iv'..edis 

(1958), Afrosinov et al (1972), Janca (1967), Biberman et al 

(1966). 
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All the above measurements were performed ei tm r for 

different range of E/P or' for different range of electron 

ene,;-gy .• 

· But a general theory for the. mechanism of collision·· 
I 

loss of energy of the electrons was still to be developed. 

such a theory is expected to relate the collision loss factor 

with reduced electric field, electron temperature and a 

conetant which bears the characteristic of the working fluid. 

Also it was expected that the Joule heating in a discharge 

plaSma is due to the collision loss of energy of the electrons 

which has almost the sole contribution to the discharge current. 
I 

So,· a relation betw~?_e.n th~ _ discharg~_ CU_!rent. and the collision 
I 

los:s factor whiCh depends on the Said parameters, WaS naturally 

ex~cted. Collision loss factor is a function of the ratio 

·of .drift and random velocities {Von Engel 1965); .and discharge 
. . 

current, collision loss factor and electron temperature -

all depend on E/p, so such a theory was expected to have 

considerable impact on the understanding of the subject of 
. . 

discharge plasma. so it is proposed to undertake a detailed 

th~oretical investigation regarding the energy loss in a 

collision dominated plasma and also provide experimental data 

to;verify the theoretical results in case of low density 

discharge plasma with hydrogen, air and nitrogen as working 

fluid. 
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(B) Radio frequency conductivity of Icnised Gases 

Vandarpo~~(1919) obtained an expression £or rf current 

throttgh a discharge plasma, which is found to be the composi'1:ion 

.of real and imaginary parts of the gas discharge current •• 

Appl~ton and Chapman (1932), Margenau (194'6}, Adler (1949), 

sen ~d Ghosh (1966), Gilardini (1959), sen and Jana (1978) and 

many 'others showed that the rf conductivity through a gas 

discharge plasma is a complex quantity which points out that the 

current through a gas discharge plasma is a complex current. 

Francis and Von Engel (1953} ·measured the real current 

by separating out the capacitative current by balancing a bridge. 
I 

Penfiel-d ·and ·warder---{Jr.) (1967) measured the r.f. real current 
I 

by m~asuring the voltage drop across a specially constructed 
' 

cent~e tapped inductor. Clark, Earl and New (1970) measured 
I 

~he QaB discharge rf current by separating out the capacitative 

compqnent of the current by a bridge method similar in principle 

to the method employed by Francis and Von Engel (1953). 

Thus it is evident that to separate out the real and 
" 

imagi'nary parts of the gas discharge rf current by the bridge 

balan:cing method is a difficult task. A lot of adjustment and 

scree:ning is necessary throughout the measurement at- different 
' 

range;s of applied voltage. So it was felt that a convenient 
I 

metho~ might be. developed in this respect. Thus we propose a 

reson:ance method following a theoretical support which will 
I 

enable one to measure the real as well as the imaginary parts 

of the gas discharge rf current with the help of only two rf 
I 

current meters connected in the circuit. 
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(C) Radio frequency conduct! vi ty in presence of transverse 

magnet.i.c field 
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·Radio frequency conductivity. of a gas discharge plasma 

was found to be. a complex qum~.'tity· C"vandarpoi -(1919). Margenau 

(1946), Be1.·lc (1964), Sen and Ghosh (1966), Ciampi. ·and Talini 
. . . .-.., 

{1967 ), Adler {1949)J, Adler (1949) .has shown plots for 6r 

and 6i. with pressure and current when the other parameters 

remain constant. 

The rf conductivity in presence of transverse magnetic 

field was calculated by Gilardini. {1959) which was found t.o be 

a complex conductivity. Later Sen and Ghosh (1966) modified this 

theory_~~ exp~ain the experimental results of the rf conductivity 

measurement in presence of transverse magnetic field. Gupta 

and Mandal (1967), Sen and Gupta (1969), Sen and Jana (1978) 
.. 

measured the rf conductivity of a gas discharge plasma in 

presence of transverse magnetic field. Ram, Chandra. and Sarkar 

(1972) measured the rf cc.nductivity in presence of both 

transverse as well as longitudinal magnetic field. 

But almost all of the measurement is related to the 

meaSurement of real part of the rf conductivity of the gas 

discharge plasma. But it is pressu~ed that the imaginary part . 

of the rf conductivity in presence of transverse magnetic 

field still requires some attention for the clear insight 

of the physical process occurring in a r.f. discharge through 

gas discharge plasma, so the tb~oretical analysis regarding 

the r.f. conductivity of ionised gas (its imaginary part) in a 
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transverse magnetic field has thus been undertaken. It will be 

of interest to see how the r.f. conductivity varies with the 

variation of magnetic field • 

. D. P-7-asma Parameters diagnostic 
' . 
' 

Though there are a number of methods for the determination 

of plasma parameters such as single and double probe method, 

Radio frequency conductivity method, MicroWave transmission 

and reflection method, spectroscopic method and Laser diagnostic 

technique, still a simple and alternative method has been 

proposed to be developed wh.i,ch can act as a supplementary 

method to the above. A microwave beam of variable frequency is 

.~-prop~-sed to be sent through a rec.tangular wave guide filled 

with plasma and with the help of a microwave interferometer the 

attenuation and phase change can be measured { o( and {3 w-hereo( 

is the attenuation per unit. length and ~is the phase constant 

per unit length). The cut off frequency for the wave guide 

~~ when filled with air and also when filled with plasma can be 

experimentally measured. A detailed mathematical analysis has 

been· carried out where 6'r the conductivi·ty (rei;il part) and 6£ 
the con.ductivity (imaginary part), E' the dielectric constant 

(real pai:t) and 6. 11 the dielectric constant (imaginary part) 

can be related with the experimentally measu~ed quantities, 

,. fl. • "\ '-~hwhere cv and ll.) are the cut off frequencies of 
c:x.. ' J.J ' """e ) ..-vr::r .= c p 

1 the wave guide without and with the plasma respectively. From 
~-~ 

these relations it has been shown how the electron density and 

. collision frequencies can be evaluated. 
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E. Effect of magnetic field on the cut off frequency of 

Microwaves in a plasma 

56 

The microwave reflection method is a well known plasma 

·diagonistic method for determining the· electron densit.y in a 

pl#J.sma. It utilizes the same ,principle· as is· used in determining 

~lectron and ion density in the Ionosphere. But -the essential 

~riteria for the successful operation of a thermon~clear 

reactor is that magnetic field is used for the confinement of 

the plasma ~d in wave propagation in the ionosphere the effect 

of earth's magnetic field has to be taken into consideration. 

Hence it has been thought t.'iorthwhile ·to consider the effect of 

magnetic field on the value of cut off frequency when a micro-

wave beam -is -propagated thr0ugh the plasma colUJllil. A detailed 

~athernatical analysis has been presented and variation of cut 

9ff frequency with magnetic field has been investigated. The 
' . 
calculations are useful when determining the electron and ion 

~ensity in a magnetically confined plasma as· in a thermo 

nuclear re.actor. 

F. Investigation of low density plasma in a magnetic field 

In presence of transverse magnetic field, the diffusion 
I 

inside a discharge plasma undergoes certain changes resulting 

in change in diffusion V<?ltage. But due to Lorentz· force there 

~ppears a Hall voltage too. Many investigators measured diffusion 
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voltage in presence of transverse magnetic field. The work of 

Sen and Ghosh {1983), Tonk (1941), Bohm (1949), Simon (1955), 
! 

:Goswami (1957), Langmuir and Rosenbluth (1956), Kaufman (1958·), 

·and spi-tZer (1956) may be mentioned. Many :investigators have 

meas.u:ted the diffusion voltage in a transverse magnetic field. 

Some of the investigators like Sanduloviciu and Toma 

·0970), Kunkel (1981), Sen and Ghosh (1985) measured Hall 

'voltage in case of a plasma. 

But Hall voltage and diffusion voltage appe'ar in the same 

plasma space so it is difficult to measure these two voltages 

separately. Thus it was felt necessary to have a detailed 

---'theore-tical investigation- to calculate the combination of the-

:diffusion and that of Hall effect separately which will enable 

us to find a theoretical expression for the total voltage 

developed. so we have proposed a theory which gives an 

expression for the composition of two voltages, vide, diffusion 

voltage and Hall voltage. Experimental results for: such a 

measurement as obtained here in case of a low density plasma 

~bows excellent agreement for moderately transvers~ magnetic 

field. In the low field intensity region, there is~ however, 

certain discrepancy. Separation of the two effects will enable 

~:me to find the rei ati ve importance of each effect: in the 

different regions of the applied magnetic field. 
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G. Cathode Phenomena in an arc plasma 

From the early part of the 20th century, ~e physical 

processes occurring on the surf ace and neighbourhood of 

cathode of an arc have drawn attention of many investigators 

bec-ause of its high current density, high current and low 

.cathode fall unlike the cathode of a glow discharge. 

The early attempt to explain the cathode phenomena was 

on the basis of thermionic emission and later field emission 

was also considered by many investigators and then in same cases 

it was thought that both thermionic and field emission have 

simultaneous role on the emission mechanism from the cathode of 

·an arc~ Thus cathode of cu, Ag, Au etce. fall _iri one category 

where field emission plays the dominant role, while, C, W, rare 

earth metals fall in another category where thermionic emission 

is prominent. But the latter shows field emission below certain 

pressure in certain gases. Again Fe, Zn, Al etc are found to 

have combined effect of thermionic and field emission. Thus no 

general theory and origin of cathode phenomena of an arc has 

been proposed. 

In this present investigation we undertake the problem 

to put forward a general theory which can cover all category 

of above said cathodes and thereby reducing the complexcities 

prevailing towards the understanding of.the cathoce phenomena 

of an arc. 
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In the present work we have· proposed a general theory 

with adequate mathematical background and selected three 

different electrode materials in such a way, which were earlier 

observed to fall into three different categories, vide, 

thermionic emission category, field emission category and 

TF emission category, for consideration of testing the theory 

proposed by us. The experimental results with the said 

electrodes show e~ellent agreement with the present theory. 

As the occurrance and maintenance of a high current arc is not 

yet properly understood the proposed work may help in providing 

a generalised theory specially with regard to cathode processes 

in the arc. 

H. Low frequency oscillation in an arc plasma 

A plasma can support oscillations under different 

conditions all of which are longitudinal because the elecftric 

field and line of oscillation are parallel to the direction 

of propagation of oscillation. In one category of oscillation, 

there is no component of magnetic field associated with the 

oscillation while in some other cases small time varying 

magnetic field may be associated either along the direction 

or transverse to the direction of propagation of oscillation. 
,4. 

These later oscillations are associated with the wave known as 

11magnetohydrodynamic 11 or hydromagnetic wave which propagates 

with velocities much low:erthan the yelocity of light and the 

frequency, too, in this case, is many order less than in the 
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case of electron plasma oscillation and may even be smaller 

than ion plasma oscillation. 

But all of these processes usually transform. power 

, into the oscillation, which is no more than a little percentage 

of the total power associated with the discharge. But in the 

early time gas.discharge tube with negative resistance 

characteristics were used for the generation of radio waves 

which had much higher percentage of total power conversion 

to the oscillation, as in the case of dynatron oscillator. 

In case of mercury arc which has a negative resistance 

charaeteristics and whose design is simple and inexpensive, 

a negative resistance oscillator may be designed which can 
.. 

handle and produce larger oscillatory power. A simple theory 
.-

for such an oscillator was proposed by Cobine (1958). Thus we 

--:--undertake this-work with the aim--of- designing- a- high- power-

oscillator whose design is simple and frequency will be easily 

adjusted with the help of L and c. Though in our Hg arc, dv 
di 

is negative for the portion of the v-i characteristics,we have 

utilised~ the oscillation is never like dynatron oscillation 

whose frequency depends entire1y on the tank circuit parameters. 

In the present case frequency and amplitude of oscillation 

detected is entirely controlled by the inner char~cteristics 

' of arce These low frequency oscil.;I.ations depend on the properties 

of mercury arc tube. we have.· investigated the mechanism of-. 
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generation of such oscillations and advanced an analytical 

theory showing their variation with pressure, arc current 

and magnetic field. The experimental results are in conformity 

with the theoretical derivation. The source of these low 

frequency oscillations has also been suggested. 

~I 

--r 
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CHAPI'ER -· II 

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

2.1. Collision loss factorz 

Apparatus and Accessories: {1) Glow disch~ge tUbe for 

diffusion voltage measurement (2) High voltage power supply 

(3) Constant current generator (4) Digital Voltmeter (Model 

No. if'ill 205) (5) Ammeter (Sett & Dey) (6) R. c. filter 

(7/ McLoyd Gauge (8) Pirani Gauge {9) Two stage Rotary Pump. 

2 .1.1. The discharge tube is cylindrical in shape and made of 

corning glass with two circular brass electrodes fitted 
--·· ~------ ·--- .------- - -

symmetrically at two ends inside the tube and in such a way that 

they face parallel to each other. To step any spurious, discharge 

with the back side of the electrodes, the backside of the 

electrodes are tightly COvered with teflon cap at)d the connecting 

tungsten rods are sealed with thin glass coating. So the chance 

of any spurious discharge resulting in sudden undesired 

fluctuation of discharge current was thus totally eliminated. 

In absence of such sealing# there is face to face discharge 

between the electrodes for low values of E/p, but when E/p is 

graduallymade high, there is sudden rise of discharge current 

showing luminious glow behind the electrodes.· such a change in 

discharge current cannot occur when only-the front surfaces 

of the electrodes are open to discharge. 

2~1.2. The probes for the measurement of diffusion voltage were 

made of very thin tungsten wire of diameter Oe2 mm and placed 
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parallel to the electric field, of which one is placed along 

_the ~yrmnetry axis of the plasma column while the other one is :jk 

·placed 5 nm away from the .axis. The length of each probe is 

5 rrm cmd th~ electrode_s- arE:;l seaJ.ed with thin glass coating 

ex~ep~-at the ends of each. The length o.f the open portion of the 

probes are no_ more than o. 2 mm each. Both of the electrodes 

point towards the same direction in the discharge tube. The 

Schematic diagram of the complete discharge tube is shown in 

Fig. 2.1. 

--;i. 2.1. 3. The gases used in the experiment were at least 

analytically pure. Three gases are used in this experiment, 

vide, air, hydrogen and nitrogen. Air was made pure by passing 
-- - -- ____ ,. ~·--~-·- - -·---- ------ . -

first through caustic potash solution removing carbon dioxide -

and tqen through distilled water and finally through highly 

concentrated sulphuric acid followed by several U tubes filled 

up with caustic potash pellet. The rate of flow through the 

----( purification system was kept extremely small to ensure the 

purification process to be complete. Finally pure air is stored 

in a five litre vessel connected with the purification system. 

Pure hydrogen is produced by electrolysis of dilute 

barium hydroxide solution. To remove any :trace of irtpurity 

present in the hydrogen, tm prepared ga5 is allowed to pass 

through heated platinum net followed by caustic potash pellet 

~--f,. and phosphorus pentoxide. 
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Nitrogen is produced by controlled heating of sodium 

chloride and ammonium nitrite solution mixed in a round bottom 
'') 

.·flask. This nitrogen contains little chlorine, arti.rnonia, nitric 

oxide and water vapour. To remove these impurities from the 

nitrogen 8 the gas is allowed to pass through concentrated solution 

of caustic potash and then through concent~ated sulphuric acid. 

Finally the gas is made to pass through highly heated copper 

turnings to remove nitric oxide by reducing it into nitrogen. 

This iS pure nitrogen and has been used in the present experiment. 

2.1.4. Pressure during discharge is measured with the help of 

a ~£Loyd gauge and a Pirani gauge simultaneously so that 

correctness of the pressure measured is assured. The calibration 

curves for-the Pirani gauge in air, hydrogen and nitrogen were 

supplied by the manufacturer. 

2.l.So High_voltage power supply is designed to have a supply 

of voltage maximum upto 2. 5 KV and a current maximum upto 

1•0 rnA (HV 4800D). 

2_.19 6,. To ensure the discharge current to be constant in a 

particular set of experiment a series current con troller is 

designed and connected in series with the discharge tube in 

addition to.a high watt resistance (51.3 K. 9hm) in series. 

After fixing the current in the discharge circuit, the current 

controller and the high voltage power supply is gradully 

adjusted in su:::h a way that tre drop across the current 

controller is within the specified limit. Under this condition 
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the current through the discharge tube remains fairly constant 

against any spurious fluctuation in the system • Circuit · 

diagram is shown in Fig~ 2.2e 

2.1. 7. ·The probes are connected with -the .input of. a n -type 

RC fiterwhose time constant is 2.4 sec. The value of R is 100 

kilo ohm and that of the two- condensers- are 24 f<-F.-. 'rhe aim of 

such filter is to stop any spurious ac voltage to appear at 

the output of the filter. Particularly the low frequencies 

which are frequently pre'sent in such glow discharge tubes, 

disturb the measurement of diffusion voltage. Because the 

probes in addition to de diffusion voltage also peak up such 

spurious __ ac voltages present during the discharge. __ 'l'he impedence 

between the probes iS high because of extremely small surface 

area open to the discharge and comparatively high distance 

between the open tips of the probes and also due to low 

conductivity in case of low density plasma formed in a glow 

-~ discharge tube. 

Also because of small surface area open, tre power 

picked up by the probes against diffusion voltage is quite small. 

so it has to be assured that the circuit measuring diffusion 

voltage does not consume any appreciable power which may result 

in faulty measurement of diffusion voltage. 

Thus the condensers in the R-C filter are selected in 

----f.._ such a way that leakage current does not exceed nano-Ampere and 

to ensure that any change in voltage between the probes can 
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immediately effect the output of the filter in a linear way, 

high quality rapid_discharge condensers are used in this 

construction. 

use of L.;.C -filter in such c~se·s has been tested iii. the 

laboratory, wh.ich shows that. such use · i_s inconvenient because of 

large size of the filter required to prevent any low frequency 

to appear at the output of the filter. 

2.1.8. The voltmeter connected at the output of the filter for 

the measurement of the diffusion voltage under the stated 

condition, as described, needs to have high input impedence. 

~lso since the diffusion voltage is a floating voltage 

ln a discharge tube where both probes-~ are immersed Tn--high 

voltages, the voltmeter must be isolated with respect to the 

main discharge voltage scurce, otherwise irratic and impossible 

voltages may be shown by the voltmeter. To prevent such 

problem, it is convenient to use battery operated digital 

voltmeter whose input impedence is also high in addition to 

the ability to•_ measure any such floating voltage. In this 

experiment the digital voltmeter Hill 205 has been used whose 

input impedence is more than 10 Meg ohm. 

2.1.9~ The pressure inside the discharge tube. is maintained 

with'the help of a double stage rotary pump and one needle 

valve. The needle valve which has adjustable microleak allows 
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one to control the flow of experimental gas into the discharge 

tube. when pressure and temperature of the system come to 

equiliprium after some time of operation of the discharge, the 

re adi.ng can be ·.reco.r;ded. The_ -corni:>l-ete: bl·ock diagram of the 

discharge system i_s sh~.m in Fig. 2.3. 

2.1.10. The diffusion voltage is related to the electron 

temperature (Sen, Ghosh and Ghosh, 1983) by reJation 

kTe 
e 

where VR is the diffusion voltage, and T is the electron e . 
------~ ..,. - ---- --~~~ ---.¥ ----- -·· ----~--

(2.1) 

temperature, · r ·:rs the distance between the probes, R ·is the 

tube radius, J
0 

is the zeroth order Bessel's function, k is 

the Boltsman ··constant and e is the electrcnic charge. 

Thus in this system we are able to measure electron 

temperature from the measurement of diffusion voltage with 

different pressure and discharge current (~). Since T
6

., ~ 

and collision loss factor }{ is relat~d with E/p as shown in 

the theory developed in the present work, we can measure mean 

collision loss factor for the electrons. 

2. 2 •. Hall voltage and diffusion voltage in transverse magnetic 

field in case of a low density discharge plasma. 

Apparatus and Accessories: (1) Glow discharge tube for 

the measurement diffusion voltage as well as Hall ··Voltage with 

the same pair of probes. (2) Voltmeter (3) Magnet pc:Mer supply 
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(4) Electromagnet (6) High voltage power supply (6) Current 

meter (7) MCLoyd Gauge (8) Pirani Gauge. (9) R-C filter 

·'{10) Needle valve (11) Double stage Rotary Pump (12) Air 

Purification arrangerrent. 

2.2.1. The discharge tube in this case has the same design 
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except for the probes which, in this discharge tUbe~ are two 

thin circular brass plates connected face to face parallel to 

each other, one along the axis while ·the other at the periphery 

of the discharge tUbe. The connecting tungsten rods are 

sealed with thin glass coating. Thus the electrodes form the 

same configuration as the circular parallel plate condenser, 

-

medium. Thus the probes including the partially conducting mediUm -

inside forms a semi-metal and hence under the influence of 
.. 

magnetic field in a direction transverse to the direction of 

discharge current through the space between the probes must 

result in the appearance 0f Hall voltage, which means the 

separation of charges in the plasma which has a strong tendency 

against the formation of any such charge separation. So there 

must be strong diffusion under this circumstances which will try 

to resist the Hall voltage. So these two voltages should act 

opposit to each other under such arrangement and condition. 

AlSO it has been shown in the theory that under the place-

ment of the probes as stated, i.e., one on the axis and other 

at the periphery of the discharge tubeo there will be no initial 

diffusion voltage between the probes. Thus such a design of the 
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discharge tube will enable one to measure Hall voltage in 

~- combination with the diffusion voltage in presence of transverse 
. :·~ 

. magrtet.ic field. The diagram of the discharge tube is shown in· 

Fig~ 2-4~ . 

2.2.2. The electromagnet is calibrated with the help of a 

Hall probe electronic gauss meter. The result of calibration 

is shown in the table 2a and Fig. 2.5 • 

~- Table 2a 

Current through the Magnetic field in K.Gauss Mean Magnetic 
magnet in Amp When current When current field in 

-·~- ------ - .. ---in one in reversed Kilo Gauss 
direction direct.ien 

0 0 0 0 

0.05 o. 05 0.05 0.05 

0.10 0.,10 0.10 0.10 

0.15 0<315 0.15 o.1s 

-~ o. 20 0.,20 0.20 0.20 

0.25 0 .. 25 0.25 0.25 

0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 

0.35 0.36 0.35 0.355 

0.40 0.,41 0.40 0.405 

0.45 0.46 0.46 0.46 

o.so Oo 51 o. 51 o.5i 

0.55 0.56 0.57 0.565 

0.60 o. 62 0.62 0.62 

o.65 Oo 67 0.68 0.675 

-7· 0.70 0.,73 0.73 0.73 

Oo 75 0.,79 0.79 0.79 

0.80 0 .. 85 0.84 0.845 
~ 

0.85 0.90 0.91 0.905 

0.90 0 .. 97 0.96 0.965 

0.95 1.02 1.03 1.025 

1.00 1.08 1.09 1.085 
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2.2.3. Magnet power supply is a constant current power source. 

This enables one to keep the- current through the magnet 

at a constant value and hence the magne-tic field across the

discharge tube for the -time until the_ system comes to th~rrnal 

equilibrium with new arrangement of di~trib':l_tion of current;._ 

The voltmeter is a digit.al voltmeter which can measure

floating voltage without interaction with the main discharge 

system. 

The current meter in this case is required to be sensitive 

since there is a change in discharge current with magnetic field 

even if the supply voltage and other impedances in the circuit 

has been used. 

HcLoyd gauge, Pirani gauge, R-C filter and High voltage 

power supply are same as described in 2.1. 

2.3. Cathode fall measurement in a metal arc for different 

pressure end discharge current. 

Apparatus and Accessories: (i) Discharge tube with 

movable electrode arrangement (2) water cooling system for 

discharge tube (3) 350 volt power supply (4) Series current 
. 

controller (5) Ammeter (6) Voltmeter (7) Two needle valves 

(8} Mercury Manometer for measurement of pressure from a few mm 

-~ of Hg to -76 ern of Hg pressure (9) Double stage rotary Pump. 
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2.3.1 The discharge tube for the measurement of cathode fall 

at various pressure needs to have arrangement for the adjustment 

of electrode separation from cJutsice the discharge tube. So at 

the two ends _of- ·th~ discharge tube there are two B34 standard 

joint socket •. B~4 inner counterpart forms the lid of the 
.. 

discharge tube. A pair of tungsten rods are sealed with each 

of the lids. The tungsten rods help electrical connection from 

out to-within the tube. In aadition~ each pair of tungsten 

rods on each lid can support an electrode holder. The electrode 

holder each on the other open end has inside thread which allows 

the fitting of the experimental electrodes tightly and which 

at their one end has outer thread which fits well into the 

, formed of_ two parts connected by screw system. One part is fixed 

with a pair of tungsten fused on one lid while the other part 

passes thrcugh a socket which allows the electrode pass through 

it but prevents any rotation of the electrode. As a result, when 

the corresponding lid of the discharge tube is manually rotated 

from outside the electrode moves forward or backward. To record 
., 

the amount of displacement of ·the electrode, the lid is connected 

with a large "protractor" which has 360 degree uniform gradua-

tion. The "protractor" is again connected with another screw 

through gear system~ such that the screw mov~s parallel to a 

linear scale when the circular scale is rotated. screw pitch 

for the electrode screw and the outer screw are same. so just 

like screw gauge one can read the displacement of the electrode 

..') 
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by taking the circular scale reading and linear scale reading. 

The discharge tube is shown in P;ig. 2.7. 

2. 3.2 The manometer is about 80 em long and made of capillary . 

tube of 1.5 nm diameter. Its one end is sealed and space above 

mercury is perfectly vacuum. The inside of the manometer-is 

cleaned with chromic ~cid and then with caustic soda and 

finally with distilled water. Then highly distilled mercury is 

poured inside the manometer. The bottom of the manometer has 

opening which is connected with the lower end of a large 

container by a rubber tube. The upper end of the container is 

connected to the open limb of the manometer with anotre r rubber 

tube. The container can be moved up and dcwn so -that the mercury 

level inside the open limb, which is in the same level as in 

the container, can be adjusted. A linear scale is fitted parallel 

to the closed limb. The scale reads gradually higher from the 

bottom to the top. Thus when the mercury level in the open limb 

is brought to a particular mark, the mercury level in the 

closed limb directly reads the pressure insice the discharge 
,-, 

tube which is also connected with the open limb of the manometer. 

The Manometer is shown in the Fig. 2.6o 

2.3.3 Constant current controller is designed with several 

power transistors in parallel such that the curren·t capacity 

reaches the desired current level. The voltage tolerance of the 

controller is 90 volt. So it is set at 45 volt- at the required 
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discharge current. so, any voltage fluctuation or impedance 

f_luctuation in the arc will be compensated upto ± 45- volt 

at the s;;me discharge c1.,1rrent level. The circuit diagram is 

shown in Fig. 2. 8.- _ 

2. 3._4- Dig~ tal voltmeter is ~sed to record the burnin9 voltage 

of the arc· for electrode separation varying from 0 to several 

mm. 

2.3.5 Due to im:.ense heating in the arc in addition to the 
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electrodes, the glass container may undergo some cracks unless 

some efficient cooling is provided. So the discharge tube is 

dipped upto its neck in water t.._rhich runs through another 

container.- Thus-:-tfie --life -of -the -a-ischarge ___ tube is-inuch~_lengthened._ 

2. 3. 6 The experiment is perfo.rmed upto a pressure of one 

atmosphere, so-to maintain the pressure inside the discharge 

tube with a double stage rotary pump two needle valves are 

required. One needle valve is connected just after the pump, 

so that the pump cannot draw much gas frcm the system and 

another needle valve is connected-with the discharge tube which 

allows the desired gas to enter the system through its leak. 

Thus the pressure inside the system can be increased either by 

increasing the leak of the needle valve with the discharge tube 

or by decreasing the leak size of the needle valve close to the 

pump. And the pressure inside the discharge tube can be reduced 

-~ ' by decreasing the leak size of the needle valve which allows 
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gas into the discharge tube system and also by increasing the 

leak size of the needle valve close to the pump. ·Thus· with the 
··f 

help of two needle valves and a rotary suction :pump any de?ired 

pressure not exceeding atmospheric pressure can be maintained .. 

inside the discharge tube. The needle valves- are adjusted in _

such a way that the rate at which the experimental gas enters -

the system is-extremely low irrespective of the pressure inside 

the system. If this condition is not achieved, there may be a 

shortage of purified gas in the supply gas tank. The arrangement 

is shown in Fig. 2.9. 

2.3.7 The cathode fall in an arc is determined by plotting the 

graph ~--~~---bur~.ing volt~ge-~,:,ith ~iectrode sep-aration. £sen, 

Gantait and Jana (1988)_7 Because of corrosion of the electrode 

surface, the measurement of the correct inter-electrode·· 

separation is difficult. So every time the electrode surface 

is to be rubbed to have a plane surface. And. the reading has 

to be taken repeatedly and at a considerable swiftness. Parti-

cularly when the interelectrode distance becomes less than a 

m~imeter, the arc is suddenly shorted because of the dense 

vapour and high temperature close to the cathode. Thus every 

set of experiment is required to be repeated to check the 

correct and repeatable results. Block diagram for the whole 

circuit and accessories is shown in Fig a 2,.9. 
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2. 4 Low frequency oscillation in a Mercury arc Plasma. 

Apparatus and Accessories: · (1) Mercury arc discharge tube 
-~ . . . 

(2) CRO (3) Digital freqQency meter (4) Variable i~ductance 

tank circuit (5) Voltmeter (6) Current meter (7J-Qne--needle 

valve (8) McLoyd Gauge- (9) Pi-rani _gauge_ (10) Power SUJ:?P~Y 
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· (11) Double stage ro~ary pump {12) Cooling arrangement (13) 

Thermometer (14) Hagnet Power Supply (15) Electromagnet (16} Gas 

supply system (17) RF choke. 

2.4.1 The arc tube is a conventional mercury arc tube of 

high length (about 30 em, end to end) and 1.8 ern diameter 

with one difference that the electrical connection between 

the-- mercury inside ancf outside of discharge tubEf -uses two 

thick (diameter o. 8 em) and long brass electrodes in between 

the tungsten rod and the mercury .. at both ends of the clischarge 

tube. If in place of such thick and long electrodes we use only 

tungsten rods (diameter 1 mm) for electrical connection, it 

appears in case of study of oscillation that the rod undergoes 

some physical change with tine and after some hour of study of 

oscillation sometime a red spot starts forming frequently 

somewhere along the length of the tungsten roo and when such 

spot is formed the arc undergoes immediate extinction. And 

thus to remove such trouble we have introduced the .above 

mentioned thick and long rods in between the tungsten and 

-j-.-. Mercury. The whole diagram is shown in Fig. 2.1Q. 
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2.4.2 To study such a low frequency oscillation the arc tube 

,~ is to be operated for large time until the tube is perfectly 

conditioned. This will make the characteristic of the arc to be 

stable and the tube will operate at a particular _operating poin_t 

on its characteristics curve and hence frequency and amplitude 

of oscillation will be stable, which is a funaamental utility of 

any oscillator. But such a long time operation with a perfect 

thermal equilibrium is very difficult for arcs which consumes 

high power resulting in either instability in thermal equili

. t brium or fracture of the tube. So an oil cooling arrangement 

is provided. This cooling system utilises transformer oil inside 

:a metallic box which contains two array of thin walled cqpper 

tubes ·through which cold water is ·continuously allowed to pass. 

In between these two array of pipes inside the oil, the discharge 

tube is dipped. In this system the arc can be made to run for 

long time with perfect thermal equilibrium of the discharge 

tube with surrounding transformer oil. The temperature of the 

oil in the present case is about 55°C. The diagram of this 

cooler is shown in Fig. 2.11. 

2.4.3 The tank circuit in parallel to the discharge tube 

. utilises one variable air core choke and a 4 fF condenser 

· and a variable resistance. It was initially intended to construct 

a negative resistance oscillator, but it did not really occur 

as per the plan. Reason behind this is probably ernbeded in the 

discharge tube: The theory suggests, in this case, that the d.ce 
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resistance and a.c. resistance both work in series in case of 

,~ oscillation., unlike the case of the dynatron oscillator where 

only a.c. resistance worksbehind the osc~llation. However, the 

resistance is fuund to be coupled and the sum of these two. 

resistance for the present discharge tube is positive. So 

negative resistance oscillator could not be constructed. 

On the other hand, it is fcund that a low frequency a.c. 

appears in the tank circuit whose frequency does not change 

with change in the value of inductance and the amplitude becomes 
____,._ 

; maximum when the resistance that is inserted in the tank circuit 

is reduced to zero. The higher value of condenser increases the 

ampl;J. tude of_ -~he a;c __ ;in tn~ circuit_ with out any change in fre-

quency. These observation suggests that the ac is self generated 

inside the tube. Complete circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2.1·'2. 

The ac is picked up by loosely coupled secondary coil used in 

the measurement of amplitude and frequency. 

2.4.4 The transverse magnetic field applied to mercury arc 

column is supplied by an electromagnet. The calibration data 

" is -shown in table "2b" and the curve in Fig. 2.13. 
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Table 2b 

--
Magnet Magnetic field J.n Gauss Mean 
current iiL When current in When current in MagnetiC'~' 
Amp one direction reversed direction field in 

Gauss 

0 0 0 0 

0.05 19 19 19 

0.10 38_ 38 38 

0.15 57 57 57 

0.20 76 76 76 

0.25 95 95 95 

0.30 114 114 114 

0.35 132 132 132 

0.40 150 150 150 

0.45 167 167 167 

0.50 183 182 182.5 
-- -

o.s5 200 200 200 

o.po 216 216 216 

0.65 332 231 231.5 

0.70 250 251 250.5 

0.75 265 265 265 

-- --
2.4.5 The voltmeter in such ~xperiment is required to be 

capable of measuring fraction of a volt correctly. Because the 

oscillation builds up only within a very small range of 

discharge current and to measure tre correct value of ac 

resistance, within a small discharge current -limit, the fraction 

of a voltage change in arc burning voltage must be recorded 

properly. The situation with change of magnetic field is more 

critical because the arc undergoes extinction for a magnetic 
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field of the order of 150 gauss only as soon as the oscillation 

~ is allowed to develop in the LCR circuit parallel to the ars::. 

so to know the ac ·resistance for a magnetic field_ not exceeding 

150 gauss for which arc burning ·voltage changes only a few 

volt which is only 4 to 5 percent of· the totar arc burning 

voltage. so we have used a digital voltmet2r which is-capable 

of recording change in voltage in the seconc decimal place~ 

2.4.6 The characteristic curve in presence of transverse 

magnetic fi.eld is to be drawn to know the value of ac resistance, 

for a particular value of initial discharge current and different 

value of magnetic field applied to the arc. By the .initial 

discharge current we mean the dis~harge ·current in absence of 

magnetic field. For this initial discharge current we gradually 

change the value of transverse magnetic field and go on record

ing the value of discharge currents and arc burning voltages 

for different value of magnetic fields. Thus we get a new 

characteristic curve for the arc with various transverse magnetic 

field. The initial discharge current for this new characteristic 

curve becomes a parameter which should remain essentially 

constant when the data for the new curve with transverse magnetic 

field is recorded. Most interesting fact is that sum of the ac 

and de resistances for H = 0 and for H~ 0 are found to have 

fairly different values. 
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2.4.7 Change in frequency with change in pressure of discharge 

current or magnetic field is not more than a few percent. So 

a digital frequency meter will enable one to- record such a 

small change, in frequency. Such a record of frequency is 

essential to verify the theory which pped~~ts tnat, 

i.e., the frequency is directly proportional to the inverse of 

the sum of the ac and de resistances, which change a little 

for change in either of the factors like pressure, discharge 

current and magnetic field. 

2.-4.8 A CRO- is-~used- for visual observation and record of the 

amplitude of the ac developed. Photograph is also taken from 

the CRO screen for analysis and measurement of ac amplitude. 

2.4.9 Pure air is preapred as described in 2.1 and allowed 

to enter the system through the needle valve. The pressure is 

measured with McLoyd Gauge and Pirani Gauge as described in 

2.1. 



CHAPTER III 

ENERGY LOSS MECHANISM IN A COLLISION 

DOMINATED PLASMA 
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CHAPTER - III 

ENERGY LOSS MECHAN ISN IN A COLLISION DOMINATED PLASMA 

INTRODUCTION. 
. -

The loss of energy by electrons when moving through 

an ioni·sed gas has--been investigated~ by Von Engel (1964) and 

also by Massy, Burhop and Gilbody (1971). -It can be shown that 

when only elastic losses are taken into consideration the loss 

factor, K = 4m , where m is the mass of the electron and M 
M 

is the mass of the atom or molecule with which the electron 

is colliding. The loss of ener~ff by electrons is mainly due to 

collision in an ionised gas and we can neglect the energy 

lost _by· ions as they are less- mobile.- It has further been 

shown that· K, the_ loss factor, increases {not al~11ays linearly) 

with (E/P) where E is the electric field and P is the pressure 

and at higher (E/P) values inelastic losses set in. The purpose 

of the present investigation is to present a generalised theory 

.J(· regarding the loss of energy by electrons in an ionised gas 

taking into consideration the variation of K with (E/P) and 

thereby deduce an expression for the-main discharge current in 

a collision dominated plasma. In the course of our deduction 

some plasma parameters have naturally been introduced and it is 

also the object to verify the theory from experimental results. 

Besides other parameters, experimental determination of T the . e 

electron temperaturE is necessary for a wide range of (E/P) 

values. 
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. EXP.C:RIN.2..N'l;AL ARRANGEMENT -- -------
The detailed experimental technique for the evaluation 

of electron temperature by measurement o·f~ diffusion voltage 

has been provided in ·earlier .papers (Seri,.. Ghosh and Ghosh, 

1983; sen, Acharyya, G·a--:tait and Bhattacharjee, 1989) where 

it is shown that 

kTe 
e r 

log J 0 ( 2·405 R ) (3.1) 

where VR is the diffusion voltage, R is the radius of the 

discharge tube and r is the distance of the probe from :the 

axis of the discharge tube. ·rhe discharge tube having inner 

diameter 2.8·-cm and length 10 ~m is fitted-··with two parallel 

circular brass electrodes (diameter 1.2 em) and separated by 

a distance of 6 em. The back sides of the electrodes were 

perfectly sealed with glass and teflon caps. Two probes one 

along the axis and the other away from the axis were placed 
.· .. 

:: ~ . ' .. ' ·. . 

parallel to each other and were separated by a distance of 

5 mm. Both the probes made of the tungsten wire (0.2 mm 

diameter) were sealed witi·;fn glass except at the--f::!n_ds, the 

schematic diagram is shown in Fig. (2.1). Fig. (2.3) represents 

the circt.:it diagram which consists of a high vol·tage pcw~r 

supply with a limiter resistance (51.4 kst) -and one current 

controller (Fig. 2. 2) in series with the discharge tube. The 

diffusion voltage at the probes was measured by means of a· 

digital voltmeter (HILL 205) whose input impedance is greater 

.· . 
•. 
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than 10 Mit. An R-C filter circuit (RC • 2. 4- sec.) was placed 

parallel to the probes to prevent any fluctuating voltage to 

appear across the digital voltmeter, 

Pressure was measured by a Pirani gauge and adjusted 

with a needle valve to maintain a constant pressure throughout 

the experiment. The results are reported here for air (Te for 

E/P upto 800 volts/em. torr} for-hydrogen (Te for E/P upto 

240 volts/em. torr) and for nitrogen (Te for E/P upto 320 

volts/em. torr). The discharge current has been measured for 

-~ three pressures P = 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2 torr for the corresponding 

values of {E/P) for the three gases. Pure gas was allowed to 

enter the discharge tube through the needle valve. Hydrogen 
--

and nitrogen were purified ~d dried with concentrated a2so4 
and KOH pellets in succession. 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIO! 

eLe ( E ) The drift velocity of the electron, Vd = -- --
mVr P 

and so the energy gained between successive collisions by 
1 e 2 L 2 E 2 

a single electron due to drift c::: 2 . ·m v ~ · ~ and as the 
v p r 

frequency of collision = + the energy gained by the 
ez L e E2 . 

electron per sec. = e · --where vr is the random 2mvr P 
velocity of the electron and Le is the mean free path of the 

electron at a pressure of 1 torr. we consider that the electron 

starts with zero velocity after collision and reaches the 

~ maximum velocity just before collision. when we consider the 

loss of power by an electron due to collision, we have to 
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introduce the mean free path of the electron as deduced by 

Von Engel (1964) which is given by 
- 1 

12 Te KYz k 

so. the 

and as 

Le = -------
..[?_ e ( Ejp) 

_power -lost by one electron per 

ez ~2. 
- 1 

- 12 KYz kTe 
·--

z mvr p vz. e ·(Ejp) 

1 mv2 
- 1.. kTe 2: r - z 

sec. 

the power lost by one electron per sec. is 

is 

Hence the excess power lost by one electron per sec. due to an 

[ 
skTeK ]YzdE increase in E by dE is e m • Number of electrons 

~h~ch constitute th~ current is (nevd A) each_of which spends a 

time d
0
/vd in the electric field where d

0 
and A are the inter 

electrode distance and cross sectional area of the plasma 

respectively. so the total time spent by these el2ctrons in 

the electric field is nedo A. so the extra loss of energy by 

ne"d A electrons flowing per sec. is that lost by one electron 

by collision in time nedo A and hence total energy lost by 

nevd A electrons flowing per sec. is 

Again electrical energy lost by n v ~ A elec.trons is iEd where 
e a o 

i is the discharge current and Ed
0 

is the voltage drop. ivhen 

E increases to E + dE and current changes from i to i + di 

the electrical energy lost by electrons is (i + di) (E + dE) 

.: ... 
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so the extra power lost by electrons due to increase in E by 

dE is given by 

( i + di ) ( E -;:-dE) d 0 - iE d 0 

( idE + Ed i ) d 0 

we can consider the energy lost by the electrcns ciue to chcmge 

of current by di is the same as the energy lost by the electrons· 

due to collision so we get 

Yz dW1 = dW2 

e neAd0 [ 
6Kk~e ] dE = ( idE .!__~di) d 0 . 

For small change. in E, i =<T'E where (Tis the conductivity 

and di = cr dE, 

then idE _+_J~cj;i __ = 2 (f EdE _ 

Yz 
] = 2.(}E 

then 
JKlcTe ] Yz i = U'E = en e A [ = i.J) (saY) zm (3. 2) 

Exoerimental values of T for different (E/P) values have been - e 

plot ted in Fig. (3.1) in case of air. The observed values of 

discharge current in air, for different (E/P)values have been 

plotted in Fig. {3. 2). l'aking the values of T for different e 

(E/P) values from Fig. (3.1) the discharge current i~has been 

plotted against VTe for three different pres'su,res in Fig •. (3. 3). 

According to equaticn (3.1) the curves should be straight lines 

J~. but the linearity relaticn is not maintained between i!J, the 

discharge current, and VTe as is evic ent from Fig. (3. 3) in 
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case of air; the variation of Te with (E/P) is.·,shoJrmin Fig. 

(3.~) for hydrogen, and that for nitrcgen in Fj_g. (3.5). Plot 

o£ current iDagainst :Jrre shows that linearity relation bet\veen 

. i 0 anc T~'- is not maintained· in case of hyC.rogen_ ana nitrogen 

as weJ..l. This is due to the -fact that -the loss factor }{ 

increases with (E/P) (Von Engel, 19.64) and hence with T ; as e 

(E/P) increases inelastic collisions increase as is evicent 

from the study of variation of collision cross section with 

(E/P ). 

Next we proceed to calculate the value of the discharge 

qurrent by taking into ccnsiceration the variation of Kwith 

(E/P). we assume that the loss of energy by an electron due to . 

drift when the displacement is A e is we and so for drift 

velocity vd the loss per sec is wevd/J...e and as the frequency 

of collision is Vr/ll e so the loss of energy due to drift by 

one electron per t:nit collision is w v-/v • So the loss of e d' r 

energy per unit collision by 

(E + dE) is We [ ~d + d (:: ) ] 
r r 

one electron when E changes to 

• Hence the 

per unit collision due to increase in E by 

extra loss of energy 

dE is Wed( ~d ) 
r 

But the extra loss of energy is different for plasma-of 

different gases even if Wed.( v_: ) is the same. So ·this must 
r 

de~enc on the nature of the gass of the plasma, so the extra 

true loss is 
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-where i is a constant related to the characteristics of the 

nature of ~~e gass of the plasma. 

So the extra loss is 

-6W eLe d( ~ ) 
e 3k PTe 

= a We dX where a· = 
ieLe 

3k 

and X = EjpT e 

We have further We = KWwhere K is the loss factor and w 

is the energy of the electron before collision,so the extra 

energy loss by the electron due to increase in E to·E +dE is 

:KdW-dWe and hence 

but as ]{ is not a constant, 

dWe = KdW + WdK 

so from equations (3.3) and (3.4) we get 

or 

or 

WdK 
w = a dX 

- ~.: adx. 
K 

.n- ax 
K =· te 

(3. 3) -

(3. 4) 
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where t is a constant of integration and the above equation 

sho-.;.;s the variation of J{ ~.;ith E/P and Te. 

Let K = K,, -~:then ·x = X 0 - L"''here K- = 
·v 0 

and K = 1- when X=~m 

_8m J 
3M 

where Xm is the -mj,liimtirr_t value of X whem _plotted against (E/P) 

where K must be a maximum; since afterXmthere is a increase 

in the value of X with the increase in (E/P). Then 

and ----------- (3. 5) 

also 
-aXm ax 

1 = (. e and g = K 0 e 0 

axm ax 
So, e - = K 0 e 0 

Ioo· K
0 xo = xm- e. a 

So from equation (3.2) after putting the value of K from 

equation (3.5) 

(3. 6) 
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where 

or log 

. !JkKo 
eAy~ 

Thus when the variation of K with (E/P) is· taken into 

-
consideration we get equation (3.7) and according to this 
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(3. 7) 

equation the variation of log ( i~ 1Te]lz) with X= ~ should be V· PTe 

a straight line. 'l'he results are plotted in Fig. (3. 6) in case 

of air which shows that the relation (3. 7) is wel1 satisfied 

for all the three pressures investigat~d. The variation of Te 

with (E/P) is shown in Fig. (3.4) in case of hydrogen and the 

· Yz - E 
variation of log ( i-/-T e ) against X= pie is plotted in 

Fig. (3.7) which is in conformit}' with equation (3.7). The 

variation ofT with (E/P) for nitrogen is shewn in Fig. (3.5) e 

and the variation of log [ iD/Te 1fz. ] against X = EjpT0 is plotted 

in Fig. (3.8) which is also in conformity with equation (3.7). 

we·can thus conclude that t~e energy loss of electrons 

is mainly due to collision '•li th neutral atcms and molecules 

and a mathematical analysis shews that the variation of loss· 

factor K with increasing (E/P) has to be taken intc consideration 

to explain quantitatively the variation of discharge current. 

In order tc put the theory developed to a quantitative 

test the following parameters of the ionised .gas (air, hydrogen 

and nitrogen) have been ·calculated utilising the results 

obatained. A detailed calculation for air at P = 0.2 mm of 

mercury and E/P = 100 volt/em torr is shown. 
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From Fig. (3.6) the slope of the curve, 

( log f.l> ) ~ocr ~ ) 

"a" is given by 

X -X . 2 -, 

1 _ -vTez ~:>Y.Le7 
2 .ax 0·4J43 

or a = iJ. 466rffolt/crn,)fon.ojHg.x evJ 

[
. -~:n 1 and . loa - + 5 · _ 

6 -./T X=O . e 

( 1.1) 

or /Te )X=O = 8.913 x 10-2 in mixed unit 

·rhe variation of X.= E jpT e against E/P is shown in Fig. (3. 9) 

in case of air; from the relation 

Ko 
X 0 = - locr -----

. & o·4343 a 

and K
0 

= 1.0003 x 10-4 

and Xmfrcm the curve= 12.34 and x
0

= 32.o7i-nvoU.jem.torr.ev. 

-~, then e~axo = 1. 778 x 10-3 • 

~ne in e.s.u. 

gives, ~ ne in 

= ( iD//Te in amp./yev, when 
. 9 ,_.,., 3 x 10 e.s.u. esu = ..._, 

-J· Te x 7740
6 

ergs 

converted to esu 

= Cvalue of ~/--JT in mixed unit x 3.41 x 107J e . 

in e.s.u unit 



-~ 

Hence f6ne in e.s.u. == 5.01 x 10-
5 

x 3.41 x 107 

= 1.708 X 103 

-~in e.s.u;. =eA·/3 .Ko.k= 1.4Q8 x 10-5• . 'Yz m · 

. 2 . 
with A= 6~15·cm. 

1.708 X 103 8 =·1.2 x 10 /c.c 
1.408 X 10-S 

K 7 · T = 3. 43 x 10 em/sec. 

Vr=~ = 1.423 x 108 em /sec. 

for Te = s. 75 ev. K = 0.1164, L1 = 11.1 X 10-2 em. 

100 

---~---- -

·similarly the fol:fow.fn_g_ 'vaiues nav-e been .. obtained ::t;p~ _hydrogen 

for p = 0.70 mm of-Hg and E/P = 50 volt/em torr and Te = 

11.8 ev 

1.04 X 
7 

ne = 10 /c.e. 

vd = 5.727 X 108 em/sec. 

K = 0.5513 for P = 0.70 

p = o. 5· torr, and E/P = 

L1 = 0.1935 em. 

vd = 7.89 x 107 em/sec. 

v = 2.068 x 108 em/sec .. r 

vr = 4.15 X 109 em/S 

Ll = 9.9 X 10-1 em· 

mm. of Hg, and Nitrogen for 

140 vo~t/em torr, T = e 12.3 

ne = 2.56 X 107/cc 

ev. 

-~~.:· 
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We can thus conclude that loss of energy in a plasma is 

due to collision of electrons with atoms and molecules and the 

variation of K with (E/P) has to be taken' into account to 

explain the variation of plasma current with (E/P ). The ·theory 

developed can not only explain the experimentally observed 

variation of discharge current with (E/P) but the calculated 

values of the plasma parameters such as electron density, 

random velocity, electron temperature and electronic mean free palh. 

ar-e in quite good agreement with standard literature values. 

_l__ Detailed experimental data for air, hydrogen and 

nitrogen are provided in TABLE 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, 3f and 3g. 

iu vs E/P in Fig. ~-13, i 0 v~ r.Jre in ~-~-~·--=~14 and (E/P.Te) vs 

E/P in Fig. 3.15 are shown for hycrogen;· And Fig. 3.10, 3.11 

and 3.12 are the corresponding plots for Nitrogen. 



f- -+- ~-
TABLE 3a 

Low densi.ty air plasma {de glow discharge) 

Brass electrodes, total fall voltage = 350 volt 

Interelectrode distance, d = 6 em 

1 102 
I ' 

-;:, 

·----------··.·--- -------·~----- -----------------
Pressure 
in torr 

p 

0.20 

0.30 

Discharge 
current in 

]'.· . 
nt-. ~D 

·. 'rotal 
supply 
voltage 
VT in volt 

Voltage 
across the 
discharge 
tube in volt 
VD=VT-J.DR 

Reduced· e.lectric 
field X:= E/P 
= v -350 D ; _pa __ _ 

in V/cm· torr 

Diffusion 
voltage in 
volt 
VR 

Electron temperature 
in ev with MR in volt 

(1 ev = 7740°K) 
T = 7.49 VR e . 

---------------------- -----------------~-----------------
0.50 520 494 120.0 0.95 7.12 

1.00 650 599 207~5 1.95 14.61 

1.50 750 673 269.2 2.63 1·J. 70 

2.00 850 747 330 .• 8 3.45 25~84 

2.50 925 796 371.7 4.04 30.26 

3. 00 1120 966 513~ 3 5.10 38.20 
I 

4 • ...:0 1400 1194 70·3:.3 6.39 47.86 

5. 00 1725 1468 931.7 12.40 92.88 
:} 

o. 5 495 469 66.1 o. 47 3.52 

1.0 580 529 99.4 0.79 5.92 

1.5 660 583 129.4- 1.03 7,71 
c• • 

2.0 750 647 165.0 1.80 13 .. 48 

2. 5 855 727 209.4 2.02 15.13 
I 

!'8.43 3 .. 0 990 836 27Q.O 2.46 

4.0 1145 939 327.4 3 .. 09 23.14 
I 

5. 0 1360 1103 418.3 4'. 45 33 .• 33 

6.0 1625 1317 537.2 5.27 3.9. 47 
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TABLE 3a {Contd •• ) 

o.so 495 469 49.6 0.26 1.95 

1. 00 575 524 72.5 0.47 3.52 

0.40 1. 50 655 578 95.0 o .. 67 5.02 

2.00 750 647 123.8 o. 91 6.82 

2.50 805 677 136.3 1.15 s. 61 

3.00 880 726 156.7 1.40 10.49 
4.00 1050 844 205.8 1e91 14.31 

5.00 1175 918 236.7 2.25 16.85 
6.00 1400 1092 309.2 3.47 25.99 

------------------ --------------------

,. 
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TABLE 3b 

Low density air plasma 

----- ---~---""'-----· ------- ----
Pressure Diseh~rge .l:./P in Te . io/fie log1dir/~) X= E/P T 
in torr ~urrent volt/em ~ in A/ -yev e 

in volt/em p 1n Amp x torr in (eV) . 6 + 6 x torrx(eV) i X X r 10 D . , 
' I 

;' : 

~- . --6 --------~.,......- ·--- ------ -·-I 

sao :><: .1o 120 2.72 183.8 2.2644 16.22 

0.20 1000xl'0...;. 6 210 3.81 262.5 2. 4191 14.48 
. -6 i 

1500x10 . 270 4.47 335.6 2.5258 13.50 

2000x10-6 331 5.09 392.9 2.5943 12.78 

2500xio"'"6 '375 
I 

5.51 453.7 2.6568 12.34 
. . -6· 

3000xl0 512 6.16 487.0 2. 6875 13.50 
: . 6 ' 

4000x10- 703 6.92 5'78.0 2.7619 14.88 
I 

-6 66 1.80 277.8 2.4438 20.0 500x10 · 

1000x10-6 , 
I 
I 

2.6198 0.30 100 2. 40 416.7 16.95 

1500x10-ti 129 2.86 524.5 2.7197 16.00 
. -6. 

2000x10 · 165 3.35 597.0 2.7760 15.25 

. 2500x10- 6 209 3.81 656.2 2.8170 14.50 

'3000x10- 6 239 4.10 737.7 2.8679 14.10 

4000x10-6 I 

305 4.796 834.0 2.9212 13.15 

Contd •• 

F;·. 
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500x1o-6 52 1.50 ~33.3 2.5228 23~2 

0.40 1000x10-6 70 1.87 534.8 2.7281 19.6 

1500xl0-6 93 2.24 669.6 2.8258 17.35 

2000Xl0-6 115 2. 61 766.3 2.8844 16.40 

2500x1o- 6 137.5 2. 91 859.1 2.9341 15.80 
3000x10-6 . 157.5 3.24 925.9 2. 966,5 15.36 

4000x1o- 6 I 

197.5 3.67 1Q89.9 3.0370 14.65 

5000x10-6 246.0 4.19 1193.3 3. 0766 13.95 

6ooox1o- 6 · 307.5 4.82 1~44.8 3.0952 13.10 
\ 

~''--- _ ___i __ ----- --- ----------
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~·.· 

---··· 
E/P in T 

~, volt/em e 

torr in ev 

35 1.0 

50 2.0 

75 4.0 

100 5.9 

125 7.75 

150 9.7 

175 11. 6 

200 13.7 

225 15.75 

250 18. uo 
275 20.4 

300 22.6 

325 25.2 

350 2~7' • .75 

375 30;, 4· 

400 32.6 ' 

425 33;.5 

450 34~ 5 

E/P Te 

in volt/em· 
x torr x (eV) 

35'0 

25'0 

18.75 
16.95 

16.13 

15.46 

15. U9 

14.60 

14.29 

13~89 

13.48 

13.27 

1.2. 90 

12.61 

12.34 

12.50 

12.69 

13.04 

-+- -~-

I 

TABLE 3e 

Low density air plasma 

------------~----

E/P in 
volt/em 
torr 

375 

380 

385 

390 

395 

400 

Te in (eV) 

30.4 

30.7 

31.0 

31.3 

31.65 

32.00 

E/P T in e 
volt/em torr 
X (eV) 

12.34 

12.38 

12.42 

12.46 

12.48 

12.50 

h 

l·1inimurn value of E/P T 
e 

and corresponding E/P 

E/P Te = 12.34 

for E/P = 375 

106 

Contd •• 
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TABLE 3c (Contd. •) 

475 '36.0 13.19 

500 37.25 13.42 

525 38.75 13.55 

550 40.00 13.75 

575 41.3 13.92 

600 42.5 14.12 

625 43.7 14.30 

650 45.-0 14.44 

675 46.4 14. 55 

700 47.5 14.74 

725 49.,0 14.80 

750 50.4 14.88 

775 52.2 14.85 

800 54.7 14 .. 63 



19 

Pressure 
in torr 

p 

·~ 
I 

' 
. ' ' 

Discharge 
current in 

AmP X 1,0'6· 

= i
0 

x 106 

----·------· 
200 

0.60 400 

600. 

soo 
1000 

250 

0.70 500 

750 

.1000 

1250 

1500 

·+ 

Reduced elect.ric 
field in volt/em 
torr E/P 

TABLE 3d 
(Hydrogen) 

Electron 
'I'emperature 
in ev 

Te 

VTe 

--·--- ------· 
36 .. 5 y.l 2. 66 

46 .. 0 10.4 3. 22 

58.0 14!"5 3.81 

66.0 J.-7~1 4.14 

74.0 19.5 4. 42 

34 6. 2 2.49 

41 p.6 2.93 
I 

49 11.4 3.38 

57 14.2 3.77 

64 1.6. 4 4.05 

70 18.4 4.29 

~· 

75e2 

124.2 

157~5 

193.20 

226.2 

100.4 

170.'1 

221.9 

265.3 

308.6 

349.7 

* 

- --
Log10(inf\fTe)+6 

108 

X= E/P T e 

.. -·-·-------··--.. ,_ 

L8761 5.,12 

2.0941 4. 41 

2.1973 4.00 

2. 2860 3.86 

2.3545 3.79 

2. 0017 5.50 

2. 2 3 22 4.70 

2. 3461 4.28 

2..4237 4.02 

2. 4906 3.84 

2.5437 3.80 

contd.,. 

.-) 
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250 29.9 4.75 2.18 99.60 1.9983 6.30 
o. 80 500 35.0 6.70 2. 59 193.05 2.2858 5.23 

750 41.0 B. 60 2.93 255.97 2.4082 4.75 
1000 46.0 10.40 3.22 310.56 2.4922 4.42 
1250 52.0 12.40 3.52 355. f1 2 .. 5503 4.16 
1500 57.0 14.30 3.78 396.83 2.5986 3.99 

------- -·--------------------· 
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Reduced electric 
field in volt/em 
torr E/P · 

30 

35 

40 

50 

60 

70 

72 

74 

76 

78 

80 

90 

100 

110 

120 

130 

140 

+ 

TABLE 3e 

(Hydrogen) 

~ 
\ 
,l..-

/ \ 

------------------------------------------------- ·-------- ------· 
Electron 
Temperature 
in eV 

T e ___ , 
4.8 

6.'6 

8_.4 

' '11. 8 

15.1 

''. 18.4 

19.0 

:).9.5 

20.0 

20. 5. 

21.0 

'23,'2 

2.5.1 

26~9 

28.6 

30.2 

31.75 

X= E/P Te 
in volt per 
em torr 

eV 

6. 25 

5.30 

4.76 

4.24 

3.97 

3.80 

3.79 

3.79 

3.80 

3.80 

3.81 

3.88 

3.98 

4.09 

4.20 

4.30 

4. 41 

Ninimum value of X 

;;..·x - i -ln 

(From graph) 

----------------

3.79 

Value of E/P corresponding to 
X 

m (From graph) 

73.00 

contd •• 

110 
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150 33.30 

160 34.75 

170 36.1'0 

180 37.40 

190 ', 38. 60 

200. 39.65 

21.0 40o50 

220 ~ 41.30 

230 42.10 

240 42.80 

·--------------·--~-----------· 

.•. 
'·•' 

22+ )--- ·. 
'1--

_/'. 

.:~:~~· 

111 
TABLE 3e (Contd •• ) 

4. 50 

4.60 

4.71 

4.81 

4. 92 

5.04 

5.19 

5.33 

5.46 

5.61 

------------------------~ 

I 



'~ 

---------------------~-------. ------------------
Pressure 
in torr 

p 

Discharge 
current in 

6 Amp X 10 
6 = iD X 10 

Reduced 
electric 
field E/P 
in volt/em 
x torr 

..+ 23 

TABLE 3£ 

(Nit.rogenJ 

Electron -JT . 
temperature e -
in ev 

T e 

------------··-------·--------
500 117 9.7 3.11 

o. 40 750 140 12.35 3. 51 

10QO 157 14.2 3.77 

1500 176 16.9 4.11 

2000 195 19.9 4.45 

500 84 6.0 2. 45 

0.50 1000 105 8.3 2.88 
" 

1500 124 1 o. 5 3.24 

2000 138 12.2 3.49 

2500 157 14.2 
I 

3.77 

3000 172 16.2 4.02 

~ 

fie 

160.8 

213.7 

265.3 

365. 0 

449.4 

204.1 

347.2 

463.0 

573.0 

663.1 

746.3 

1091 0 ( iD/ .JT"e) 
+ 6 

2.2063 

2.3298 

2.4237 

2.5625 

2.6526 

2.3098 

2.5406 

2.6656 

2.7582 

2.8215 

2.8729 

A- --. _, 

112 

X= E/P Te 

12.06 

11.34 

11.06 

10.40 

9.85 

14.0 

12.65 '' . . :. 

11.81 

11.31 

11.06 

10.62 

Contd •• 
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TABLE ,3£ (Contd •• ) 

500 66 4. 2 2.05 243.9 2.3872 15.71 

o. 60 1000 82 5.8 2. 41 414.9 2.6179 14.14 

1500 95 7.2 2.68 559.7 2.7479 13.19 

2000 105 8.3 2.88 694.4 2.8416 12.65 

2500 117 9. 6 3.10 806.5 2.9066 12a19 

3000 126 10.7 3.27 917.-4 2.9626 11.78 

·-------------



'\ . . 

J~-~ . D 

Reduced electric Electron 
field in volt/em torr. temperature 

E/P in ev 
'C; T e -.........---· -

40 1.7 

60 3.6 

80 5. 6 . 
~'·· . 

100 7.7 

120 10~ 0 

140 12.3 

160 14.7 

180 17.5 

200 20.1 

220 22.4 

240 24.4 

260 26.1 

280 27.5 

300 28.7 

25 

. --+· 

X= E/P T I e. 

' 

TABLE 3g 

(Nitrogen) 

')r--

in V/cm x torr 
Minimum value of X 
=X 

m 
x ev (From graph 

- ---
23.53 I 

16.67 

14.29 

12.99 

12.00 

11.38 9.79 

10.88 

10.29 

9. 95. 

9.82 

9.84 

9.96 

10.18 

10.45 

_)\ 

114 

value of E/P corresponding 
to X 

m 
(From graph) 

--------------

230 

r:. 

1v~· 

. --------------- ------------------·----- I ------- ---·-

,,\ . ' 
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ENERGY LOSS MECHANISM IN A COLLISION 
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The loss of energy of the electron due to collision with neutral atoms and 
molecules in a collision dominated plasma has been theoretically investigated . 

. It is shown that as the loss factor R is dependent upon (E!P), where E is the 
electric field ·and P is the pressure it is essential to take into consideration the 
variation of R in calculating the current through the plasma. The theoretical 
expression for the plasma current thus deduced agrees very well' with ob
s~rved experimental results. Further the values of the plasma parameters such 
as electron density,. drift and random velocity of the electron calculated from 
the theoretical expr6ssion combined with the data obtained from experimental 

·results in. case of air, nitrogen and hydrogen agree quite well with literature 
values. 

Ke1y Words: Energy Loss; .Collision; Plasma Electron Density 

Introduction 

The loss of energy by electrons when moving through an iorused gas has been 
investigat~d by von EngeP and also by Massy, Burhop and Gilbody2

• It can be 
shown that when only elastic losses are taken into consideration the loss factor 
R = 4m/ M, where m is the mass of the electron and M is the mass of the atom 
or molecule with which the electron is colliding. The loss of energy by elec
trons is mainly due to collision in an ionised gas and we can neglect the energy 
lost by ions as they are less mobile. It has further been shown that R the loss 
factor increases (not always linearly) with (E!P), where E is the electric field 
and P is the pressure and at higher (E!P) values inelastic losses set in. The 
purpose of the present investigation is to present a generalised theory regard
ing the loss of energy by electrons in an ionised gas !aking into co~ideration 
the variation of R with (EIP) and thereby deduce 1an expression for" the main 
discharge current in a collision dominated plasma. In the course of our deduc
tion some plasma parameters have naturally been introduced and it is also the 
object to verify the theory from experimeiJtal results. Besides other parameters, 
experimental determination of ~ the electron temperature is necessary for a 
wide range of (EIP) values. · 

Experimental Arrangement 

The detailed experimental technique for the evaluation of electron temperature 
by measurement of diffusion voltage has been provided in two earlier pap(lrs3 -~ 
where it is shown that 
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KT., = VR 

logl0 ( 2.405~) ' 
where VR is the diffusion voltage, R is the radius of the discharge tube and r is 
the distance of the probe from the axis of the discharge tube. The discharge 
tube having inner diameter 2.8cm and length lOcm is fitted with two parallel 
circular brass electrodes (diameter 1.2cm) and separated by a distance of 6cm. 
The backsides of the electrodes were perfectly sealed with glass and teflon 
caps. Two probes one along the axis and the other away from the axis were 

. . placed parallel to each other and were separated by a distance of 5mm. Both 
the probes made of thin tungsten wire (0.2mm diameter) were sealed within 
glass except at the ends. The schematic diagram is•shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 rep
resents the circuit diagram which consists of a high voltage power supply with 
a limiter resistance {51.4kQ) and one current.controller {Fig. 3) in series with 
the discharge tube. The diffusion voltage at the probes was measured by 
means of a digital voltmeter {HILL 205) whose input impedance is greater 
than lOMQ. An R-C filter circuit (RC= 2.4 sec.) was placed parallel to the 
probes to prevent any fluctuating voltage to appear across the probes. 

A 

I! 

I 
I 

•- &em -+----+----.,.. 
sra!is Electrode 

'-----10cm 

Fig. 1 The circuit diagram 

100k.n. 

Fig 2 Circuit for diffusion voltage measurement 

Glass sczal 
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·----· 
1-511 2·2M.n. 

Fig. 3 Ciicuit for current controller " . 

Pressure was measured by a Pirani gauge and adjusted with a needle valve 
to maintain a constant pressure fliroughout the experiment. The results are re
ported here for air ( T. for EIP upto 800 volts/em torr) for hydrogen ( T. for 
EIP upto 240 volts/em torr) and: for nitrogen (1'. for EIP upto 320 vots/cm 
torr). The discharge curreqt has been measured for three pressures P= 0.4, 0.3 
and 0.2torr for the corresponding values of (EIP) for the three gases. Pure gas 
was allowed to enter the discharge tube through the needle valve. Hydrogen 
and nitrogen were purified and dried with concentrated H 2S04 and KOH pal-

: lets in succession. 

Theoretical Analysis and Discussion 

; The drift' velocity of the electron vd= ( eL/mv,)(EIP) and so the energy gained 
betwee* successive collisions by a single electron due to drift= ( 1/2 )( i2 E / 
mv,2)(£2/p2 ). and as the. frequency of collision=( v~/Le) the energy gail).ed by 
the eledtron per sec.=(il-Lj2mv,)(£2/P). where v, is the random velocity of the 

ielectrort and Leis the mean,freepath of the electron at a pressure of 1 torr. We 
;considet ·that the electron starts with zero velocity after collision and reaches 
the mruJimum velocity just before collision. When we consider the loss of pow
er by an electron due to collision we have to introduce the mean free path of 
the electron as cteduced by von Engel1 which is given by · 

12KT.Rw 
L = ---,-----"-

e J'le(EIP) 

So the power lost by one electron per sec. is 

i E 12KTR112 

--·-· e 
2 mv, P J2e(EIP) 

and as 

1!2mv/ = 312KT 
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the power lost by one electron is eEJ:6KT~m]l12 • Hence, the excess power lost 
by one electron due to an increase in E by dEis e{6KT,Rimj112dE. Number of 
electrons which constitute the current is ne v ~ each of which spends a time dol / 
v d in the electric field where ~ and" A are the inter electrode distance and 
cross sectional area of the plasma tespectively. So the total time spent by nevfi 
,electrons ·in the electric field is nedoA. So the extra lo'ss of energy by . ~v ~ • 
electrons ~y collision per sec. is 

Again electrical en~rgy lost by ne vctA electrons is iEtfo, where i is the discharge 
current and Etfo is the voltage drop. When E increases to E + dE and currerif 
changes from i to i + d i ·the electrical energy lost by electrons is 
(i+di)(E+dE). So the extra power lost by electrons due to increase in E by 
dE is given by 

dw2 = (i+ di)(E + dE)tfo- iEtfo 

=(idE+ Edi)do 

We can con~,ider that the energy lost by the electrons is the same as tl!e_Jenergy 
lost by the electrons due to collision so we get 

: [6RKT] 112 
. en~do ~ dE=(idE+Edi)do 

For small changes in E, i = aE where a is the conductivity and di = a dE, then 

then idE+Edi=2aEdE. 

.. 16RKT,l112 

. en -- =2aE 
. m -

then 

.. : ( 1) 
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95~--------------------------------------------------, 
90 AIR 

70 

r 60 .. 
> 

.5 
Q. 50 E 
,!! 
c e 
'tj 40 ..!!! 
t.l 
,!!" 

30 

20 

10 

0 
2 l 4 5 6 7 8 II 

t E/p) in 10
2 

Volt /em Torr.......____. 

Fig 4 Variation of electron temperature against (EIP) (air) 

Experimental values o:f T. for different (EIP) values have been plotted in Fig~ 4, 
in case of air. The observed values of discharge current in air, for different '(EI 
P) values have ,been plotted in Fig. 5. Takillg the values of T, for different (EI 
P) values from Fig. 4 the c;iischarge current i has been plotted, against JT. for 
three different pressures (fig. 6 ). According to eq ( 1 ), the c1,1rv~s should be 

. 'straight ~es but the linearity relation is not maintained ·between · i the dis
charge current and If. as ~s evident 'from Fig. 6, in case of air; the variation of 
T, with (EIP) is shown in Fig. 7 for hydrogen, and· that for nitrogen in Fig. 8. 

· Plot' of current i against [f. shows that linearity relation between i and .fie is 
not· maintained in case of hydrogen and nitrogen as well. This is due to the 

. fact that the l<;>ss factor P.' ip.creases with (E/P)1 and hence with T,; as (EIP) in
creases ine~astic collisions mcrease as is evident from the study of variation of 
collision cr0ss s'ection With' ( EIP). . 

Next we proceed to calculate the value of the discharge current by taking 
into consideration the variation of R with (EIP). We assume that the lciss of en
ergy by an electron due to drift when the displacement is le is we and so for 
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~0 r---------------------------------------------------------~ 
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"' 
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a 2·o 
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~ 
0 

1· 0 
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E 
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02.·5 

1·5 

0·5 
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Fig 5 Variation of discharge current against (£/P) (air) 

0 2 3 4 5 

,J'T; in..£;;~ 

Fig 6 Variation of discharge current agamst , T,. 
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drift velocity vd the loss is wevJ.A.e and as the frequency of collision is v/A., so 
the loss of energy due to drift by one electron per unit collision is ~v)vr So 

· th~ Joss of energy per unit collision by one ·electron when E changes to 
(.~,'+-dE) is WJ( v Jvr) + d( v Jvr)]. Hence, the extra loss of energy per unit collision 
due to increase in E by E +dE is Wed( v Jvr). But the extra loss of energy is dif
ferent for plasma of different gases even· if ~d(vjvr) is the same. So this must 
depend on the nature of the gas of the plasma so the extra true loss is 

( vd) [e4 El rwed- =r~<;l ~-, 
Vr . mvr p 

where r is a constant related to the· characteristics of the nature of the gas of 
the plasma. 

So the extra loss is 

e4 (E) rw-d-
e3K PT. 

re4 
wherea=--

3K 

, E 
andx=

PT. 

We have further ~ = Rw, where R is the loss factor and w is the energy of 
the electron before collision so the extra energy loss by the electron due to in
crease in E to E +dE is Rd w- d we and hence 

Rd w- d we= awed X 0 0 0 (3) 

but as R is not a constaht, 

dwe= Rdw+ »dR 
0 0 0 (4) 

So from equations (3) and (4) we get 

adx 

\ 
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or 

dR 
-= -actx 
R 

or 

R= le-ax, 

539 

where I is a constant of integration and the above equation shows the variation 
of R with EIP and T,. 

LetR=J?o whenx=Xo 

andR=l whenx=Xm, 

where Xm is the minimum value of x when plotted against (E/P) where R must 
be a maximum; since after Xm there is a decrease in the value of x with the in-
crease in ( EIP). Then · ,._,, 

Ro = le-axn 

logRo x =x --- · o m a 

So from eq. (1) after putting the value of Rfrom eq. (~) 

. . ~· lKT;R., ""~-,, z= en e · 
2m · 

... (5) 

... (6) . 
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[ 
i ] 1 (112)a ) . or log T1~ = --zax+ log(f3n.e xo (7) 

Thus when the variation of R with (E/P) is taken into consideration we get eq. 
(7) and according to this equation the variation of log(~112 ) with x= EIPT, 
should be a straight line .. The results are plotted in Fig. 9 in case of air which 
shows that the relation (7) is well satisfied for all the three pressures investigat
ed. The variation of T. with (EIP) is shown in Fig.· 7 in case of hydrogen and 
the variation of log(V'l;;112) ~gainst x= EIPT, is plotted in Fig. 10 which is in 

3·8 

·7-~.~ 

3·6 

3·4 

3·2 

1 3·0 

"' .,.. 

~ 
2·8 

Q 
0 

0 2·6 r:A 
2 

2·4 

2·2 

2·0 

'rcm.tcrrevof lit 

Fig9 Variationoflogw (i!/T.) + 5 againstx(air) 
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conformity with equation ,(7). The variation of I; with (EIP) ·for. nitrogen is 
shown in Fig. 8 and the variation of log[~12] against x= EIPT. is plotted in 
Fig. 11 which is also in conformity with Eq. {7). 

We can thus ·conclude that the energy loss of electrons is mainly due to 
collision with neutral atoms and molecules and a mathematical analysis shows 
that the variation of loss factor R with increasing ( EIP) has to be taken into 
consideration to explain quantitatively the variation of disch,arge current. 

In order to put the theory developed to a quantitative test the following 
parameters of the ionised gas (a!r, hydrogen and nitrogen) have been calculat
ed utilizing the results obtained. A detailed calculation for air at P= 0.2mm of 
mercury is shown. 

From Fig. 9 t~e slope of the curve "d' is given by 

3·6 
HYDROGEN 

3·2 

3·0 

~ 2· 8 
0·70mm 

<0 
+ 

~2· 6 

52 
0'1 

2 
2•4 

2·2 

\ 

2· 0 

1' 8 
'2 3 4 

X= EtpTe In volt /c. m torr ev of Te ~ 
Fig 10 Variation of log10 (i~~ 'r.»+ 5 against X (hydrogen) 
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1 - 2ax 0.4343 

or a= 0.4667/volt/cm. ~· Hg. eV 

4·6 

4·4 

3·8. 

3·6 

<I) 

.:t.N 

~ 
0 ' 

.:;3·0 
~ ., 

0 

2·8 

2·6' 

2·4 

2·2 

2 6 0 10 ' 12 14 
X in· volt /em torr ev of Te ~ 

·lo 

Fig 11 Variation of log10 (i!JT.)+ 5 against x (nitrogen) 
'.' .· 
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and [1og-b+ s] = 3.95 
v T. x=o 

or. ( ~12 L=o = 8.913 x 10_: 2 in mixed unit. 

~ 
. -0 

26 

24 

22· 

20. 

18 

1 6 

~1'2 

j 
~ 10 ..... 
5~ 
> 
r: 
·- 8 
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LIJ 

6 

I. 

2 

0 

( Xm,Xm) 
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E \ 2 . 

X= /pin 10 volt! em Torr ~~ ' 
I 

Fig i2 Variation of EIPT, against El~ in case of air 

7 8 9 
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The variation of x = EIPT, against, EIP is shown in Fig. 12 in case of air, 
from the reiation . 

Ro· 
X = ~log +x 0 0.4343 a m 

and Ro = 1.0033 x 10- 4 

and Xm from the curve:: 12.34 and Xo = 32.07 

then Jl!l.)axo = 1.778 X 10-3 

and ( i ) = 1.778 X 10- 3 = {Jn.e(lfl.)axo. 
JT. x~o 

{Jn,= 5.01 x 10- 5 in mixed unit 

{Jn. in e.s.u.= ~in ampt~. . yr. . . 

iX 3 X 109 

=Jr.x 7740 e.s.u. 

= 3.41 X 107 

Hence {Jn.ine.s.u.= 5.01 x 10- 5 x 3.41 x 107 e.s.u. 

=.1.708 X 103 

fJ in e.s.u. ~ eA j"!. R,K~ 1.408 x.w-'. 
2m · 

A=6.15cm2. 

{Jn. ·1.70~ X 103 

n.=-= 5 1.2 X 108/c.c. 
{J 1.408 X 10 
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!3Ki 8 v,= ~ ~= 1.423 x 10 em/sec. 

for I'e= 5.75 eV. R= 0.1164. Lr =:' 11.1 x 10- 2cm: 

Similarly, the following values have been obtained . for hyprogen and ru
trogen 

R= 0.5513 for P= 0.70mm ofHg and Nitrogen; for P= 0.5 torr, I'e= 12.3 eV. 

Lr = 0.1935 em. ne=2.56 X 107/cc 

v,= 2.U68 X 108 em/sec. 

We can thus conclude that loss of energy in a plasma is due to collision of 
electrons with atoms and molecules and the variation of R with ( EIP) has to be 
taken into account to explain the variation of plasma current with ( EIP). The 
theory developed can not only explain the experimentally observed variation of 
discharge current with (E!P) but also the calculated ~alues of the plasma para
meters such as. electron density, random velocity, electron temperature and 
electronic mean free path are in quite good agreement with standard "literature 
values. 
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CHAPTER IVA 

MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA CUP-RENT AND 

CAPACITATIVE CURRENT IN A RADIO FREQUENCY 

GAS DISCH.;..RGE 
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CHAPI'ER - IVA 

· · L'iEASVREJXiENT CF PLAS1"1A CURRENT ANL 'l'HE CAPAC T:rAT IVE 

,CURRENT IN A RADIO FREQlJENCY GAS .DISCHARGE. 

When a discharge occurs in a cylindrical glass tube, 

fitt~d with ·intemal or __ exteJ;:nal plane paralle~ electrodes 
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and ~xcited by a radio frequ~ncy- source then in adci~ion to the 
I 

two components of discharge current whose phase difference with 

the applied radio frequency field depends upon the ratio of 

applied frequency and collision frequency of electrons with 

/>- neutral atoms there will be a current due to capacitative effect 

of the electrodes fitted in the discharge tube. If the discharge 

currents one due to flow through the plasma and the other 

flm.,ing due to capacitative effect of the discharge tube 

(vacuum displacement current) cannot be separated from one 
I 

anotner. 

Francis and von Engel (1953) measured the actual current 

flowing through the discharge where the capacitative current 

flowing across the external electrodes is balanced by a bridge, 

the bridgebeccming unbalanced when current flO'iTS through the 

gas: .with the help of a similar procedure Penfield and ~varder 

(196J) d~veloped and tested an electronic circuit to measure 

the c,urrerit in a high voltage radio frequency plasmai Clerk, 

Earl and New (1970) dete~ined the complex inpedance of a 

radio-frequency discharge excited in hydrogen by a similar 
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technique. It is however, Observed in practice that it is 

difficult to.baiance the bridge accurately and a lot of adjustment 

and screening is necessary thrcughcut the measurem&hts at 

aifferent ranges of applied voltages. An alternative method of 

~epaiating and measuring the plasma current and the capacitative 
•. ' 

·' 

current is suggested here. 

~-ve consider the circuit as shown in Fi,g. 4.1) R is the 

ohmic resistance of the plasma and C is the capacity of the 

discharge tube with ·two electrodes; in parallel with the 

~- discharge tube there is a variable inductance L in series with 

a radio frequency milliameter M2 ilhereas ~~ is the radio 

frequency milliameter which indicates the main current in the 

discharge. Rr, is the ohmic resistance of the inductance- L. 

Hence the total current 

(4.1) 

where IR is the resistive part of the current through the 

plasma of resistance R, I is the capccitative current through cp 

the plasma due to capacity of the plasma of capatitance cp, rc 
,, 

through the capacity C and IL through the inductance L 

I=~ +JwCpV+ R~JwL + Jwcv 
L 

y+ 
R 

VRL + jWV{C+ Cp)-
Rz. +W2~. 

L 

-.· .t:,. 

JwVL 
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where v is the radio frequency vel tage applied to excite the 

discharge, 

at resonance, 

for resonance 

v 
I==-+ o R 

C+Gp== 
1 

now C = € C~ where E is the dielectric constant of the 
p 

plasma, and 

where Wp is the electron plasma frequency and 

and~ is the collision frequency of electrons with c 
neut~al molecules, for low density plasma, E: is almost 

equal to unity and c + CP = 2C 

So from eqn. (4.3) 

and 

C= 

v 
R 

L 

( 4. 2.) 

(4. 3) 

(4. 4) 

(4. 5) 

" In case of glow discharge tubes C = ~Trd€o ~·!here A is the area 

of the eleetrcces and d is the distance between them. If A/d 

~ is not much different from unity. 



c = 
A 

4 ITd X 9 X 10
11 

-_From eql.lation (4. 4) -_-

L 

1 

2.C 

L + R2 :::: o--
2.G L 
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-12 
F ~ -10 F. 

(at resonance) 

___1.. So there are two values of L for resonance namely L1 and 

L2 and 

' 

~-

= if W = 10
6 

C/sec. 

If we design the coil L so that RL is of the order of a few 

ohms then ~L2 = 10-
12 H~and as L1 + L2 =O.SH then L

1 
is of the 

-12 
o~der of one Henry and L2 is 0f the order of 10 Henry. If 

we use the higher value of L for resonance then the total 

current at resonance I
0 

from eqn. (4.5) 

= v + -R 
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if it is a~sumed thet the radio frequency vol~age is of the 

·~ order 103 volts 

I 

~· 

I = V 
0 

R 
+ 

but as :the total· discharge curren·t is of the order of a few 

milli~mneres then I the current at resonance is ~r.JY o 

and 

I = V/R 
0 

6 -12 3 -3 
IC = j (.1) CV ~ 10 X 10 X 10 ~ 10 

so the current thru).gh the conde.nser will also be of the 

order of a few- milliamperes. 

Ic =)2 J w cv( = 1-

which 'can approximately be written as 

I RLV l ~ 
G R2+CD2L'2 

L 

(4. 6) 

(4.7() 

(4.8) 

As RL~ 111.. end L::::: 1 Henry so the contribt.:tion cf the 1st ter:rn 

is insignificant with that of the second term. So 

V(RL- JwL) 

B.2+UJ2L2 
L 

J=)-v-
R1 + JwL 

(4. 9) 
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Hence noting the current at resonance in meter M1 ~.,e can get 

'rR and noting the current in meter M2 ·r~e can get Ic. 

So by inserting a vc.ri2ble chcke in parc:llEH tc the 

discharge tube and attaining resonance by chc:nging _L- ·.·te _can 

directly measure the current thrcugh the plasma and the 

capacitative current through the discharge tube- separatel-y.

It is thus evident that as the capacitative current is of the 

same order as the current thr0ugh the plasma, its contribution 

to the m2in current should be taken into consideration in 

----+. calculating the radio frequency conductivity of the ionised 

gas. 

In the paper by Francis and Von Engel (1953) no data 

h0s been provided for capacitative current so actual comparison 

cannot be mc=.de. The capacitative effect' of plasma has been 

taken into consideration and as it is a low density plasma the 
' 

dielectric constant of the plasma is almost equc:l to unity. 

~- This method is valid for applied radio frequency of 

the order of few megacycles, volt.age of the order of 103 volts 

and radio frequency current of the order of a few milliamperes. 
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GAS IN A TRANSVERSED MAGN£TIC FIELD 
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By introducing a variable choke in parallel with the 
discharge tube and noting the resonant current in the 
main circuit as well as in the parallel circuit the plasma 
current as well as the capacitative current can be sepa
rated and measured. A mathematical formulation of the 
theory of measurement has been presented. 

When a discharge occurs in a cylindrical glass tube, 
fitted with internal or external plane parallel elec
trodes and excited by a radio frequency source then 
in addition to·the two components-of discharge cur
rent whose phase difference with the applied rhdio 
frequency field depends upon the ratio of applied 
frequency and collision frequency of electrons with 
neutral atoms. there will be a current due to capaci
tative effect of the electrodes fitted in the discharge 
tube. If the discharge current is measured by a radio 
frequency meter then the two currents one due to 
flow through the plasma and the other flowing due 
to capacitative effect of the discharge tube (vacuum 
displacement current) cannot be separated from one 
another. 

Francis and von engel 1 measured the actual cur
rent flowing through the discharge where the capa
citative current tlowing across the external electrodes 
is balanced by a bridge, the bridge becorr.Ung unbal
anced when current flows through the gas. By means 
of a similar procedure Penfield and Warder2 deve
loped and tested an. electronic circuit to measure the 
current in a high voltage radio frequency plasma. 
Clark et aC determined the complex impedance of a 
radio-frequency discharge excited in hydrogen by a 
similar technique. It is however, observed in prac
tice that it is difficult to balance the bridge accurate
ly and a lot of adjustment and screening is necessary 
throughout the measurements at different ranges of 
applied voltages. An alternative method of separat
ing and measuring the plasma current and the ca
pacitative current is suggested here. 

We consider the circuit as shown in Fig. 1. R is the 
ohmic resistance of the plasma and Cis the capacity 
of the discharge tube with two electrodes; in parallel 
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·with the discharge ·tube-_ihere is a variable induct
ance Lin series with :n~adio frequency milliammeter 
M2 wp.ereas M 1 is-the nidio frequency milliammeter 
which indicates the main-current in the discharge. 
R L is the ohmic resistance of the inductance L. 
~ence, the total current .. 

l=lR+/CP+fc+fL ... (1) 

where /R is the resistive part of the current through 
the plasma of resistance R, ICP is the capacitative 
current through the plasma due to capacity of the 
plasma of capacitance C p. lc through the capacit
ance Cand IL through the inductance L. 

v v 
1=-+JwCrV+ +JwCV 

R R L + JwL 

V VRL JwVL 
=-+ , 2 ,+JwV(C+Cp)- 2 2 , 

R Rf.+wL- RL+wL-

where V is the radio frequency voltage applied to 
excite the discharge. 

At resonance 

v VRL 
[, =-+ --:,---=---

0 R Ri-+ alV 
... (2) 

For resonance 

L 
C+ Cr= 2 , , 

RL+w-c 
... (3) 

now Cp= Cc, where cis the dielectric constant of 
the plasma and c=[l- w/(w 2 + v~)] where wp is 
the electron plasma frequency, wp=(4;rne2!m)112 

and vc is the collision frequency of electrons ·with 
neutral molecules. For low density plasma, E is al
most equal to unity and C+ Cp= 2C. 

D 

Fig. 1-Circuir for measuremcnl of plasma and capacirative 
currents 
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L 
So from Eq. (3) C= , , , 

2[Ri+ w-e] 
... (4\ 

and fo=~+--,-YRL, , =~+ 2 VRLC 
R Ri+w_L_ R L 

(51 

In the case of .glow discharge tubes C= AI( 4:rd). 
where A is the area of the electrodes and dis the dis
tance between them. If AId is not much different 
from unity, then 

A - ' C=-
4

-n-d-x-
9
-x-

10
,, F::::: 10 1-F. From Eq. (4) 

2 ' L , w L---+W=O 
2C L 

1 r; ' , 
2c± {4c- 4 w- c 

L=----~-2-w~2------ (at resonance) 

So there are two values of L for resonance namelv 
L

1 
and L 2 and -

1 I 
L,+L=-? 'c= ,, -l'""'0.5ifw=10

6 

- -W- 2 X 10 -X 10 -

If we design the coil L so that RL is of the order of a 
few ohms then L 1 Lz ""'1 0- 12 and as L 1 + L2 ""'0.5 
then Lt is of the order of one henrv and Lis of the 
order of 10- 12H. If we use the highe'r value ot L for re
sonance then the total current at resonance 1(1 from 
Eq. (5)is: 

V 2VR 1C 
l =-+---
0 R L 

If it is assumed that the radio frequency voltage is of 
the order 103 V · 

v 2x10'xw-'~ 
fcl =-+ ----------

R I 

but as the total discharge current is of the order of a 
few milliamperes then /.,the current at resonance is 
/

0 
= VIR ... , o 

and Ic=lwCV::::: 10" X w-lZ X 103 ::::: w-J A 

So the current through the condenser will also be of 
. the order of a few milliamperes. 

lwVL 
lc=lwCV=- , , , 

R[_+u.J-c 
... (7) 

which can approximately be written as 

R~.V lw VL 
fc = , , , "" ., ., 

R[+w_L_ R;+w-c 
_ ... (8) 

As RL""' I Q and L::::: 1 H, the contribution of the first 
term is insignificant compared to the second term 

lc = V(~,--J,w~)= V = JL 
R[+w-c RL+lwL 

... (9) 

Hence noting the current at resonance in meter M 1 
we can get JR and noting the current in meter M, we 
can get lc- -

So by inserting a variable choke in parallel to the 
discharge tube and attaining resonance by changing 
L we CR!l directly measure the current through the 
plasma and the capacitative current through the dis
charge tube separately. It is thus evident that as the 
capacitative current is of the same order as the cur
rent through the plasma, its contribution to the main 
current should be taken into consjderation in calcu
lating the radio frequency conductivity of the io
nised gas. 

In the paper by Francis and von Engel' no data 
were provided for capacitative current; so actual 
comparison cannot be made. We are taking mea
surements and the results will be reported in our fu
ture communication. 

The capacitative effect of plasma has been taken 
into consideration and as it is a low density plasma, 
rhe dielectric constant of the plasma is almost equal 
to unitv. 

This method is valid for applied radiofrequency 
of the order of few megacycles, voltage of the order 
of I 0-'V and radio frequency current of the order of 
a few milliamperes. 
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CHAPTER - IV 

PART B 

F<.;l\LIO FF..E~LENCY CCNDUC'l'IVITY OF AN ICNISED 

GAS- IN A TR.Z:..NSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD 

INTRODUCTION 

123 

The real part of radio frequency conductivity G'r of 

ionised gases (air and nitro~en) was measured by Sen and Ghosh 

(l966) at various pressures (5 to 300p-) and also at values of 

discharge current (10, 20 and 30 m. a). It was observed that ur 

increases with pressure, becomes a maximum at a pressure of 30JL 

in ·_c-ase- ol: air an·a -at C:\ pressure· of·-84 p.: ·in cas~_-~of--.:D·_ij:.rogeno. 

From theoretical analysis of the results the values of n 

(electron density) vr the rancc..-m velocity and Te the electron 

temperature were obtained. The nature of variation of n and T . e 

were explained. A radio frequency probe was used for measurement, 

_)..... it was assumed that the ionised gas acts like a lossy dielectric 

and a mathematical analysis was presented for calculation of ur 

by representing the ionised column as an equivalent circuit of 

capac.itance and a lossy resistance. 

Gupta and Eandal: (1967) also measured the real part of 

radio: frequency ccnductivity in the case of air and carbon 

dioxicle by the same method as adcpted by Sen and Ghosh (1966) 

l over a pressure range of a few microns to o. 3 torr but in 
~" 

presence of some fixed values of transverse magncotic field 
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(H = 0# 275, 410# 550 and 6b0 G). It was observed that CGnducti-

vity .decreases in presence cf magnetic fielc for all values of 

pres :-:.ure and :.he pres sure at '..W::ich the Cvnducti Vi ty b<..:Comes 2. 

maximum increases with the -increase- of t-he magnetic field. The 

theory put forward by:_ Gila~<Hni (1959) 'J'las· modified by the 

authors to explain the expe-rimental results quantitatively. 

sen c:nc-Gupta (1969) measured the real part of r.f. 

conductivity in cass of helipm, neon and crgon ever the range 

of pressure from a fe~ .... micr0ns to 700)J- and under an external 

magnetic field varying frcm zero to 550 gauss. From the data 

obtained tne plasma parameters such as electr(n density, 

collision frequency and electrcn temperature and their variation 

with magnetic field has.been obtained. 

Ghcsal# Nandi and sen (1976) measured the azimuthal 

radio frequency conductivity of an arc plasma by measuring the 

reflected resistance of a primary cc,il wound around a mercury 

arc tube and studied its variation >·lith increesing arc current. 

It was ho't1ever#· pointed out that the -azimuthal conductivity 

measurement by this meth:..;O. is f!Ossib le only when the conducti-

vity of the plasma is fairly high. 

;v;ost c.f the me asurem::::nts reported here refer to 

investigation of ur the real part of radio frequency cc::nductivity 

and its variation 1:li th magnetic field and pressure. Little v10rk 

.has been reported regarding the variaticn cf the r.f. current 

~vhich is cut of phase wi'th the r.eal part 0f the radio frequency 
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current by lf /2. This current will also vary with pressure and 

magnetic field. The object of: the present investigation is to 

study the vari~ticn of this current in present o£ a variable 

:transverse_ rtragn~tic field at a constant pressure. 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
--~~--------------

The radio frequency current Irf in a transverse 

magnetic field is given by 

ne 2 
1rf = m 

So that 

2 z " 2 C.V(WB- W - '])C ) 

(4.10) 

where (Irf)rHand(Irf)iH are the real and imaginary parts of 

the radio frequency currente 

~trhere ~ c is the collision frequency, w the trequency of the 

applied r.f. field, ~-.rB is the electron cyclotron frequency 

and n is the electn_n density .. At this stage 1.ve make some 

assumpcions 



-~ 
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(a) the plasma is collision domina~ed so that J c)) w if the 

measurement is carried out at radio frequency. 

_(b) Due to the presence of the magnetic field th~, electric 

( . 2 1 2 )~ ( field is modified to EH -r.vhere EH = E . 1 + c1H 1 p Beckman, 

- (~ .1=-- ~ 2. 1948, Sen and Gupta (1971 ), where c1 - m Vr) where L is 
-

the mean free path of the electron in the gas at 1 to:rr and 

vr is the random velocity of the electron. 

so replacing E
0 

by EH, 

and (Iyf)i·in absenc_e of magnetic field 

( 1 rf) i 

Putting EH 

w 
~2. + c 

2 2 ~ 
= E

0 
(1 + c1H /P ) r.ve get from equations (4.t2) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

_).,_ and (4.1J) 

( I :rf ) i H 

( 1 rf ) i 

.. ' 



WB 
eH 

now = so, m 

. 2. 
.. H e 2 L 2. 

and c,·-~2 
mZ v2 p . r 

H 2 := 

1 
·pr 

2. me.. Ws 
e2. 

w2 
B mz· 

e-2 

. ? 

W'"" 8 ., 
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:.·1here L is the mean free path of the electron at a pressure 

1 torr. 

where o( == L2j v~ p2 is a constant at a constant pressure. 

we can now find the variation of (rrfhHj(lrfJ i with wB • After 

a detailed calculation it can be shown that 

(4.13) 

To, find whether (Irf) iH shows any maximum or minimum value 

;.,rith the variation of wB, i.e., H we can put the equation (4.13) 

in the form 

(4.14) 



where P= 
?o<. 

12o<.~Z-w2- 3oe ~6 + 4cj)~-
--" -- 7~ 

. 2.- .. - 4 
8~ w·- Z::;_ -o(-~6- 4o( ~4 cu z_ zJ 

C- - C- C C r = --~~~----~------=---------
7cX. 

The equation can be reduced to the form x 3 + ax + b ::: 0 by 

substituting for y the value of (x - P ) 
3 

where a= ~ [3q- p 2 ] 

b = d
7 

[z.p3.-: gpq + 27 r] 

and the solutions are 

X= A+B, A+B 
2 

A-B _ /.. .A +B + --2- y-3 and-
2 

: b J b2 
where A = ( - 2 + 4 + 

( .E.. - J b2. ~ ) lj3 . 
B = - 2. 4 + 21 . 

A-BF -3 z 
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To calculate the value of wB at which the ratio (Urf\Hj(OrrJi 

becomes a maximum or a minimum. ~ve: take the cc.se of air at 

400-300 -P = 0.5 torr, E = 10 volts/em where 400 volts is the 

striking voltage and 300 volts is the ccmbined anode and 

cathode fall and the distance bet:·1een cathode and anode is 

10 em. so E/P = 20 volts/em. torr; frcm Von Engel {1957) for 
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air for E/P = 20 volts/em torr 

Te = 2.5 eV :~:.~ 

v·= 
r 8.414 X 107 cm/S. 

d = L
2
/P

2v; and L= 1/15 Von Engel (1957) 

So~= 2.511 X 10-18 

~c = vrP/L = 6.31 x 10
8

•· 

~ = 10 Mc/s 

and the values of P, q and r have been calculated 

'P 6.246 X 1017 5.045 1034, 51 = q = X r= -26.3 X 10 • 

·a= -7.96 X 1034 b = -18.6 X 1051, 
. ·-

A= 2.598 X 1017 B = 1.022 X 1017 

WB = 6 X 108 
Hmax = 25 gauss 

and it can be shown ::2. [(<Jrf)i:Hj(urf )i] is positive and variation 

of Vrli '"i th H will show a minimum at a. certain value of H. 

DISCUSSION 

It is thus possible to calculate analytically the value 

of the magnetic field at which the radio frequency conductivity 

(ima'ginary part) becomes a minimum and such calculations can be 

carried out for different gases for different pressure and 

frequency of the exciting radio frequency field. The effect of 

_A."' the magnetic field is to increase the axial electric field and 

0 ·--·----
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at tihe same time reduce the charge particle density along the 

axis, but the rate of inc~ease of the axial electric field 
elecl-r,o:n 

_ predominates the loss_ -o"f-Adensity at the axis for 
'-

higher values o£ magnetic -f_:leld .and so the radio frequency 
--

_conductivity increases- at higher magnetic field values,. 
.,, 
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CHAPTER IVC 

PROPAGAT IC_N OF MICROWAVES THROUGH A PLASMA 

FILLED WAVE-GUIDE - A POSSIBLE DIAGNOSTIC METHOD 



CHAPTER - IV 

PART C 

:;·RC...f"·AGATICN GF i:lCR·'"'dAVES '1':-m~....uGH A PLAShA FILLED 

:·JAVE GUIDE - A f'0S5IBL:; DIAGJ.,jGSTIC fv:ETHOD. --

INTRODUCTION 
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The method of measurement of plasma parameters such as 

the charged particle density and the collision frequency of 

electrcns with neutral atcms by propagating a beam of microwaves 

through the plasma under investigation is a standard diagnostic 

technique. The method_consists in measuring the 

attenuation ccnstant d:. and the phasecontit~ Of the propagating 

micrO\'lave signal which can be mathematically related with the 

collision frequency and charged particle density in a plasma. 

Gur object is to show in this WJrk 'that a variation of the 

above method of propagation of microwave through a wave guide 

which has been filled with the plasma can yield some additional 

information regarding the radio frequency conductivity and 

dielectric constant of the plasma. 

THEORE~ICAL ANALYSIS 

~"le consider a rectangular Y.lave guide of length x
0 

width 

z
0 

and height y
0 

the origin of the coordinates being x = y = z = 
o and the \'lave is propagating along the x axis. we shall further 

assume that the wave guide is infinitely long and no reflection 

:t rem the adjoining sides is taking place. ~ve shall first deduce 



~ 

\ 

~-
/ 
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the electric and magnetic field configuration within the wave 

guice for the transverse electric_ mode and ar_;plying ·the boundary 
- -

conditions ceduce the cut off frequency for both the cases 

namely_ (I) wheQ. -the <;U.iC..e is filled with air as dielectric 

-(II) when- a plasma is the dielectric. From Maxwell's equation 

we ,hav~ with·()', )A and E as the conductivity, permeability 

and dielectric constant 

II It 

a Hz aHy II 
(u+ Jwc) Ex -oy az 

II I( 

<Hix ~ '" = ( u + Jwc:) Ey 
az ax 

II II 
aHy _ aHx _ 
ax ay 

II 
(u+ Jc.uc)Ez . 

,, 
aEz ---
ay 

1/ 
a Ex 
az 

II 

aE-y 

ax 

II 
aEy 1/ 

=jA JW Hx az 

(/ 

oEz II 

ox =-)A JciJ By 

II 

aEx " = - Al JCDHz ay ;--

(4.15) 

If 71 is propagation constant and the direction of propagation 

is x axis we can write 
If I _ ix If I ../ 

H = H e and E = E e- ox 



Then frum equation (4.15) 

I I 

::~ ~~y = (U+ Jwf:} Ef ,, 

aHx + ~ H 1
z == (u + JwE) Et 

a z I I 

- t H~ - oo Hyx ::: ( (f + J CQ E) E 'z 
I I 

e>Ez aE-y -
ay az 

I I I 

a Ex + -6 E 'Z = _ J cu )A Hy 
az 

I 

iEy + 
I 

aEx _ 
a-y 

for T.E. wave E' = o 
- --- ~ X 

Then from equation (4.16) 
I 

I 

a Hz 
a-y 

I 

aH-y 
az 

- 0 

aHx I 

+ <1Hz = (u+ JC.Ut.) Ey 
az 

I I 

-( E ~r + 0 H :x = - ( Cf + J WE.) E Z 
J a z 

I 

aEz ---
ay 

I 

oEy _ 
az 

I 

JW)!- Hx 

I 

~ E-y -
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(4.16) 

(4.17) 



• ·, 

)!\ 

' 

_). 

·utilizing these e~1uations it can [;e deduced that 

.2 I 2 I 

a Hx a Hx 
ayz + azZ: [ 

2 I = - t- (u + JWC.) JWj)-] Hx 

·.vhen there is no .plasma - 6 <-< cue 
) 

so ) 

2- I 2 l 

a Hx + a Hx 
ay2. azZ · 

Ey the principle of separation of variables the equation 

can be solved and r..:e get 

I 

Hx =A cos(Vi\1 .-y) cos(YA2 -z) 

':lhere _ 

anc A is a constant. 

Then it can be sho\vn that 

I t l{A
1 

Sin(VA1Y ). cos(VA
2
z) Hy=A 

"62 +U>~€ 

I "6 VA 2 cos(1/A 1 Y). sin (v'A
2 

z ) Hz=- A 
"~2 f'- E. 

, A JUJ)J- , r;, . r: 
E z=- -t-==2-+--=W--=-2 )J--E.- v A 1 sin (VA 1 Y ) . Cos ( v A 2 z ) 
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( 4. 18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4. 22) 

(4. 23) 

(4. 2 4) 

(4.25) 



Appl.:cin<; the boundary ccnci ticns 

and 

E' = o ·at y = o z 

E • = 0 at y z = ·0 and- z = z 
0 

n2 rr 2 
yA2 z0 = nTT or A 2 = zr 

0 

2. mif z ( !nr )2. 2. 
from(4·21), (4:26) anc(4·27) we get t =( z

0
) + 'lo - C.U f-E. 

If 

If + 

-J mlf 2. ( nlf )2. 2 L i ::=. o(.+ JB = ( Yo ) + 'Zo - (j) ?-~ 

is finite, {!> = 0 

no propagation 

,CX::.=O,{bis finite 
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(4. 26) 

(4. 27) 

there is tJrOpagation 

r..::'he critical fre~uency at which attenuation st.::.ps and 

transmissicn begins is 

nrr 
Zo (4. 28) 
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:lhen tne :.-.rave guide is filled vdth plasma >-le have, 

(4.2"9) 

where vis the plasma conductivity C.p is the dielectric 

constant of the plasma, it being assurr~d~ is not much different 

for a ~lc.sma than it is for· .c.ir. In -:.he s2roe manner as before 

deducing the ·values of twc t2.ngenti2l electric coir.pon<-::nts and 

applying the bouncary conditions we get 

-/[ m2rr2 
2 TT2 

JCiJf u..;. cv~E.p J (=o<+ J(S= . y2 + n + 
z2. 

~ 0 0 
(4.30) 

m2rr2 n2rr2 
) ( cv 2;«cp J(J)fv) If y2 + 'Zoz . 0 

o( \·.rill be finite. 

mzrr2 n21T2 
If -----==-- + y2. 

0 
zz 

0 

then ~ ·:~ill be finite and cut off \vill occur ·.vhen 

+ 
( 4. 31) 

\ 
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where w is the cut off fre.:ruency •vhen plasma is present. · 
cp 

In absence of plasma 

So , 

(J)2 
cp 

cp 
c 

+ 

when there is no plasma cp = c and u = 0 

2 2 
CiJcp = U>c So , 

~'ie have further from ( 4. 30) 

form 

2 2 mz rrz n?..rr2. 2. 
o<.-f.:>+2cX.J(b= yz + 2 + Jwp.<r- CJJ ;tcp 

o Zo 

and 

( 4. 28) 

where a; is the real part :.:.;£ cuncuctivi ty and Gi_ is the 
I II 

imaginary p2rt 2nd cp == ~- JC. cnc the syrrbols have the 

same significance a.s in the case 0f () ; then from ey:uation 

(4.30) 

nz rr 2 
:: 

'Z 2. + 
0 

( 4. 32) 

(4.33) 

(4. 34) 
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( 4. 35) 

and (4. 36) 

~'le have further L-equation 4.32J 
f " z. t - J€. 2. JUJ 

(U:-J~) U)CP - c.uc = €. €. r -c. 
I II 

JC.UCfr 2. 6 2 € 2. (i)~· 
c.Vcp JCUcp 6 = u:>c + + :. 

~ 
e €. 6 

I 

2. 6 2. (.J~ 
cJcp - CUe + '(I 

c - E 
_(4. 37) 

'2. 'II 

and U)cp E. - c.u CJr 

·n w 
6 - '2. <f'r (4.38) 

CUC:P 
So, 

/'(, 
FroD tne relation (4.36) and. (4.38) 

. 2. 1/ 
Zo< {b = CUf- v;.. + cu )-t 6 

cuz }J- cu 
= WJA~ + 2. (f.r 

wcp 
c..o2. 

= Vr [ 1 + z ] fJ- CV 
WCP 

( 4. 3 9) 



so") G"r = Wf' [1 + Q~] 
c.vcp .-

and -[ 
Zo({!> -

~-Je have from eqn. (4. 37) 

I 
C.=t:. 

cu z w<r· 
_c""'=-_ + ---=-t.-

U)c~ cu~p 

2. 
C.Ucp 
(i) z. - (J.)2 CP 

211d similarly it can be s~own that 

I 

6 = 6 

1 

7 
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J 
(4. 40) 

. (4. 41) 

• > - 2. 
·- _1 ' (.i) 2.1 2 
z 2 · 2 · U)c CVcp 

CVcp- cv c 
(4. 42) 
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DISCUSSION -----
Ect-uations (4.39), (4.40), (4.4.1) and (4.42) shuw that 

1/ . I 

ur,€., (Ji, E. can be calculated.iri terms of the quantities 

which can be measured experlmentaily. The first measurement 

consists ln determining the cut off-frequency of the wave guide 

with air as dielectric by sending a microwave signal whose 

· fre::ruency can be varied. The frequency at 1r1hich transmission 

stops and reflection begins is the cut off frec~ency ~c· The 

same procedure is applied when the plasrr.a is formed within the 

wave guice which provices us with the value of the cut off 

freauency w • The seconc part of the experiment consists in - cp 

settiug up· a rnicrowave interferometer with one brancl:-!_ consist_ing 

of a calibrated attenuator and a calibrated phase shifter while 

the other branch propagates the microwave signal the frequency 

of which is larger than the cut off frequency w • By the cp 

standard microwave technique oC and {b can be obtained. Thus by 

measuring 6)) 1 w 1 ll.. and o<:. and apPlying equations (4.39), c cp tJ 
N I 

(4.40), (4.41)and (4.42) we can obtain Clr.c, Ui and 6 

respectively. Now 

(fr = 
ne2. ~c 

m ~2+cu2 c 
'Il e2. £0 

Gi= m ~2.-t- GJ2 
-and c 

From those two relations n and ,))c can be obtained where n 

is the charged particle density and ~ is the- electron atom 
c 



11 

---~ 

collision frequency. Further 

1 41Tne 2 
E = 1-

m(w 2. + ~c2) 

41f ne 2. ~c /I 
(; , --m CiJ 

1 

~2+CA)2. 
c 

From the last two equations~ c and n can be detennined as 
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well and compared with the vc.lues calculated from vr andui • 
/ 

Thus this method enables us to obtain the four quantities 
I II · 

Ur. Ui, E and €. and is an improvement upon the standard microwave 

technique of plasma diagnostic. 
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CHAPl'ER IVD 

CRITICAL FREQUENCY FOR NICROWAVE PROPAGATION 

IN A RAREFIED MAGNETISED PLASMA 



CHAPI'ER - IV 

PART D 

CRITICAL F!§QUENCY FOR NICR0WAVE PROPAGATICN. 

JN A RARE~ I-jAGNETISED PLASMA 

INTRODUcr ION 

It is "'ell kno\m that the dielec tr.ic constant of a 

plasma when collision of electrcns \•Tith neutral atoms and 

.Jf molecules is not taken into consideration is given by 

2. . -41f ~e-2 
where, c.:>p = m is t~e electron plasma oscillation 

frequency and 1&) 1 is the frequency of incident microwave 

and hence the refractive index ).L is given by 

] 
Yz 

(4.43) 

(4. 44) 

If wp (~A>, f'- is real and micro v1aves propagate through 

the plasmc: and if ~ ) ri), then JJ. is imaginary and hence there 
p . / 

will be no propagation. ·rhe critical freq. &J = w and if Q) 

4 rr neZ )lf·{ P c 
can qe determined then as lilp = ( m the._ electron 

or ion density •n• can be obtained. The method therefore 

~ consists the sending a microwave beam of variable frequency 
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through the plasma and noting the frequency at which transmi-

-- - ~si.on -stops and reflection begins. 'rhis is a standard method 
~~) 

· ~ of. d-etermining the charged particle density in plasma and is 

the same method adcpted in case of ionosphere surrounding. 

However, it is known that in case of ionosphere, the 

effect of earth's magnetic field has to be taken into considera-

tion' and for thermonuclear reaction. a plasma has to be confined 

by a magnetic field. Hence in both the cases the effect of 

magnetic field has to be taken into consideration in calculating 

the critical frequency of microwave propagation. ln the follow-

ing section the dielectric constant of the plasma has therefore 

-been~c~aicu-lated tal<ing into __ 9gnsideration the effec-t of _colli

sion: of charged particles with neutral atoms and molecules. 

THEOHETICAL TREATNENT 

Effe~t of~~etic field on the dielectric const. of pl~~ 

medium: --
Let us consider the plasma is confined within the tube, 

as shown in Fig. (4.2) under the influence of r.f. electric 

field, along x-axis. Let a uniform magnetic field of strength 

'H 1 be applied along z-direction, v1hich is also shown. 

H 
Under this consideration; 

the equation of motion of electron 

inside the plasma is given by 

Fig. 4· 2. 

-~~-:-· 
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dvx \ Ju:>t 
m + m C)lc "x. :+ Hevy :=. e E 0 e along x-axis and 

m 

dt 

dvy 
dt 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 

r.vhere, vx and vy stand for the component of velocity of electron. 

along x and y - direction and 

frequency. 

~ stands for the collision 
c 

Eqns. (4.45) and (4.46) may be modified in the following 

form as 

and 

and 

dvy 
dt 

eH 
(where, WH = 1n ) 

(4~47) -.. ---

(4. 48) 

Let us consider the trial solution, given by 

Vx = Ae Jeilt and Vy.:: ·Be Jtot 

dVy 

dt 

J c.vt 
AJme 

Jc.i)t = BJWe 

(A & B stand for 

amplitude) 



Subst~tuting above value in eqn. (4.48) we have, 

jwt · t · 
13-j (J) e + ~c :Be J(.i) - (J.)H A e JC.Ut = q; 

or, B = 
AU>H 

... 

Again, substituting in eqn. (4.47), we have, 

Now, substituting the value of B from eqn. (4.49), 

we have, 

( AjC.V + ~cA + cuH 
A W H ) jwt e jc.ut -..........-'--- e = m E

0
e 

~c + jQ 

e jwt :f o, Hence we have 

A: 
~c + j(A) + 

Now, substituting the value of 'A' in the exp. of 

•v 1 we have, 
X ' 

v = X. 

( ejm )_ E
0 

e jcut 
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(4.49) 

( 4. so) 



The conduction current, will be given by 

"' - -~ + jw + ~ __ a _-c - - -\ +-jU) t')lc --

Again, let us- calculate the displacement current 

Again, from Maxwell's eqn. 

Now, sUbstitutinQ the value of 

eqn. (8), we have, 

I i I 

c and id in above 

z; jcvt 
~ 41T [ (ne m)E 0 e 

vx:H=-
c ~ + jcu + w H 

. c ~ + jc.> c . 

+ ] 4Tf 

- 41T [ 
(ne2 /m) JCi) j(L)t 

- c. (A)2. + ] E- e 
4Tf 

. 0 

~c + jU) + H 

~c+ ieu 

(4. 51) 

(4. 52) 

(4. 53) 

(4. 54) 
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--X 
' 

--~ 

-+ jwt 
Again, V x H == E0 e 

4TT 
c 

jcvt. 
4lf 

::: ~Vhe;:re, 6 stands for dielectric const. 

jcu E. = 4rr[ (neZjm) jU) ] So, 
U>H 

+ 
~c+Jcv+ 4Tf 

~c+icu 
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(4. 55) 

(4. 56) 

It is clear from above expression that 6 contains both 

-~- real and irnac~:finary -:part·.--- --
I • II 

Let us consider, c = (€ - J€. ) • under this consideration, 

eqn. (4.56) becomes 

. , , [ ( n e Z.j m '> J cu 
J UJ ( E - i e. ) == 4 rr ------(j)--.20..--- + ---

~c + jcv + H 41f 
~c + jcu 

J 
f II 

or , jcuc. + GJE. 41f A 
(4. 57) 
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A= ne2 I m JU> 
where, 

c.JH 
+ 41T 

~c + jc.u + 
~c + j(J) 

A.. ;·:) 
,...~-.-

(ne2/m) J(A) - + ---
(U~ (~c- jOJ) 4Tf 

~c + jc.J+ ~ 2 + Ca)2. c . 

(ne2.jm) jU) 

CJ~ ~c 
2 . + 

4IT 

~c+ 
• • cA>a c.v 

~z- +CJZ 
+JU>-J--. t:l+(j)2. 

c 

~ 

-~ 

2. 

( ne2jm) (~c + 
c.uH ~c 
~z+roz) c 

I -
u:>~ ~c )z+(ciJ-

U)2. CJ 2 

( ~c + ~:z +Ca)z) ~t + c;l· 

+J --·[(A) 
4Tf 

--~-

{4. 58) 
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Now, substituting the value of 1 A 1 from eqn. {4.58) in eqn. 

(4. 57) anC. equa.ting the real and imaginary part of both side 

we have,· 

(4.59) 

(4. 60) 

If 
Above tt'lo eqn. gives us the expression of ( €') and ( e ) 

under the influence of external magnetic field 'H'. 

s~cial case: 

eH 
Now ccnsidering QH. :=. -m = 0 (in the absence of 

external mag. field), we have 

( 4. 61) 



-~-

·I 
and E: == 1-

4 rr ( ne2./ m) CtJ 

U) ( ~t- + U) 2. ) 

(i)z. 
p - 1 - __ ..::...__ __ 

~ 2. + c:u2. c 
~ -.- .- I ::};If 

Above· t\v-o expressions are the expressions of t and 6 · in 

the cibsence of magnetic field., 
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(4. 62) 

Now, at very low pressure, when ~c{= collision frequency) 

may be __ negl~cted, eqn. (4. 59} becomes 

(c.') = 1 -
H. 

2 
c..:>p 

1--------
(.))2.- w~ (4. 63) 

Now, let us define the critical frequency 
I 

I W I 

c such that 

at w = we' ( €. )a = 0 

1.. e. , CAJ;- U>~ = v.>: 

2. 
or, U>c 

,._,pz. + ,._, 2. 
..u .\.VH 

{4. 64) 

From eqn. (4.64), 'we' has been calculated for different 

values of magnetic field varying from 1 to 100 g and the value 

of ·~ • has been taken to be equal to fi1 = - V 41fneZ 
P P m 

and f.·or_ n = 1010 w = 9 x 10
8

• The calculcted values are 
I p 

' given in Table (4.1). The values of 'we' with different 

magnetic field t_-is given in table 4.·1. _7. 



_A-

t i 

cl) 

D. 
0 

c 

o· 
~ 

--4. 

.-~ 

8 
1'7X10 

8 
11X10 

9Xl0
8 

8 
5)(10 

8 
1X10 

10 

Variation· of 'we' with 'H' 

30 50 70 
Hin Gauss -+

Fi9·4·3 

90 
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Table - (4.1) 

w p = 9 X 108 cycles/sec 

~--- \) 

!"iagnetic ·field WH in C.P.S. ~c 
in G~uss in C.P.S. 

·?> 

1,.67 X 108 9.15 108 10 X 

20 3.34x-10 8 9. 59 X 108 

30 5.ol X 108 10.3 X 108 

40 6.68 X 108 11.20 X 108 

50 8.35 X 108 12.27 X 108 

-~ 60 
'· 

10.02 X 108 13.46 X 108 

70 11.69 X 108 14.75 X 10
8 

80-- 13.36-X 8 16.10 108 
".- ----- ~~- --- - 10- X 

90 15.03 X 108 17.51 X 10
8 

100 16.7 X 108 18.97 X 108 

I II 

value 1 H 1 for vrhich ( c )H & ( € )H -...Till attain it 1 s maximum 

value 
I . 

Frorr: eqn. (4. 59), the value of 6 has been calculated 

for its maximum value \'lith the variaticn of mag. field in the 

following manner. 

For this, let 

. 2. I 

4Tr( n~ )= K 
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I 
Under this consideration, expressicn of ( (; )H becomes 

"2. 2 2.}-v"Z 2) ( ')lc + cJ -_ c.JH \ "Vc + .cu - -

Differentiating above equation with respect to 1 H1 , we have 

Now 

K' ( ~cz. + ooz- Cil~ )( ~t + w2) [ 4 ~~ c.JH ( ~i" + Wz.+ Q~)-. 4U)zcu~(~~+c!-Cil~)] 

~t( ~; + cuz.+ cuJ) 2.+ wz.( ~cz. + tl)z- c..:>~) 2 

I 

d(€ >:a. 
- 0 gives 

dc..:>H 

2.~; ( ~c2 -t U>z+ cu~ /· + z cuz ( ~; + cuz- Cl>~) 2. 

= 4 ~~ ( ~cz. + CJz + w~ )( ~cJ-+ o:Jz.- U>~ )- 4cuz( ~i'+cuz.-cu~ )z 

~ 

Now, substituting ~~ + oo 2 = -p 2 
in above equa-t;:.ion 

we have 2. ~ci"(p2+00~ )2+ z.cl(p2-~ )2.= 4~c2 (p2.+Cc)~) (p2-cu~)-4c.,l(p2_U)~)2 

or,, ( ~l+cuz+4~~+4~2) w~ +(2. pz~l- zp2.Ci>2
- aw_2p2

) (&)~ 
+l~lp4+oo2.p4- 4~J-p4+4ulp4)::: o 

or, s(.))~+C.Uz.)C.U~+ zpz.('l~l- 5Wz.) u:>~+ (scu2p4
- '3~~p4) =o 

or, 



2. 
or, Ci>H = 10p2 

2. 2 .. I \.4 ~z z 
_ 2. (- ~c + 5 w ) + V 161l'c - zo ').'c cu or, c.D H :: ______ __.:___.:_ _______________ _ 

5 

(Considering only positive sisn ) 

/c- ~~ +5<.Uz)+z. (4~- s~cz.U>z) Yz 
or.mH = ~-------------------

-{5 

: 
I 

The corresponding value of 1 H1
, under the influence of 

I 

which, ( c )H will be maximum given by 

:H= 
m 
e 

z. z. - 4 " 2 2 Yz. 
(- ~c + sc.J ) +2. (4~c- 51)1c c.u ) 

5 
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(4. 65)~ ---

(4. 66) 

At low pressure (neglecting ~ ), the value of ·~ • in which c H 
I 

( E. )H is maximum v-1ill be given by 

(4."0-7) 
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Again, from eqn. (4.60), the value of the magnetic 
II 

-~ field for which_ ( c )H- beccmes maximum lias also been calculc.ted 

in fo110w).ng. 
- - -

- - N-qw, 2. 
- ~H ' 

(e") ::: 41T (-nez/m) ~c ( 1 + ~c + 00 2 J 

- H c.u{~f-11+ CUB )2.+U>2{7-
' ~5 + v:l· . 

Let us assume, 
41T (ne2 /xn )~c = .K [ c·onstant with respect 

to &)HJ 

Under this consideration, above eqn. becomes 

Now, differentiating both side of above equation with respect 

~ ; to '&JH •, -:.-1e have, 

~ l ~~ + (J)
2+ CU~ )( ~J-*cu~_[~_t 4CDH(~~ +W2+UJH)2_4al·wH(~ZHiJ'l._w~}l 
i J~ ( ~cz+cuz+~i/· +<Dz(~i"+G>z-cv~ )zJ 2. 



Now, d(c."JH =o 
d())H 

gives, 

'2. 2. ''$ '2. 2. 2. '2. 'i.. 2. 2. - z ) 2 
Z~c-(~c+(A) +CUH) +2CU ('))c +CO- Ct)H _ 

'l'he c-bove eqn. beccmes 

2. wz. (Pz_ w~) 2. = 2.~~ (P2. + wJ) ~ 4ul (P2+ cu~)(Pz_U>~ ) 
r 2 ~ 

or,(z.~5+zcuz)w~ + 4P2 (~~+Q)2)cvJ+zp4 (~0 -3<A> ):: o 
1 4 z ~2. 2. 

or, p2. (J)H + ZCDH + ( '»c - 3CU ) :: 0 

2. -- -2 ± v 4 - 4 iz. ( ~i - 3 U?~) 
so I (i)H = ( 2.fp2.. ) 

=- -pz + VP4-p' ( ~~-- 3(&)a) 
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'2 2 2 
Substituting the value for p = ( &) + w ) in above c 

expression, we have 

w~ = ~- (~; + w 2 )+ Vc~z + Gl2 )
2
- (~~ + (!)?. )(~~- 3C.U2.) 

(Negative sign is not ccnsidered) 

= -(r>t + cuz) + V4cv4 + 4~~ c.t/· 

SO, C.UH = ± (4.68) -
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Neglecting negc:.tive sign in above expression \ve have 
II 

magnitude of magnetic field in which ( f )H \-1 ill be maximum 

--

2. 

m -. -2: 2 2 ~c Yz 
·e -- c ~c + w ) + z cu ( , + u:> z. ) (4. 69) 

Now, at low pressure~ (neglecting ~c) the expression 
II 

of 'wH' uncer which the value of ( 6 )H will be ext.remum is 

given by 

~from eqn. (4.68)_7 

i.e. (ti)H = (A) (4.70) 

DISCt:SSION 

From above mathematical treatment1 following in·teresting 

· ~· result will be obtained. 

From eqn. (4.67) and (4.68), it is seen that~ in the 

absence of collision (i.e. at low pressure when the collision 

between particles inside plasma is neglected)~ 
I 

( €. )H and also 
/1. 

( € )H will be maximum at the frequency ~ = ~H. This result can 

be explained because in presence of magnetic· field 1 the charged 

particles will be driven due to the Lorentz force to the wall 

of the discharge tube and the plasma -...Till becc:me alrr:ost equi-

valent to a neutral gas and hence will have higher cielectric 



~ 
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constant than the neutral gas. 

From t..~e nature :;·£ :.he cur-ve in F'ig. (4.3) it is seen 

that 'we' incre-ases with _'H' at first slowly and then rapidly. 

Conseqt;ently, for bigh mc.gnetic field, high frequenc_t micro 

waves are -to be-- utiliz_ed. 

'l'he most interesting poinl:. is evident from eqn. (4.64) 

2 2 2 
is ~c = ~ + wH • It suggests that as if the ion-plasma 

frequencJ has been increased frGm I (I) I 

p 
to • The 

s<m1e result can be obtained indepencently if we consider the 

effect of magnetic field on electron plasma oscillation. The 

theoretical calculation is given in following. 

Electron Plasma oscillation in the presence of magnetic field: 

Let the plasma be ccnfined inside the tube clearly shown 

in following. Let us suppose z 

that the wave oscillation 

takes place along x-axis and 

the magnetic field is acted 

along z-axis. 

Under this ccnsiceration, the equation of motion of 

electron becomes 

dvx 
-e[E+Bvy] mdt {4.70) 

dvy 
2nd m dt e _Bvx (4.71) 
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Let us suppose th2t, the velocity of propagation of 

~vave 2long x-direction is in the fcrm 

and along y-axis, it . . becomes 

j (KX- ei>t) 
V-y = vy0 e where 

ZlT 
K = 7l 

dvy . 
-subst-i-tuting dt in--equ.ation(4~Jf.), we have 

m(- jCi) )vy = eBv:K 
eB 1 

so, vy = - m · jQ) Vx 

. dvx _ 
Again, putting dt ana 

-~ (4. 70), we have 

frcm above in equation 

e[E- e Ba 
Vx 1 m (- j c.>) Vx = -

mjcu 

+ 
eZ B 2 1 eE or, mJ(i)Vx . -.-. Vx = m J(i) 

eE 
or, Vx = 

(4.72) 

(4. 73) 



eE . mjcu 
or, Vx 

so, vx = 
mjCtJ (1- C!)H 

uiZ. ) 
' (J) ::: r. 2 

. H 

wH is ~h~ cyclotron 

frequency 
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Now, if an elenentary volume of unit cross section is 

considered along x-direction and if 'n
0

' stands for the number 

of partie 1-:::s ~.:_,er unit volurre of plasma, then 11umbeo of particles 

entiring inside this volume per sec. is n 0 v.x where, vx is the 

velocity of partic-les along x-direction. 

Nc. of particles leaving from it per sec. is 

dvx 
n 0 (Vx+ dx dx ) 

dvx 
Remaining particle inside it is given by- n -- dx 

0 d~ 

per unit volume, it becomes 

If 'n' stands for the increase of particle per unit 

volume inside it at any instant, then 

an =-no 
avx 

-- ax at 
an avx 0 o.r, --+no at ax 

( 4. 7 4) 



--.~ then· 

If it is assumed, n = n 0 exp j (kx- Cl)t) 

on 
at = -- J(j)~ 

ovx -=. j:kvx
ax 

, when 
i(kx- wt ) 

Vx = v0 e 

substituting -above value in eqn-(4~74), we have 

_ j(.r)n = - n 0 jkvx. 

'So, 
1<. 

n = now Vx 

Due to this increase of particles per unit volume, 
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(4. 75) 

the electric field which will be produced, satisfy the following 

Poissonsequation given by 

. ~ 

'\loE ::: 4lfne 

In one dimension, it becomes 

{4. 76) 

dE K 
dX = - 4 Tf e o n 0 W 0 V.x (Substituting the value of 

'n' from ey_"'1.(4·7'5) 

j (l<:x- cut ) 
Considering, E::: E

0 
e 

dE 
d.x 

jl<E 

, we have 

( 4. 77) 

:·:~ ,·.·-
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dE 
Putting the value of dx from (4.77) and 'v • 

X 
from 

L-4. 72 in eqn. 4. 76J, · v-1e have 

K 
jKE = 4 TT e.n0 cu 

eE 
c.JZ: 

mjw (1- =-:z ) 
4 Tf .n.0 e 

m 
2. 

(j)· p 

·~ ' stands for natural plasma frequency. p 

s·o, 

2. 
or, CiJ 

or, (J) 

- cJ2. 
H 

·z. 
U>p 

2. + U>p 

= y (j)~ + Wpz. 

Hence, electrcn plasma frequency in the presence of 

magnetic field v1ill be identical with critical frequency. I (j) I 

c 

in which the dielectric constant of plasma mediu~ is zero in 

the presence of magnetic field at very low pressure. 

The above results which are discussed above can be 

utilized-in calculating charge particl~ dens~ty in a magnetised 

plasma both in the case of ionosphere as v;ell as in the case 

of thermonuclear plasma confined by magnetic field. 
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CHAPI'ER V 

LOW DENSITY PLASMA IN 

i 

I 
I 
i 
I 

A MAGN~TIC FIELD 

j 
When a magnetic field acts upon a 1low density plasma 

as in the case of glow discharge, variou~ changes such as 
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increase of equivalent pressure, decrease in length of cathode · 
l 

dark space, a change in radial ion densi~y in the positive 

column and marked changes in the voltage 
1
current characteris-

\ 
tics of the discharge take place. Theore~ical interpretation 

I • 

of the phenomena has been provided by T~nsend (1938) and by 
i 

Allis and Allen (1937) who have investig~ted the motion of 
' 

electrons in the presence of electric fi~ld, a magnetic field 
I 

and a concentration gradient. Most of the experimental works 

bave been done in longitudinal magnetic ~ield. The effect of 
I 

a transverse magnetic field on the·positive column as regards 

the electron temperature, electric fieldland electron density 
! 
.1 

has been calculated by Beckman (1948) onla theoretical basis 

and the calculations agree fairly well with the experimental 
l 

': '1 

results obtained in the case of hydrogen~ nitrogen , neon and 

helium. The general. effects of a trapsve~se magnetic field 
I 

' have been investigated by McBee and Daw · (1955) on an unconfined 

glow discharge in air within the pressur4 range of 0.3 to 10 

torr arid discharge current from 0.05 to ~.5 Ampere with the 
. i 

magnetic field varying from zero to 70001gauss. They found 
I 

with probe measurements that the anode a$d cathode fall first 
I 

decrease and then increase, along with this the positive 



column and the anode region become more l~inous. The variation 
i 

of discharge current in a transverse magn!etic field (0 to 3000 
I 

Gauss) has been studied by Sen and Gupta·. (1971) in the positive 
I 
! 

column of a glow discharge in air, carbondioxide, hydrogen, 

helium and neon within the pressure rang~ of 80 to 200m torr. 
i 

The current increases with the magnetic field and shows a 

maximum at a part.i~ular value of the magnetic field which is the,:: 

.same for all the gases and independe,nt o'f pressure for the 

same initial discharge current. Uti liz in~ Beckman 1 s expression 

(1948) for the axial electric field and the radial electron 

density in presence of a transverse ma~etic field a detailed 
i 

,mathematical theory was advanced which could explain the 

resnlts satisfactorily. Besides the change in these parameters, 
,, 

magnetic field in a low density plasma ~ill produce Hall effect 

and also affect the process of diffusion. 

A method has been suggested by Sen, Ghosh and Ghosh 

(1983) for evaluation of electron temperature in a glow discharge 

by measurement of diffusion voltage. In presence of magnetic 
i 

field, however, the voltage which is measured between the two 

probes one at the axis and other away frc.m the axis will be 
I 

affected both by the diffusion process 
1 
and the Hall voltage 

•' 

developed between the probes. Hence to)calculate the electron 
I 

terr.peratu.re in a transverse magnetic f~eld by the methods 
) 

suggested by Sen, Ghosh and Ghosh (198~) the two processes are 

to be separated and only the diffusionlvoltage 
I 

has to be taken 

into consideration in calculating the electron terrperature from 
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the expression (Sen, Ghosh and Ghosh, 1983)1 
. I 

kTeH 
e 

-· 
loa[J0 (2·4oof) exp(- aH)J 

b .. 
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(5.1) 

where,. in presence of magnetic field, TeH i;s the electron 

temperature and VRH· is the diffusion voltage measured between 

the probes and 

and 
I '2. 

C,=t-%. ~ ) 
~ r 
I 
I 

discharge. 
1 

L is the E is the axial voltage drop per em of the 

mean free path at 1 .torr, v r is the random jveloci ty of electrons 

and r is the distance between the probes. 

Results and discussion 

l 
In the first part of the work, the variation of discharge 

' 

current in air at different pressures where) a transverse magnetic 
l 

field is present has been measured. ·rhe re~ul ts are presented in 
i 

Fig. 5a for pressures 0.10, 0.20, 0.25 andJ0.30 torr with 

ma~etic field varying from zero to 900 ga~ss. It is observed 
' 

th~t the current gradually rises (Table 5-IV, Fig. 5a) and attains 

a maximum value near about the magnetic fi~ld of 400 gauss for 
I i 

all the pressures and then gradually decredses. Similar results 
! 

have been previously obtained by sen and Gqp-ta (1971) in case 

uf air and ot.her gases. The results were explained by assuming 
I 

! 

the effect of magnetic field on the axial eilectric field and 
,I 
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r~adial electron density distribution and it was shown that 

the magnetic field at wnich the discharge curr:·ent became a 

maximum was given by 

( 5. 2) 

where Te is the electron temperature and k is the Boltzman 

constant. The value of the magnetic fieldi as calculated from 

equation 5. 2. was in very good agreement w
1
ith observed experi

mental results. Since the main object of 1this investigation 

is·to stu6y the effect of diffusion of charged particles in 

the magnetic field in a low density plasm? the whole physical 

process occurring .in a magnetised plasmajhas been reconsidered. 

It is observed frcm the present experimental work that 
I 

the cu~rent through· the glow discharge piasma changes in 

presence of transverse magnetic field. 4iso the process of 

diffusion changes in a transverse magnetic field. Since the 
1 

drift current arid diffusion are basically ~ontrolled by the 
I 

random velocity of electrcns and ions inia plasma, there must 

be a change in the random and drift velocity of electrcns and 

,ions under the action of transverse magnetic field. we can, 

however, neglect the change in drift and/ random velocity of 

i?ns because of theiz:· large mass and hen~e low contribution 

:to the flow rate either in case of curr~nt or in case of 
I 

'I 
diffusion. Since the flow of electrons towards the direction of 

drift and towards the direction of difftision comes from the 
. I 

same plasma space, there must be an inc~ease in the electron 
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flow rate in the direction of diffusion lf there is a decrease 

in the direction of drift velocity and vipe versa. 

i If this really har~ens within the, plasma space under 

the influence of transverse magnetic fiel.d, the change in the 
; : 

l mean flow rat~ of electrons v0H towards yhe 6irection of 

diffusion per unit v0H per unit magnetic :field must be same 

as the change in the current density, jH' at the place of 

diffusion per unit current density, jH' per unit magnetic 

field. The mean flow rate towards diffusion il? the flow rate 

averaged over the entire cross section at any place within the 

cyl.inC.rical plc.sma column. 

i 

~Random 
"*velocitY 

Directio.D _______ _ 
of Diffusion 

Direction of 

~Drift and electric field 
Plasma 

Symmetry axis 
for H==O 

' ! 

Cylindrical Plasma 

The velocity of diffusion vDH in a transverse magnetic field, 

H~ is given by 

(5. 3a) 
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. v1here DH, nH anct(rLn.H/d:r) are the diffusion cons.tant, concen tr·a

tion of electrons and cvncentration gradient along radial 

dir.ecticn respectively and all in presence of transverse magnetic· 

field. Thus the mean flow rate UDH is given by, 

R 
J l)DH nHJf l 

o R =- DHYlH . J dr R 
0 

Hence according to the assumption, 

or 

where ~H is the drift velocity of electrons. 

Thus we have, 

1 cLDH 
. 1\r cLH ·-

(5. 3b) 

(5.4'a) 

(5. 4b) 
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But the contribution of diffusicn term i.e., the left. 

hanCJ term of equation 5. 4a, receives the 
1 
con t.r ibution ot 

electrons from either of the random stream of electrons. One 

of the random stream moves in the direction of drift while the 

other moves opposite to the direction of drift. But these two 

streams. moving by the randc.m velocity of electrons, have alrr.ost 

same concentration. Slight difference may arise cue to drift 

velocity \vhich is usually small compared to random velocity and 

hence the cif ference in concentration between the two oppositely 

moving streams rr.ay be neglected. Thus only half of the electron 

concentration moving along drift contributes to the drif't 

current while twice of that concentration contributes to 

diffusion. So only half of the contribution of the diffusion 

,term should be ta}.en i.n to consideration. Thus we have, 

(5. 5) 

However, these two terms in 5. §'"cannot be exactly equal bee ause 

some cf the particles which are moving parallel to the magnetic 

field will not be affected but they wi11 still contribute to 

·the process of diffusion. so we assume that 

_1 _1_ d.DJ.I l d V11 _ b 
2 :DH dH - 1.9H dJ-l (5. 6) 



'dhere b will be a constant at a particular pressure. Now 

fow low density plasma, where ~H is the el:ectron cyclotron 

frequency and 1: is tre collision time bet~een an electron 

and atom. so, 

'2 
t..}· (2_ (eH . ~) 

H - JJ7 Vr 
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Nhere L is the mean free path of the electron in the gas at a 

pressure of one torr and P is the pressure. So putting 

So from equation 5.6 and 5.7, we get 

d.tJH 
dH 

(5. 7) 

(5. 8) 

~e have neglected the sign because in this discussion we are 

concerned only with the v-alues of the terms. Now equation 

5.8 depicts the exact situation, such that the left hand 

contribution due to change in current added to the constant b 

exactly eL1uals the right hand contribution due to change in 

flow by diffusion •. From 5.8, integrating from zero to H, we get 



........-~ 

1 

I 

1!2 
V 11 = l)o (1 + C1 H

2/p2.)' 
j 

-bH e 

1,71 

(5. 9) 

The concentration of charged particles ~lso suffers change in 
! 
I 

presence of magn~tic field and if n
0

. anct; 1\
0 

are tre electron 
' 

density and mean free path in absence arid nH~ :::\H are the 
j 

corresponding quanti ties in presence of ragnetic field, then 

cunsidering that the number within a mean free path does not 
·' J 

change. 

(_ j/2. ' 
' ! 

l 

Now, /IH /to j ( 1 + c1 H /P 2
) LBlevin and Haydon 

(1958)J 

'11H -:::: 1l 0 ( 1 + C1 H2 jp2 //2 ' ! 
(5.10) so, 

Hence the current density in presence of;magnetic field is 
' bH 

JH = l1H 6 l.JH = no 8 Do (1 + C1 H
2/p2

) e-

or 
2 2 -bH 

IH = I 0 ( 1 + c1 H I p ) e (5.11) 
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To find the variatic>n in discharge current in the magnetic 

field~ we put 

So, H (5.12) 

As will be shown subsequently that b'J..P/c, is considerably 

less than one. So \ve get btlO values of H at which the discharge 

current either becomes a maximum or minimum. 

H'= 2 
b p2 

b 2 C1 
(5.13a) 

II b p2 
and H = 2C1 

(5.13b) 

The procedure for calculating the values of b and c1 

frC:m experimental data at different pressures are given in 

Appendix. From the values of b and c1 , the values of H' and H11 

have been calculated and entered in Table 5-r. 
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Table 5-I 

----------------------------
.I:Jressure 
in torr 

b ·c 
1 H' H" H (expt.) 

InC'..X . in gauss in gauss in gauss 

------------
0.10 5.46 X 10-3 7.1lx10-7 327 .'90 38.40 405 

0.20 4.95x10- 3 2.32x10 -6 361.30 42.70 410 

0.25 -3 -6 321.20 41• 07 5.52x10 4.20x10 402 
0.30 6.19xlo-3 6. 90xl0 -6 282.'70 40.37 400 

It is thus seen that the values calculated from 5.13a are in 

agreement with the values obtained from experimental results 

to a certain extent; which may be due to the fact that the values 

of c1 J:lave been calculated on quanti ties >-rhose. values are 

to a certain extent uncertain. Further it has been shown by 

2 2 1/2. 
Sen and Das (1973) that the relation~H-=1\o/(HCJH/p) is 

valid over a certain range of {H/P) values.· 

Electron temperature in magnetic field: 

Since electrons and ions in a transverse magnetic 

field tend to be separated by Lorentz force, self diffusion 

will gradually predominate at higher values of H and so far 

transverse magnetic field H, the self diffusion co-efficient 

D is considered. 

where 

Then 

so we have, :D 0 -= ~ ?.r 1Jr 

.:\,- is the mean free parth and ~r is the random velocity. 

j 
:DH == 3 ~rHVt'H 
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,-~-

Putting expression for ')t,rH and DH~ we get Vm= u~ 
2 112 Q +C,}[ jp) 

J:Jut 
1 'l.- 1-12. 

= 2 m '0r/(l+ c1-y) = 

Thus when electron self diffusion predominates, then 

(5.14) 

In the_ 2nd part of the experiment the voltage developed 

across the t\vO probes one along the axis and other parallel to 

the axis but away from the axis and adJacent to the wall of 

the discharge tube has been measured (Table 5-V) over a 

transverse magnetic field varying from 0.05 to 0.62 kilogauss 

for pressures 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30 torr. The representative curves 

are ~hown in figure. 5b, Sc, Sd. In each case it is found that the 

voltage becomes negative for small values of magnetic field and 

then beccrnes positive and rapidly increases with the increase 

of transverse magnetic field applied in a certain direction. 
-~ 
~~ When the field is reversed, the·voltage across the probes changes 

in sign but·not in nature, i.e., the voltage across the probes 
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becomes positive for small values of magnetic field and then 

becomes negative and the negative voltage rapidly increases with 

magnetic field. 

The behaviour of probe voltage should be like that 

because the transverse magnetic field produces Hall voltage 

across the probes as a result of charge separation caused by 

the Lorentz force, but charge separation is opposed ~Simon 

(1955), Longmire '(1956), Kaufman (1958)J by the inherent' 

tendency of the plasma which tries to remain electrically neutral 

by increasing the diffusion .in a direction reverse to the 

direction in which charges moves by Lorentz force. 

So when direction of magnetic fi~~d is reversed, the 

sign of probe voltage shculc change, sinbe the probes remain 

in the previous geometrical position. i l'h!= value of probe voltage 

should have remained same in spite of reversing the magnetic 

field, but due to the c.ifference in the ~syrrmetry of charge 

di5tribution introduced by the reversal of magnc,t.ic field with 

respect to the position of the probes, the value of probe 

voltage in the t'.-10 cases have small difference. Thus these tv10 

voltages simultaneously appear across the probes and hence 

voltage measured betv1een the probes is neither a true Hall 

voltage, nor a true diffusion voltage but a difference beb.veen 

,the two voltages is measured between the probes. 

So an analytical expression for d~ffusion voltage and 

Hall voltage in a transverse magnetic fi~ld applied to a plasma, 
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will help us know the expression for the voltage that appears 

bet\veen the probes. 

Computation of diffusion voltage in a transverse magnetic 

field; 

we have deduced in the previous section 

· HZ. 11 
n -=-n (1+C- );2 

H 0 1 p2. 

So, 
dnH -

c
1 
H/l;z 

dH+ 
dn0 (5. 15) -

1 +C HZ no nH 1 p2 

'rhe velocity of diffusion in a transverse magnetic field may be 

written as 

If the electric field caused by diffusio~ along the radial 

vector of the cylindrical discharge tube be EH and ~H is the 

mobility, t.hen 

VDH = /HEH 

. D d.nH kTeH dnH k T. eo/e dnH 
So, E d r = _1i_ -- = 

1 + C HZ: .H ,PH nH e nlt nH 1 p2 

So, diffusion voltage between the probes is given by, 

kTeo 
e f 

H / ·z. 1 iR c,H :P dH+ kTeo 

( 1+C H2)2 HC Hz e 
1 p'l- . 1 p2 

0 ' 0 
I 
I 
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Putting the expression for dYI»/'YII! from 5.15 

at r = 0, log J 
0 

= 0 

and at r ~R, i.e., when the other: probe away frcm the axis 

is placed close to the wall of the discharge tube, where a 

sheath of immobile negative charges is formed, and since the 

electron temperature measures the kinetic energy of the electrons 

and as the charges are· irrrnobile, 

Teo= o at r=R 

So under this placement of probes, the 2nd term in 5.16 vanish:=: s. 

So we have 

- VDH 
k Teo 

e 
C1 B

2 /P2 

, + c1 H2/Pz (5. 17) 

Thus 5.17 gives the expression for diffusion voltage in a 

transverse magnetic field applied to a discharge plasma. 

Computation of Hall voltage in case of plasma: 

From the equation of motion of charged particles in a magnetic 

field, we have in a steady state, 

svx=-

(5. 18) 
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If discharge current flows along x-axis, anp a magnetic field 

is applied along z-a.xis, t.here will be no current along y-axis 

in case of a conf ine'd plasma. 

So, Svy = 0, which gives 

Ey :=- U)H(.Ex (5.19) 

I 
where Ex is the ·electric field applied along x-axis and Ey is 

the field developed to resist any flow of current along y-axis. 

So Hall voltage that will appear between the probes 

whose surfaces are along y-axis and placed at a distance d 

from each other, will be given by 

cs. 20) 

~H =eH/m is the cyclotron frequency, and ~ is the time of 

collision of electron with the atom and Ex is the electric 

field in which the probes are immersed. 

But the electrodes in the discharge rube, which are 

smaller than the diameter of the discharge tube and which are 

used to provide electric field in the discharge tube, cannot 

produce uniform electric field from the axis to the periphery 

of the tube. Rather the field is considerably reduced outside 

i~aginary cylinoer enclosed by the electrodes, and on the wall 

inside the sheath of irrrnobile charges the electric field is 

practically reduced to zero in the direction of cischarge. So 
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one should use mean electric field Ex in ~quation 5.20 in 

P lace of E • If electric field on the axis is E and that on X . X 

the wall is zero, the mean electric field is given by 

But 
E X'H 

:E x = ------.z:..----
( 1 + c 1 1L ) Vz 

p2. 

, 
E = 2 E'.x. x. ( 5. 21) 

where ExH is the true electric field that is present in presence 

of magnetic fielc and hence is measurable experimentally when 

magnetic field is present. Thus we have 

ExH . d 
( 1 +C B..: ) 1/2 

1 :P 2. 

(5. 22) 

Thus according to our assumption, the probe voltage is given by 

_!_(c .!:!_ . . !E XH . d] 
2. 1 p . : H 2. 1;2. 

( l+C1 pl) 
(5. 23a) 

(5;. 23b) 
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I 

The expression is expected to give correct probe voltage from 

a value of transverse magnetic 

of electrons predominates over 

i 
field at wlliich self diffusion 

I 

the ambipolar diffusion and if 

all the parameters are experimentally measured in a set up for 
' 

discharge current,. pressure and magnetic field. In the present 
I 

experiment, we have measured ExH and c1 b~t not Teu.Equation 

5.23a and 5.23b both become identities for H = o. So except 

for H = 0, we can measure TeH with the ex~rirnental set up 

described with the help of equation 5. 23b~ However, we can 

solve for Te0 , using equation 5.23a and then calculate the 

values of VPH for the other values of H. 

Putting d = 1.2 em for probe separation and other values from 

table 5-II for. H = 200 gauss (for the mean value of H from 0 to 

40 o gauss> we get.kTeo 1 e =77.66 volt with:the help of equation 
[ 

5~ 23a. 

Then we calculate other values of VPH from 0 to 400 

gauss using the values from table 5-II and enter the results 
I 

of calculation in table 5-III along with the experimental 

values of VPH and is shown in Fig. 5e. 

We 'thus observe that the nature of variation of the p~obe 

voltage when both the diffusion and Hall voltage are taken into 

consideration is the same as observed experimentally. The quan-

ti tative agreement is highly satisfactory for values of magnetic 

field greater than 150 gauss. ·I'he disc.7;epacny observed for low 

values of magnetic field may be due to the Bohm diffusion process 

where ~ is propoLtional to 1/H instead of 1/H2 • 
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H in 0 25 
Gauss 
-· 
~ 
in rnA 13.25. 13o30 

ExH in 
111.7 111.5 

volt/em 

Probe 

voltage in 0 -0.30 
volt (expt.) 

-}. 

Table 5 - II 

. I 
\ 

~-

Cl:.::: 
. -6 2; 2 4. 2 x __ 1_0 .. _ torr .. gauss ____ and __ p _::::: o. 25 ___ :t.orr -· 

---. 

---
50 100 150 200 250 300 

13.35 13.80 14.55 15.45 16.50 17.85 

111.3 107.0 100.6 92.9 83.9 72.4 

-o. so -1.50 1. so 9.25 19.25 26.75 

¥ 
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350 400 

18.45 18.75 

67 .. 3 64.7 

32.25 36.50 

----
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-Table 5-rr r 

p = 0.25 torr (Air) 

---
Magnetic. ·0 25 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 
field in 
Gauss 

....... ____ - ---.. 
Probe voltage 0 -0.30 -o .. so -1.5 1. 5 9.25 19.25 26.75 32.25 36.5 
in volt 
(expt.) 

Probe voltage 
33'54 in volt 0 -10.34 -14~48 -9.75 -0.39 9.25 17.64 2. 6. 75 31 0 00 

(calculated) 

------ -------------------- -----------------------------------



Appendi..x ~ 

Let JCH = 111 = ( 1 + c !!_z.) e-bl:i 
l o 1 pZ 

Let, 
· bH 1 .e =Y 

Hence, 
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I 

if we t~ke H2 = 2H1 
for P1 . = P2 = P 

Solving the equation for y, we have two values 

y = 2XH 1 - J 4X 11 ,- 3X.Hz. 

of y given by 

and 

1 x~a 
2X + 4Xit 1 - 3XH~ Y2.: .H, - ~ 

XHz. 

lnYz Hence, 'b= or b::: 
1-1 1 lne 

Again, 

c, -

xl:l, ebH, = 
xH, Y, -1 

H~ I p2. 

For p = 0.20 torr 

112 

1 + c1 -pz. ==- XH1 Y 

c- xH,Yz.-1 
or 1 - H ~ /Pz. 

Appendix B_ 

b = 4.95~10-3 and c1 = 2.32 x 10-6 

i . 
•• 

4.9~2 
X 10-6 

X 4 X 10-2 

~.32 x lo-6 = o.\4224 

So, 
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Table 5-IV (Air) 

-
current through pisc;:h~ge current in mAmp _:!:or pressure p in torr (wh_e_n t.J;cm~yer_se magnetic 
magnet in Amp field is applied) ____ ____ -------

p = 0.10 torr p = 0.15 torr _ p = o. 20 torr p = 0.25 torr p = o. 30 torr 
-

0 4.15 7.50 10.45 13.25 15.35 

o.os 4.25 7.55 10.50 13.40 15.55 

0.10 4.45 7.85 10.85 13.90 16.00 

0.15 4.75 8.35 11.40 14.55 16.65 

-0.20 5.15 9.05 12.30 15.45 17.35 

0.25 5.55 10.05 13.45 16.50 18.10 

0.30 6.00 10.95 14.65 17.80 18.95 

0.35 6. 55 12.10 15.55 18.55 19.60 

0.40 7.05 12.75 16.05 18.75 19.90 

0.45 7.45 12.75 16.10 18.70 19.80 

o.so 7.65 12.45 15.,90 18.40 19.55 

0.55 7.70 12.10 15. so 18.00 19.05 

0 .. 60 7.55 11.65 15.10 17.40 18.55 

o. 65 __ 7_.25 11.25 -14.70 16.90 18.10 
------.. - --- ----- ·---. --

0.70 6.95 10.80 14.25 16.50 17.-70 

0.75 6. 75 10.30 13.80 16.15 17.30 

0.80 6.40 9.90 13.45 15.80 16.90 

0.85 6.05 9.45 13.05 15.40 16.50 

0.90 s.so 9.10 12.75 15.00 16.10 
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Table 5 - V (Air) 

Current through - Probe -Voltage in Volt for pre~ures E_in to!£ 
the magnet in 12 = 0.20 torr _____ E = 0.25 torr __ E = 0.30 torr 
Amp Magnet Field Magnetic Magnet Field Magnetic Field Magnetic Field Magnetic Filed 

Forward-- Field- -- Forward Reversed ·Forward - --- --Reversed 
reversed ---

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o.o5 -0.2 +0.1. -Oo5 +0.1 -0.4 +0~1 

0.10 -3.4 +2.0 -1.4 +0.6 -1.4 +0.8 

0.15 -3.7 +3.2 +1.6 -0.4 +1.0 -1.5 

0.20 -0.7 +1.7 +9.1 -7.2 +7.7 -13.0 

0.25 +5.0 -1.7 +19.2 -13.5 +21.2 -19.9 

0.30 +11.7 -7.2 +26. 7 -18.6 +29.5 -23.5 

0.35 .. +19.0 -13.0 +32.5 -22.8 +33.1 -26.0 

0.40 +24.8 -18.5 +36.7 -26.1 +35.5 -27.0 

0.45 +30.0 -24.0 +39.5 -29.9 +38.0 -27.3 

0.50 +34.5 -28.0 +41.6 -33.0 +40.1 -27.3 

o.ss +38.0 -31.7 +43.6 -36.0 +42.0 -27 .. 5 

o. 60 +40. 9 -34.4 +45. 7 -37.5 +43.8 -27.8 
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CHAPTER V~ 

CURRENT GENERATION PROCESS, HIGH CURRENT 

DENSITY AND CATHODE PHENOMENA IN AN ARC PLASMA 

• 



CHAPI'ER VI 

CURRENT GENERATION PROCESS; HIGH CURRENT DENSI'I'Y 

AND CNrHODE PHENOMENA IN AN ARC PLASMA 
I 

lliTRODUCT I ON 

187 

It is known that many attempts both theoretical ahd 

experimental have been made to explain the high current 

density and low cathode fall in aTcs. It has been generally 

observed that low bciling point metals have very high cathode 

current density and the cathode fall of the potential is of the 

order of least ionization potential of the gas in which the arc 

burns. Theoretical investigation of the phenomena has been 

provided by Thomson and Thomson {1933) and by Loeb (1952). Two 

theories have been advanced namely thermionic emission and 

field emission to explain the observed experimental results. 

T,he most accepted mechanism for the production of large electron 

current at the cathode is thermionic emission. Because of the 

high velocity of electrons the space charge region is taken to 

be due to positive ions and utilizing the;space charge equation 

of Childs and Langmuir and assuming that the cathode drop region 

to be of the order,cf one mean free path of the electron or 

even less the observed cathode current depsity which varies 

from a few hundred to a few thousand amperes can be qualitatively 

explained. Further extension of the theory gives the value of 

electric field at the cathoC.e and for most of the metals this 
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comes out to be of the order of 105 volts/em to 10
6 

volts/em. 

The possibility of such high field strengths has led some 

workers [compton (1923) Langmuir (1923~ to; suggest that the 

necessary electron.s are produced by field' emission. A modifica-

-t;:.ion of the field emis sian theory was suggested by Druyvestyn 

(1936) where the field is presumetl to be produced in an 

~xtremely thin layer of relatively high resistance by a layer 

of positive ions on the outer surface. Ramberg (1932) however 

deduced from his experimental results that arcs of Cu, Hg, Ag and 

Au are of the field emission type and those of C, Ca, ~n are 

thermionic in nuture. However, it is noted that the current due 

to field emission is far less than the arc current, being of 

. -6 7 
the order of 10 . to 10- amp/sq.cm. However it has been suggested 

that since the effect of the electric fi~ld is to lower the 

effective value of the work function, both field and thermo 

·ionic emission may work together. 

The nature Of the electrode recaions in the arc is poorly 

understood inspite of extensive research carried out over the 

decades. This lack of understanding is a cc,nsequence of· the 

complexcities prevailing in these regions caused by the interac-

tion of electrical, magnetic, thermal and fluid dyna~ic effects 

which are difficult to assess and sometimes impossible to 

control. It is also doubtful whether velocity distribution of 

plasma particles (electrons, ions and neutrals) close to the 

electrodes is Maxwellian in nature. Finkelnburg and Haecker 

(l956) and Ecker (1961) have given a comprehensive review of 
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the experimental results in arcs .. 

In the present work we have been able to show that all 

arcs are basically thermionic in r:1atu+e irrespective of the 
I 

' 
me 1 ting point of the cathode material. Also it has been shown 

that the space charge layer forming the boundary of the cathode 

fall space is only at a distance of a me~n free path from the 

cathode surface and ionization of vapour inside the catnode fall 

sp'ace is tre main factor for the high current in the arc. A 

generalised theory has been developed for the high current 

density and the cathode fall and experiments have been performed.' 
'' 

to verify the deductions of the theory with observed experimental 

results. 

ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF Till.: PROCESS 

Fig. 6.1 gives a magnified representation of the cathode, 

:cathode·fall space de cathoae transition space dct and the 

positive column. of the arc. The cathode: transition space is the 

distance between tre cathode fall surf ace and the beginning of 

·the positive column. 

Follcwing assurr.ptions have been made in )this theory: 

·1) Each of the thermally emmitted etectrons while coming 

·across the ca.thoae fall space att~ins a ·kinetic energy e V~ 

. at the bouncary of the fall space when electron velocity is 

given by 
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where u is the emerging velocity of the electrons and V is the c . c 

cathode fall. 

2) Each such electron when .ii enters into the cathode 
' 

transition space icnises one atom within _a very short distance 

from the boundary of the cathode ~all space. 

3) The excess energy after ionisation over that of the 

random energy~ me2 of the electrons-in the uniform positive 

column is spent by collision until it reaches the uniform 

position column and attains the random energy of the electrons 

in the uniform positive column where C is the random velocity 

of the electron in the positive column. 

4) 'i.Jhen equilibrium is established, the boundary of the 

cathoce fall space and the positive charge distribution across 

the fall space boundary remain statistic:ally stationery, so 

:j.ong too external parameters like pressure, and arc current 

remain unaltered. 

5) The field required for the emission of electrons in the 

fall space is supplied by the positive charge layer across the 

fall space boundary which also shields the cathode from the rest 

of the arc. 

6) The cathoce fall space boundary isr at a distance of a 
i 

mean free path from the cathooe surface. So the span of cathode 

fall space is of the oroer of a mean free path. 

7) The span of the cathoce transition space dct' i.e., the 

distance £ rc·rn the fall space boundary to tre beginning of 
! 
' 

uniform positive column is much greater tnan the span of cathode 

fall space (de) 
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8) By suddenly stopping the arc by some external means like 

·magnetic field, it has been observed that about 2% of the power 

consumed by the running arc is still flowing in the circuit 

through the arc giv'ing only violet and ultraviolet radiation 

between the electrodes so long the electrode is hot. So we 

assume that a running arc produces considerable ultraviolet 

radiation in the fall space which is absorbed by the metal vapour 

in one or two steps. Also due to the collision between on coming 

vapour and positive ions in the fall space all vapours are 

ionised and the energy spent by IcVc in the fall space is 

~niformly sprayed through the area of emission of vapour around 

a small area at the centre where the discharge is taking place. 

· '.Dhus a ~umulati ve ionisation process goes on until all vapours 

are ionised in the fall space and an uniform energy distribution 

.ln the fall space is established. 

9) Thus if such process as in {8) is truely taking place, 

then the positive ion current will gradually increase as we 

proceed towards the cathode and will definitely be maximum on 

the cathode surf ace. Here we must mention the work of Lee and 

Greenwood (1964) where they found for a 200A carbon arc, a 

i positive ion current to vary irom zero at the column end to 15% 

I 
of the total current at the cathode surf~ce end. 

' 
10) Each electron is supposed to be uniformly retarded 

while moving through the cathode transi tfon space. 



11) Ionisation potential Vi may correspond to any of the 

components of the working fluid in the arc. By component we 
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mean the gas or gases already present, metal vapour or any new 

gas forrred at thL: c athoae by any chemical" reaction. V 
1 

is mostly 

exrJected to be the lowest of the V. -~ and may be a higher one 
~ 

c:lso in some cases'due to the nature of the gases. 

1-2) In fact ionisation by electrons leaving the cathode 

fall bcundaiy takes place after several m~an free paths and the 

velocity of the ionising electron is supposed to drop to a 

velocity ~D which must be associated to the characteristics 

of the fluid in the transition space. So we _supposed this 

velocity to be the geometric mean of the two extreme velocities, 

e. g. L9c and C, so t9D is given by '\9D = . (1.9cC)~. 
I 

13) Span of cathode emission area and ~pan of cathode fall 

qpace change in the same way with'pressure such that the ratio 

of ·these two is independent of pressure and is constant so 

.long cathode temperature remains at a particular value .. 

14) Due to high field in the fall space, the thermal 

emission, here, is Schottky emission. 

Theoretical deduction: 

Since uniforf!J retardation f is considered in the 

transition space, so we have 

"\"4il 2 2. ., - c c 
2. dct 

(6.1) 



where "-'c is the velocity of the electron,, as it emerges from 

the cathode fall space and C is the random velocity of the 

electrons in the positive column. Time taken for this change 

in velocity will be 
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t = "" ..., c c 
f (S,.l)J 

when equilibrium in the arc is established, if ~ is the net 

number of electrcns coming out from fall space in one sec. 

through unit area, then total number of electrons coming out 

through an area s of fall space and in time t will be 

2. dct s 
'lfc + c 

For low energy electrons the ionisation efficiency is given by 

o( = ap (V-Yi) 

when "a 11 is the number of ion-pairs produced by collision per 

volt per meter per mm. of Hg pressure. Hence number of positive 

ions generated by collision in the cathode transition space by 

these electrons wi+l be 

~c+ c 

Vet is the voltage at a disitance dct afte;r the fall space, vi 

is the ionisation potential of the gas or vapour in the transi-

tion space. Hence number of positive ions per unit volume 

becomes 
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In place of dct if we consider a distance X then charge density 

at a distance X is given by 

(6.3) 

Hut ~~ 2. 2. 
"x = '-'c- zfx , Vx is the velocity at a distance x • 

so, -..J-.2 -
X 

A.\. 2 2. 
"c - c 

-----X 
dct 

replacing each of the velocities by equivalent voltages. 

·de get, 

roc2. 
V.-c 2. e 

Vx = Vc- d X ,&is the electr(_,nic charge_} 
ct 

fx = n1 e 
zap [\'c-Vi~ (Vc-So, 
11c + c 

d2\J 
By Poisson's equation -

dx 2 - -

and bvundary ccndi tion:s are, 

at x = o V = o ~ ( d V / dx)= 0 

at x = de V = Vc ~( dVj d'X.~= Ec 

'rhus we get, 

d.'J 
dx 

f/co 

mc2 x -)-)x (6. 4) 
ze dct . 

(in l'1KS unit) 



So putting boundary conditions, we have 

/·- dV \ = Ec = 
z. me?. zdcj nTe 2ap de [ V ~ 

2. e) . . - ('l - . ) - v -
Co '1.2 +C 2 c ~ c 3dct dx c 

3 mcz.) de } V. _ nTe zap 
· ~c [<Yc-Vi) -(Yc-and c---· IJ'c+ c ze 2-dct E.o 

Ignoring the difference in 2dc 

Jdct 

and de in ({!5) and lf.c6) we 

2dct 

have, 
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(6. 5) 

( 6. 6 )' 

(6.7) 

Now we as~ume that each electron coming out from cathode fall 

space ionises one neutral atom within a s,hort distance £ from 

the cathode fall space boundary, so we can write with K as a 

loss. factor 

(6.8) 

is the net energy lost by collisions ,upto an 

instant just before ionisation takes place. 

Thus K, here, is not a true loss factor but a loss _ 

factor which includes the gain in energy by the electron between 

two consecutive cillisions and loss by collision. Eqn. (6.8) 

gives 



-I z 4"\fcK 
_(Vt_c_;_-_V;_i_)_±_V_(_,V.::-:c _-_v_i_)_---=a=L::....~, __ [ :A= ~, ] 

2..p VcK 
Ll 

where L
1 

is the mean free path of the electron at 1 torr. 
f 

But under the stated condition 1.- cannot have two values in 

the transition region since vc< 2Vi. Henc'e equating the 

discriminent to zero, we get, 

2. 

Again we consider, when an atom is ioniseid by an electron 
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(6.9a) 

(6. 9b) 

through collision, the rest of the energi is lost by collision 
; 

until equilibrium 'random velocity C in the uniform positive 

col~n is attained by the electron. so we can write by excluding 

the energy of one atom ionisation, 

dct- de 
A 

1 
2. 

i 
But V C l '\JD )/ C bee ause E/p in the uniforr~ positive column 

of an arc for high p, is given by ' 

E/pz1 volt/em. torr 

(6.10) 
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So, 
de 

dct 

'rhus we have, from eqn., (6. 6) 

and a mean value of C for o. 5 <. E/p (1 is taken to be 
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( 6.11) 

0.6 x 10
4

m/sec and a mean value of Vc is taken to be 18 v. 

Thus 

1Jc = 
-19 

2.Xl·6X10 X 18 

9·1xlo- 31 
6 

m(s ::: '2.·52. x 10 m(s 

aL1 3 
Hence = 5.32 x 10- (in HKS unit), 

4m1-''2. 
D 

where a= 26 ion pair /V/m/m.m. uf Hg (Air) 

-5 
L 1 = 7 x 10 meter m. rn. of Hg (Air) 

m = 9.1 x lo-31 Kg (eledtron) 

~o we have,. 

--=;___,~::-::-c-· dg (Vc-Vi)[1-5·3Z:xJo
3(Vc-Vi)"] 

: 

• 

(6.12) 
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upiothis we have de!alt with nT, the net no. of electrons emitted 

from fall space. Now we want to get the value of the ratio 

nT/n where n is the directly generated electron from the e e 

cathoo.e. Let d.,c be the area of cathode spot from where tffi 

electron is basically emitted uncer the ~nfluence of heat and 

field, which may be called a thermal emis.sion though cathode 
! . 

surface at the actual spot is highly different from the surface 
; 

of the metal. Actually, the surface at the spot is a mixture of 
I 

i 
vapour and partic.lly molten metal in case of low melting point 

metals. And in case of refractory metals like carbon the surface 

is a mixture of carbon particles ·and Co, Co2 for air as a 

working fluid. Some refractory metal~ like w, when operated at . 

a low cathode temperature, the emiss~on area may be a solid 

surface, partly. Thus this is not the su~face of a pure 

thermionic emmitter. 

Let A
0 

be the total area, excluding the _t at the centre 
""c 

of A
0

, from where vapourisation of metal (cathoce) takes place. 

Let us assume the power IcVc is spent uniformly from every 

part of· the area· A
0

• 

I 

' I 
Let \tle is the energy spent exclusively f~r electron emmission, 

i.e., excluding any energy spent against vapourisation and the 
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ionisation of the vapour, and w is the total energy spent for 
rn 

vapourisation followed by ionisation of the vapour. So, as we 

have assumed the energy spent is uniformly distributed over the 

area A
0

, we can write 

Actual position on the cathode 

Cathode are-a ------:~~r 
(Ao) c:<c , Spot area 
-4 o<..c::::::, 10 bq_.cm. 

Ao~ 1 -6q em. 
( :a-y Construction) 

We 

o(.c 
Wm 

Ao 

and w + wi = P is tre total e rn 

(6. 13) 

power consUmed on the cathode 

(6.14a) 

and 
Ao w-m P :=:: P 

o(..c+ Ao 

Electron emmission energy is given by 

Ee =cpx 9. 63 x 10
11 

ergs/mole (6.15) 
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where~ is the work function of the metal., Metal vapourisation 

energy is given by 

E = LM x 4.2 x 107 ergs/mole v 

L is the Lalent heat per gm. 

M ts the molecular weight 

Metal vapour ionisation energy is given by 

V 11 . 
Ei = i x 9.63 x 10 ergs/mole 

Vi is the ionisation potential of the vapqur atom. Hence the 

metal vapourisation followed by ionisation requires an energy 

given by 

(6.16) 

Hence number of electrons emmitted is given by 

Ne= 
We (PaCe/ A0 ) ergsjsec ~cP 

molejsec. - --
¢ x 9 · 6 :3 x. 10 '' ergs 1 mo_le - ¢ ,, Ee A

0 
, x 9 ·6:3 X 10 

oGc PN olcP · 11 
so N e = -.A-

0
-¢--'-x.-

9
-_-

6
-
3
-x-

10
--:-11:---no/sec.- .Ao cp x 6·25 x1o no.jsec. (6.17) 

where N is the Avogadro's number. And vap9ur ion produced is 

given by 

~m = wm _ -----~P-~_rg_s_/_s_e_c_)_-=--....:..._--:---
Em ( LM+ 2.·'29X1o4Vi) x 4:2.)1..10'7 e:rgsjmole 

p 
molejsec. 

( L'M -t 2. · 2 9 X 10 4 Vi ) X 4 · 2 X 10 1 

PN 
no.f sec. 

( LM + 2.·29 X 104 Vi) X 4·2. X 10·'1 
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So, no. f'sec. (6.18) 

Hence total number of electrons emitted per sec., 

Hence total number per unit area is given by 

NT Nm PX1'43X10
16 

nT -
== - no.j sec.j area (6.19) - -

Ao Ao A
0 

(LM+Z·29 X lo4Vi) 

And number of electrons emitted dir·ectly from metal per unit 

area per sec. is given by 

so, 

Ne 
ne =. --= Ao 

oGC p II 
A 2 ¢ x 6·25 x 10 no.; sec f area 

0 . 

(Ao¢/d-c) X 2·29 X 10
4 

( A0 cp / o( C) X 2 · 2 9 X 1 0 4 

Now let, -----,--------- = lg c 
LM.+2.·2.9 x1o4 Vi, I-

so, n T = (be n e 

(6.20) 

(6 .. 21) 

(6. 22) 



Thus now using (6.~3) in (6.12) we get 

nee 
E.o 

But n is the directly emitted electron :from metal by the . e 

action of temperature Tc and field Ec• So due to Schottkey 

effect we can write 

202. 

( 6. 24) 

(in MKS unit) 

'l'hus we have, 

Vc-
ap 

~c 3~c 

Thus n
0 

e = Jo is the directly emitted current density on 

the cathode spot where discharge takes place. So now using 

eqn. (6. 7), and· de:::: J\ =- ~ we get 

3Vc _ 3pVc ---
71. L1 

(6. 26) 



a.nd hence, with v\":::- ( 
2. eVe 

m 
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we have 

Now _/ and d both are controlled by pressure. So we assume Gl\..c c · 

de and o(c varies in the same way with change in pres sure. so 

de/ o(c is constant and j 
0 

is constant, so long. Tc remai.ns s arne. 

So we can take 

a conflstant which cepends only 

on cathooe Temperature Tc and nature of 1 the cathode. so taking, 

A= 

and 

~ve have, 

2 
Jo~cdcL 1 a 

J E. 0 ( 2 e 1m ) Yz. 

__ o_·4_4 __ • 13 Log e =b 
Tc VL"I 10 

(6. 28) 
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so from equation (6.28) we can conclude that if 

is plotted against 

Yv:P , the curve should be a straight line if the assumptions 

a're valid. 

EXPERH:LN'l.'AL ARRANGEl"iliNT AND RESUL'l'S 

It is evident from equation (6.28) that to verify the 

theoretical deduction with the experimental results we have to 

measure the cathode fall for a wide range ·of pressure. The arcs 

investigated in the present work are cu-cu, c-c and Fe-Fe 

arc in air. The arc is struck in a chamber (Fig. 2.'#) :which can 

be gradually evacuated. The pressure inside was maintained by 

~ rotary pump and two needle valves one connected at the input 

and the other at the output. The distance between the two 

electrodes could be varied and the experiment consists in 

measuring the arc voltage for variou~ cathode anode separat.ion 

distances. The variation of arc voltage with separation dist~ce 

was plotted and the value of the cathode fall was obtained by 

the standard method as was done previously (Sen, Gantai t and 

~ana, 1988). Three representative curves Fig. 6.2, 6.3 and 
I .• 

6.4 in the present case are shown. The electrode separation 

was measured with the help of a linear scale and a large circular 

scale and it was possible to measure a minimum distance of 
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separation ofo.004 mm. and the arc drop was measured with a 

digital meter. ·rhe results were obtained for three t.ypes of arc 

mentioned above with pressure variation from 50.0 mm to 750 mm. 

The pressure was measured· with a mercury m,anometcr wi·th one end 

sealed. To prevent f 1 uctuation of the arc ,:current a constant 

current device was utilized. The results for cu-Cu, c-c and 

Fe-Fe arc in ·air are shown in table 6.1, 6. 2 and 6. 3. 

Table_6.1 j 
j 
\ 

i ::: 3.0 amp, cu-cu-Air-4-rc 
J---- arc 

--- --
p vc + va vc va 

in rrm H.g in volt in volt in volt ---------- --- ,.. ------------
50 24.0 21.1 2 .. 9 

75 26 .. 5 21.7 4.8 

100 29.4 21.4 8.0 

125 29.6 20.7 8.9 

150 28.5 19.6 i 8.9 
' ' 

175 26.5 19. 0 7.5 

-~ 200 25 .. 1 18.6 6.5 

225 24.4 18.3 6.1 

250 23 .. 9 18.0 5.9 

350 22.5 17.1 5.4 

450 21.5 16.4 5.1 

550 20.8 15.8 5.0 

650 20.4 15~4 5. 0 

750 20.0 15.0 s.o 

-----·----- -·------ ----------
' 

~ 
' 1 

_, 
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Table_§,~ 

~ C-C-Air-Arc 1 arc = 3.0 Amp 

-----·- ---
p EXEetl!!)~l valu~--- Value from 

in mmHg Vc+ va vc va ~raE~~d 2ra,eh 

in volt in volt in volt v va ·C 

in volt in volt --------- --
so 27.4 13.2 14.2 13.·2 14. 2 

75 29. 6 14.0 15.6 14.0 15.6 

100 33.5 15.0 18.5 15.0 18.5 

125 35.6 15.4 20.2 15.4 20.2 

.>--- 150 35.6 14.6 21.0 15.3 21.0 

175 29.7 12.3 17.4 14. 9 21.5 

200 25.3 9. 3 16.0 14. 6 21.6 

225 29.4 11.4 18.0 14.1 21.5 

250 33.7 13.7 20.0 13.7 21.1 

275 33.8 13.4 20.4 13.4 20.6 

300 33.1 13.1 20.0 13.1 20.0 
350 31.0 12.8 18.2 12.8 18.2 

450 27.8 12.0 15.8 12.0 15.8 
550 25.7 11.5 14.2 11.5 14 .. 2 

' 
-~ 650 24.1 1L2 12.9 11.2 12o9 

750 22.9 10.9 12.0 10.9 12.0 

-----------------------------

i : 
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'l'able .~! 

Fe-Fe-Air-Arc i arc = 4.0 Amp. 

~· v. :::: 7. 9 volt · (Fe ~ Fe+) 
1. 

PVc 3/2. 
R = 

-3 ~ 

T 2400°K 
( Vc-Vi){1-5·3ZX10 (VcVi} 

= c 

Ll = -5 7 X 10 . meter mm. of Hg. 

--- - ---3 
p vc fVc (vc-v ~ [1-s. 33x10- '-lvcp Log

10
R R 

in mm in volt in volt x(Vc-vi)~ (in MKS) 
of Hg 

·>-- --·----· ---·----
50 10. 4 3.22 2. 5 0.9668 22.80 2.84 692.8 

75 11.7 3.42 3.8 o. 9~3 2 29.62 2.93 855.5 

100 12.8 3. 58 4. 9 0.8723 35 .. 78 3 .. 03 1072cl. 

125 13.7 3.70 5.8 0.,8210 41.38 3.12 1330.7 

150 14.4 3.79 6. 5 o. 77 52 46.48 3.21 1624.,'7 

175 14.75 3.84 6.85 0.7504 50.81 3.29 1928.:.3 

200 15.0 3.87 7.1 0.7318 54.77 3.35 2234'• 5 

225 14.75 3.84 6.85 0.7504 57.61 3.39 2479.3 

250 14.35 3.79 6.45 0.7787 59.90 3. 43 2707.1 

_,_._ 275 13.80 3.71 5.90 0.8148 61.60 3.47 2928.8, 
/ 300 13.40 3. 66 5 .. 50 0.,8391 63.40 3.50 3188.1. 

350 12.95 3.,60 s .. os 0.8643 67o32 3. 57 3738.4 

400 12.70 3. 56 4.8 0.8774 71.30 3. 63 4294.1 

450 12.60 3.55 4.7 0.8825 75.30 3o69 4852. 9 I 

------- ----------
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Table~~ 

cu-cu-Air-Arc iarc = 3.0 Amp 
>~:--

T = 2200°K vi = 12.1 volt (02~ 02 ) 
c 

:PVc 3/2.. L1 
-5 of = 7. 0 x 10 metre mm. Hg. 

R= f -3 . 21 (Vc-Vi) 1- 5·32. X 10 ( Vc- Vi) 

----
[1-5.32x1o-3 AjvcP p v Fe (vcvi) log

10
R R 

in mm c 
- x <vc-v i)2] 

of Hg in volt in volt 

-- ----
~ 50 21.1 4.;59 9.0 o. 5690 ' 32.48 2.98 945.6 

I 

75 21.7 4. 66 9. 6 o. 5097 . 40.34 3.19 1550. 0 

100 21.4 4.63 9.3 o. 5399 i 46.26 3.30 1973.0 

125 20.7 4. 55 8.6 0.6065 50.87 3.35 2257.0 

150 19. 6 4 .. 43 7.5 0.7008 5_4. 22 3.39 2478.0 

175 19.0 4.36 6. 9 0.7467 57.66 3.45 2B14.0 

200 .18.6 4'. 31 6. 5 o .. 7752 . 60. ·)9 3.50 31H2 .. 0 

225 18.3 4.28 6.2 0.7955 64.17 3. 55 3573.0 

250 18.0 4.24 5. 9 0.8148 67.08 3.60 3969.0 

\ 350 17.1 4.14 5.0 o. 8 670 77.36 3.76 5716.0 
}-- 450 16 .. 4 4.05 4.3 0.9016 85.91 3.89 7710.0 / 

550 15.8 3.97 3.7 o. 9272 : 93.22 4.00 10056.0 

650 15.4 3.92 3. 3 0.9421 100.1 4.10 12622.0 

750 15.0 3.87 2.9 0.9553 106.1 4. 20 15715.0 

------·----
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DISCUSSION 

From the values 

the values of ~ and c 
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have been calculated where the value of v
1 

has been taken from 

the literature (Cobine, 1958) for Cu-Cu, c-c and Fe-Fe arcs 

and the results are entered in Table 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7. The 

~igures (6.5), {6.6) and (6.7) show that when 
. pVc 3/'l. 

is plotted against~VcP the curves are straight lines as 

predicted by equation ( 6. 28) which snows that the assumptions 

-in the deduction of the theory are valid. Further from the 

slope of the cut~es the value of b has been calculated, 

where b = {""in HKS _7 

and taking the value of Tc and L1 from literature (Von Engel, 

1965) the calculated and experimental values of b are entered 

in Table 6. 7. The agreement for the three arcs is quite 

satisfactory considering the uncertainty in the values of 
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Table 6. 7 

------
Metal Value of b in Value of b in HKS 

MKS units(theoretical) units (ex per irnen tal) 

Cu 1.82 X 10-2 1. 53 X 10-2 

Fe 1.65 X 10-2 2.07 X 10-2 

c 1.01 X 10-2 
2.18 X 10-2 

Calculation of J3c. 

From our deduction (3e. = 
( A 0 cf /c;(.c) 2.· z 9 x 10

4 

LM + ?·29X1o4 Vi 

we have taken A
0 

= 1 sqm em. and o(
0 

:= 10-4 sq. em. Ccobine 

(1958)J and because of lack of data for varia.tion of ..,(c with' 

pressure we have taken the value of o(c at p = 760 mn1 of Hg. 

s·o that (A~/ c{c) ~ 10 
4

• 'I'he value of L, M, cp , V 
1 

and 'l'c have 

been obtained from literature and Cobine (1958) and are shown 

in table 6. 8., 

Metal 
-----
L Cal/gm 

M(Hole) in gm 

cp in volts 

v
1 

in volts 

T in °K 
'C 

'Pc 

Table_§~ 

--
cu 

730 

63.5 

4.45 

7.7 

2200 

4. 58 X 10 3 

---------------------

----
Fe c 

-----
1071.4 7000 

56•0 12•0 

4.44 8.0 

7. 9 11.3 

2400 3500 

4. 22 X 103 5•34 x ro3 



From the relation A = 

where a = 26 ion pairs/v/rn(mm of Hg' at p = 1 torr. L1 = 

7 x 1o-5m (at 2200°c (= Tc,) by sulhertand' s formula], 

~= 1.11 x 10-
1° F/meter, e/m = 1.7593 x 10

11 
coulombs/kg 

the value of f3c for the three arcs are obtained from Table 

6.8 and the intercept of the curves along the X axis in 
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Fig. 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 gives the value of log10A and hence that 

of A. 

Hence the values of J have been calculated and 
0 

entered in table 6.9. 

Metal 

Cu 

Fe 

c 

Table~ 

--------
A 

2.75 
-------n 

562.3 9.45x10 

2.45 

2. 24 

281.8 4.73xlo12 

173.8 2. 92xlo12 

Further J = J 
0 

exp (brv;;P) 

At p = 1 at0111. 

b~ (for cu) = 1.63 

So J = 1.057 x 10
6 

A/cm
2 

for Fe, b~ = 2. 02 

5 2 
So J = 8.5 x 10 A/em 

for C, b"./ Vcf? = 2. 08 
5 2 so, J = 4.368 x 10 A/ern 

----------------------
jo 

in HKS 
unit 

2. 06x10 9 

1.12x109 

5.46x108 

jo 
in CGS unit 

~6x~s-
5 1.12x10 

5.,46xl0 4 
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From the comparison of experimental results with 

theoretical deduction we can conclude that the agreement is 

quite satisfactory and the values of the cathode current 

density, is in gooc;l agreement with published experimental dat.a 

(Hirsh and Oskam 1978). As mentioned by Cobine (1958) the 

determinations of the· cathooe current density are subject to 

considerable uncertainty because it is extremely difficult to 

estimate the exact active area of the cathode _spot. The results 

thus indicate that in the metals studied in this investigation 

thermionic emission plays a dominant role. We have not consi-

dered the effect of field emission in this discussion but as is 

generally believed both the effects may be simultaneously active. 
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CHAPl'ER VII 

LOW FREWUENCY OSCILLATit....NS IN ARC PLASMA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There occur various types of oscillations- and waves in 

a plasma. In order to detect such oscillations in a mercury 

·arc plasma and also to see whether such an arc can be utilized 

for the generation of steady electromagnetic oscillations, an 

experiment \vas set up as shown in figure 2.12.. It is known that 

the negative resistance of a vacuum tube was used for generation 

of electromagnetic oscillations as in the :case of dynatron 

oscillators. A gas diode produces an arc discharge that has 
' 
i 

a negative resistance and in the early days of radio such arc 
i 

oscillators were frequently used as transmitters of radio v1aves. 

Since the mercury arc has a negative resistance that is the 

current decreases w:i.th the increase of voitage it was presumed 
I 

that a suitable circuit connected with a mercury arc can be· 
i 

utilized for the generation of steady electrical oscillations. 

Hence the present work was undertaken. 

2. Experimental arrangement 

The mercury arc used in the experiment is an arc tube 

made of pyrex of 41 em. length, 26.5 em. anode cathode spacing, 
I 

2.2 em. inner diameter and 2.5 em. outer diameter. Such arcs 

have been used in the laboratory recently (Sen et al 1990). 

The arc was excited between t\vo mercury p:ool electrodes 
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j 

'(fitted with two tungsten wires for external electrical 
I 
I 

connection) by a 250 volt D. c. generator with a rheostat to 
I 

control the current. 'l'he whole arc assembly was kept inside 
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transformer oil which was cooled by circu}-ating cold water 

thrcugh copper tube in the form of a coil! and placed inside 

the oil. The mean temperature of the oil o/as 55°C throughout 

the experiment. The temperature of the oi:J_ has an important 

bearing on the oscillation. To maintain the pressure ccmstant 

in the tube dry air which acts as a buffer gas was introduced 

by a variable microleak needle valve fitted in the vacuum 

arrangement. The pressure was measured by: a calibrated pirani 

gauge. A circuit consisting of an inductance i.. (100 f H) 

and a capacity (4 fF) and a variable resistance R is connected 

in parallel with the arc. A seccndary coil loosely coupled 

with the inductance L and tuned by the variable capacity provides. 

the output which is connected to ,an oscilloscope (Dumont type 

766 H/F). In addition, there is connected a digital frequency 

meter to measure accurately the frequency of the generated 

oscillation {Fig. 2e 12.). The object is to study the variation 

of frequency and amplitude of generated 9scillation, if any, 

with arc current, pressure and external magnetic field. Fo~ 

measurement in a transverse magnetic field a portion of the 

positive column of the arc was placed between the pole pieces 

of an electromagnet which was run by a stabilized D.C. power 

supply (Type EM .20) and the magnetic field calibrated by a 

gauss meter (Model Gl4). The arc current: was varied from 1 to 
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2.5 ·amp tl1e pressure from .oos to .1 torr and the magnetic 

field from zero to 120 gauss. 

3. Experimental results ) . 

General observatic)n 

(c.) 'l'here is a maximum value of the arc current beyond which 

there is no osc'illation. 

(b) 'l'here is a minimum current be low which· the arc can 

continue without showing oscillation but the arc is 

extinguished if oscillations tend to puild up. 

(c) Cooling is essential if stable oscillations are desired. 

' (d) For a particular value of C there is a maXimum value o£ L 

beyond which no oscillations can build up. But below this 
i 

maximum value of L, frequency is found to be independent 

of L. 

(e) The generation of oscillation ,and its :stability takes time. 

So one has to wait before final tuning of the oscillatory 

circui·t and recording of data • 

....;uantitati ve observations: 

,. Sinusoidal oscillations have been observed and ;:>hoto-

gra1:hed with the help of the oscilloscope with the attached 

camera when the arc current, pressure inside the tube and 

external magnetic field have been varied within certain limits.· 

Some of the :·;hotcgra hs are presented. Quantitative measurements 

1A requency and amplitude of the generated oscillati-:Jn. h<we 
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been made. The results are reproduced in Figs. (7.3 to 7.8). 

From the nature of the curVes the following deductions have been 

made. 

Fig. 7.3 The generated frequency varies from 4.1 Kc/s to 

5.075 Kc/s for variation of arc current from 1.9 to 2.3 amp. 

at a pressure of .005 torr and the variation is linear. Similar 

results ,~e obtained at other pressures a1so. 

Fig. 7.4. The generated frequency is 4.54 KHz at P = .01 

torr and then decreases rapidly with the increase of pressure 

upto 0.1 torr at an arc current of 2.1 amp. Similar variation 

of frequency with pressure was observed for other arc currents 

as well. 

Fig. 7. 5 •. The generated frequency increases with the 

increase of the magnetic field linearly for arc current I= 1~8 an 

Similar ·.variation is observed at other arc· currents also. 

Fig. 7. 6. Shows that output voltag,e decreases with the 

increase of arc current at a pressure of .005 torr. 

Fig. 7.7. shows that the output voltage increases with 

the increase of pressure. 

Fig. 7.8 shows that the output voltage increases linearly 

with increase of magnetic field at P = • 05 torr and arc 

current 2.1 amp. The same behaviour is ob:served for P = • 005 

1 torr and arc current 1. 75 emp. 

4.. Discussion 

As we started with our initial objective we wanted to 

generate oscillations employing the negative characteristics of 
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current voltage relation in a mercury arc just as in the case of 

dynatron oscillation. ~wo types of oscillations are possible 

in such a system (a) damped sinusoidal oscillation, (b) Sinusoidal 

oscillation with constant amplitude. In the photographs produced 

it is evident that oscillations are purely sinusoidal with 

constant amplitude and even if there is a small amount of damping 

it cannot be detected; in that case we shall assume the oscilla-

tions to be sinusoidal with constant amplitude,. The equation 

comprising the arc and the external oscillatory circuit is 

L 
dl 

dt 
( 1 dt 

+ 1\lt- ) c + e = o 

where L and C are the external inductance and capacity, R 

includes the d.cw resistance of the a~c together with any 

(7 .1) 

external resistance and e is the voltage across the arc 1 then 

from eqn. (7. 1) 

=-0 

.or = 0 

In an arc(c:LeJu)is negative and from the variation of arc voltage 

with arc current it is found that{~)is of the order of 4.5 ohms 

varying from 4 to 6.3 ohms for arc current varying from 1.9 

to 2.3 amp whereas the d.c. resistance of the arc varies from 

24.92 to 19. 41_n over the same range of arc current, so even 

if the external resistance R is made zero the condition that 
0 
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R +~e should be zero is not satisfied. Consequently according 

to the ~eory ·of generation of such oscillations they shoulc. 

be heavily damped whereas in actual practice sinusuidal 

oscillations with constant amplitude are observed (Refer to 

Photographs). Further the frequency of such damped oscillations 

1 ~ 1 ftZ is given by f =- --- and it is found by 
2.IT ~C 4 L2 putting the 

values of R = 16. 74../l. and L = 100 /-<.H that _1_ <( < 
I LC 

R
2 

and 

4L2 
the frey_uency becomeE imaginary. Consequently· the osci 11 ati ems 

observed are not damped oscillations neither 'they can be 

regarded as generated due to negative resistance of the mercury 

arc, becattse the frequency of such generated oscillations is 

given by 

f = zrrifLc 

and if we put the values of L and c, it is of the order of 

8 Kc/s whereas the frequency range obtained here lies between 

2.2 Kc/s to 5.2 Kc/s depending upon the value of arc current, 

pressure and magnetic fielc .• Further according to the theory 

of dynatron oscillation the frequency generated is exclusively 

a function of the values of external capacity anc inductance 

and shoulc not be a function of the arc current or pressure in 

the arc and it was therefore concluded that the recorded 

oscill~tions are not the dynatron type of oscillations but the 

source is within the arc tube itself. Also by varying the 

external inductance from a value of 40 fH to lOOf H, the 
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frequency of the detected oscillations remains the same. Hence 

the oscillations cannot be due to dynatron oscillations. we also 
i 

considered the possibility that the arc n1ay have some inductance 

cue to the fact that the arc current may create a magnetic field 

and the magnetic energy can be linked with the equivalent 

inductance of the arc. The energy associated with the magnetic 
f<..H2 

field is -- where U is the permeabili'ty of the plasma and H 
8TT I 

is the magnetic field due to the £low of the arc current and if L 

is the equivalent inductance of the arc then 

f'H 2. 

8 Tf ~ TI"R3= ~ Ll z 

zl 
and ]:l.:: 

where I is the arc current. 

where R is the radius of the arc tube or L = j rn· It is 

assumed that f tor a plasma is unity then the inductance of an 

arc is of the order of 10-9 henry or 10-3 microhenry whereas 

the external inductance in the circuit is 100 microhenry and 

consequently the arc inc,uct<mce will have no effect on the 

generated frequency. Hence the detected oscillations must have 

its origin in the arc itself. 

To further investigate whether the oscillations Observed 

are electron plasma oscillations it is noted that electron 
- 3 

plasma frequency is o£ the order of 9 x 10 -{0 where n is the 

electron or ion density and assuming n in the arc to be of the 
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order of 1012 (Sen, Gantait 2nd Acharyya, 1989) the electron 

plasma frequency is of the order of 9000 Mc/s. On the other 

hand the ion plasma frequency in case of mercury is of the 

order of 1. 5 Mc/s, but.- since the frequency of the observed 

oscillation is uf the order of 2 to 6 Kc/s, we can conclude 

that these oscillations are neither electrcn plasma nor ion 

plasma oscillations. 

Assuming for the present that such an oscillc.ticn exists 

'dithin the arc and to study the variation of frequency of the 

output oscillc.ticns with arc current, pressure and magnetic 

field let us refer to fig. (7.2) as equivalent circuit~ we 

assume that through the arc both the d.c. and a.c. currents 

are. flowing where the instantaneous voltage across the arc is 

15 dc = and 

. 

ClVDC 
't - -ac- alnc 

(7. 2) 

where ldc is the d.c. current through the arc and Vdc is the 

d.c. voltage drcp across the arc and Vc and VA are the cathode 

and anode fall respectively. If VL end V are the volt6ges cc 

across L and C then the VL·ltage bet\veen B and C L.-refer to 

fig. (7.~)_7 is VL +Vee and considering from the arc side 

the voltage between B c.nd C is 
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then V L + V cc = V arc - (VL + vee) (7. 3) 

Then from equaticns (7.2) and (7. 3) 

I ( r de+ r ac) = 2.1 [ J~c + J u) i. J 

t'ac+ fdc :::zJwzLz+ cuicz 

or, 4zz ( Z.zz _ 
4 (j.) 1 c - rae + i"dc) c (.jJ + 4 - 0 

2. 
· . Zz+0· · 44 z.z 

or, Ci) ::: 
( 1"11c + rdc) C - ~fac + i'dc) C - 64L C 

sJ!d~ 

The values of ~ have been calculated from the characteristic Jac 

curves shCiwing thl;l variation of arc voltage against arc current. 

It is found from actual measurement of the values of \c and 

}"de 

that 

So 

Or, 

2 4 
c.J:::::: 

(rae+ rdc) 2 c 2 

2. 
2 (rac+rac) 

w - ------------

(7. 4a) 

4 
( 7. 4b) 

But in the present case, as we have ment~oned, the frequency 

does not change with inductance L, so we have not considered 

the equation (7.4b). 
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From eqn. (7. 4 a) t== 
79 ·62. I 

-----KC S (7. 5) 
( r ac-t- r de) 

as C in the tank circuit is 4 fF· 

where f is the frequency of oscillation in kilo cycles/sec. 

From the variation of arc voltage with arc current the values 

of r ac = oVD r;:,/ol have been calculated for a pressure of • 005 
I DC 

torr and arc current varying from 1.9·to 2.3 amp. The values 
Vnc- Vc:- Va 

of .t have been calculated from the relation Yac = 1 de b' 

and for mercury vc + VA has been taken to be 10 volts (Von 

Engel 1965). The results are entered in table 7a. 

Table ?a 
p::.:.: o · o o5 torr 

-------------------- --------
1 arc in ~P· 2.3 2.2 2.1 2. 0 1.9 

--------
- "tac 4.0 4. 4 4. 9. 5. 5 6.3 

rdc 19.41 20.48 21.64 22.95 24.92 

fac + rdc 15.41 16.08 16.74 i7.45 18.62 

f Kc/s (calculated) 5.17 4.95 4.76 4. 56 4.28 

f Kc/s (Ex per irnen tal) 5. 09 4.85 4.60 4.35 4.10 

DC arc drop 
(volts) 

54.65 55.05 55.45 55.90 56.40 

---·------·----------------------·---------··-·-

Thus the value of frequency calculated fn,m equation (7. 5) 

gives values very close to those observed and shov"s the variation 

w.ith arc cur:rent \vnich is also consistent with experimental 

results. However, values calculated frcm equation (7.5) are 



higher than those observed. Further if 

(rac+rdc)
4

c 4 - 64L2 c2 = o 

r ac + rdc = z. V 2.L/c 

and putting L = 100 f-H and C = · 4 ~ 

rae + tdc = 14.142,1l-

So this is the minimum value of ~c + ~c; for which Ide = 
2. 8 amp. so 2. 8 amp. is the maximurp curren:t upto which 

. I 
i 

oscillations can be obta:tned. Further ( ~'c + fdc) increases 

with pressure and so frequency will decrease with pressure 

(Fig. 7.4). 

Variation of frequency of generated oscillati.on with 

magnetic field. 

226. 

It is observed that when the magnetic field i~ applied 

the arc current diminishes and the arc voltage increc.ses as 

has been observed earlier by Sen and Das {1973) starting with 

the initial arc cur+ent of 1.8 amp at which the frequencies 

of generated oscillations have been measured the measured 

values of arc current and arc voltages are entered in table 

(7 .. 2·). 
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Table 7.2 

Pressure= o.os torr; initial arc current 1.8 A. 

---------------------------------
H in G 0 19 38 57 76 95 114 

----------------------
r amp. 1.8 1.78 1.76 1.74 1.72 1.70 1.68 

__ ......._ ... _~----------------------------

Varc 61 69.9 71.5 

in volts 

-------- ---------------

The results are plotted in Fig. (7.9} showing the variation of 

arc voltage against arc current in presence of magnetic field 

from which it is observed that r = av /'::ll'ar" = -89.01 _{L ac ~. arc o ... 

·and is a constant. 'rhe values of rdc can be calculated 

from the values of V and I as entered in table {7.2) arc arc 

for values of magnetic field used in the experiment. _The results 

are entered in table (7.3). 
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Table 7. 3 ---
----------· ·---· ·---------
H in 
gauss 

rdc .Jl. 

rae ..n_ 

(~c + rdc).Jl. 

fKc/s 
(Calculated) 

1.95 x f Kc/s 
(Calculated) 

0 

33.89 

-89.01 

-55.12 

1.44 

2.81 

f Kc/s .(expt.,) 2~83 

---

19 

35.45 

-89.01 

-53.56 

1.49 

-

38 . 57 76 95 114 

36.65 38.05 39.71 41.12 42.56 

-89-01 -89.01~89.01-89.01 -89.01 

-52.36 -50.96-49.30-47.89 -46.45 

1.52 1.56 1.62 1.66 1.71 

2.96 3.16 3.24 3.33 

2 .. 94 3.10 3.17 3.22 

The values of the frequency of oscillation have been calculated 

from the relation 

1 
f = ------'- where C 

1T (rac+rdc) c 

= 79~Kc/s 
( rae + rdc) 

The calculated values of frequency are en'tered in the fifth 

row of Table (7.3)'. 

As the calculated frequencies are almost half of the 

observed frequencies it \..,ras thought worthvJhile to calculate 
l 

( rae + fdc) in an alternative way. For this purpose the output 
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voltage across the arc was measured aroun!d a small variation· 

of· the arc current ( 1. 8 amp) from 1. 7 to '1. 9 A in absence of 

the magnetic field. The characteristic curve is plotted in Fig. 

(7.1) and the results are entered in table (7.4) at a pressu~ 

of .05 torr. 

p = 0.05 torr, H = 0 Gauss 

--·----- ·-------------·---------------
Iarc amp 1.7 1.75 1.8 

V arc volts 61.6 61.3 60.6 

33.89 

5.70 

28.19 

----- -----------------------------------------------
From the slope of (V-I) characteristic curve the value of 

rae is -5.70 and hence ( tac +.tdc) = 28.19 in absence of· 

magnetic field and from JB - VH ; ( rae + rdc) = 55.12 
arc arc 

for H -+ 0 and those should be equivalent. 

so [ (racJ{(rdc) .H 1 H~o 55. 12 
= 1· 95 

[rac+rdc] H=o 
?8. 19 
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and hence the calculated frequencies in the fifth ra11 of 

table 7e3 should be each multiplied by the f2ctor 1.95. The 

calculated frequencies thus obtained are entered in the sixth 

row of table {7.3) ·which are in close agreement with observed 

frequencies as entered in the seventh row of table (1.3) 

Ampli tuce of oscillation: 

The output voltage at the secondary of the circuit(shown in 

Fig. 7.1)has been measured for different values of arc 

current, pressure and magnetic field Fig. 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8. 

The total current that flows through the a+c at resonance is 

J: = varc 

~"ac+ 'de 

and this includes both the arc current and the a.c. current 

due to generation of electromagnetic oscillation. Tahing the 

value of Varc = (VDC - Vc - VA) where VA and Vc are the vaJ,ues 

for the anode and cathode fall respectively and those of rae 

and rdc from Table 7.1 the values of I= Ide + lac have been 

entered in the second column of i:able 7. 5. Deducting the values 

of arc current from the total current I, the values -of the 

fluctuating current Iac have been calculated an.d entered .. in 
-- -

column {3) table 7.5. The a.c. volt_age__developed acrossthe 

arc is 

v ac 
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the values of V are entered in the fourth column in table ac 

7.5. Then Vac is 2(VL +Vee) where VL is the voltage drop 

across the inductance L and Vee is the vcltage drop across the 

concenserCand assuming VL = Vcc'J Vac = 4 VL • The values of 

VL ere entered_ in the fifth coltimn of table 7.5 for p = 0.005 

torr. 

current 
amp. 

2.3 

2.1 

amp 

2.897 

2.802 

2.716 

2.630 

Table 7. 5 
1'=o·oo5torr 

• 597 

• 602 

.616 

.§30 

vac volts 

9.2 

9. 681 

10.31 

10.99 

VL volts 

2.3 

2. 42 

2. 58 

2.75 

The output voltages have been measured at the out~ut of the 

secondary circuit and consequently the quantitative agreement 

cannot be expected. However, qualitative agreement is quite 

satisfactory. The output voltage decreases with the increase 

of the arc current. · 

_However, H-hen the me.gnetic field is gradually increased 

at an-initial arc current of 1.8 amp it is found that the output 

vol:tage of generated oscillations increases with the rp_e.gnetic 
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field. To make a quantitative estimate we_have calculated 

the total current I - (I + I- ) for various values of the - ac cc 

magnetic fielc from the data entered in table 7&2 for v 
arc 

and values of ( rae + rde) X 1. 95 from table 7 • 3. The calculated 

dated ~e entered in table 7.6. 

Table 7~ 

Mag. fie·:la 1ae + 1de 1dc 1 ae vac VL 
in gauss amp. amp amp. volts volts 

0 2.102 1.8 .302 8.762 2.19 

19 2. 239 1.78 • 459 12.91 3.23 

38 2.341 1.76 • 581 16.01 4.00 

57 2.469 1.74 .729 19.55 4.89 

•76 2.632 1.72 .812 23.66 s. 91 

95 2.773 1.70 1.073 27.05 6.76 

114 2.925 1.68 1.445 35.32 8.88 

Since a fraction of this cut:;;ut voltage across the arc will 

appear across the primary o£ the inductance the output vc-ltage 

measured across the secondary will be proportional to this 

voltage and the results in the last column of tab~e 7.6 show 

that the output vultage increases alrr:ost linearly with __ the 

magnetic field as is observed experimentally. No atterrpt-_has 

beEoin made to compare tl:e theoretical and experirr:en ~al results 

quantitatively. 
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As regards the origin of these. low frequency oscil.lations. 

it has been discussed above that these oscillations can neither 

be electron plasma oscillation nor can they be due to ion 

plasma oscillations. Further the experimental results indicate 

that they cannot be due to dynatron oscillation either, we· are 

thus led to assume that since air is used here as a quencing 

gas the oxygen present can attach electrons and thereby negative 

ions"are formed /:seri and Sadhya (19S0)_7 end as the percentage 

of background air pressure is very small the density of negative 

ions should be very small. On this assuwption we get the 

frequency of oscillation of these negative oxygen ions is 

5.353 x 1o21h} and equating this with the observed frequency 

of 5 KC/s, i·Je get a probable value of negative oxygen ion 

2 
density to be of the order of 10 • 

It is difficult to pin point- the exact source to which 

these oscillations are due. However, by assuming its existence 

and making some simple assumptions it has been shown that the 

observed and calculated frequencies of emitted electro magnetic 

waves are very nearly consistent with regard to variation of 

current, pressure and magnetic fielc. The general trend of 

variation of amplitude with variation of these parameters, is 

also consistent with that observed experimentally. 

we can thus concluce that the object with w~ich_the 

present experiment was set up co~.;ld not be achieved due to 

the fact that the corrbined value of - rdc'J rae in corrbination 
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with any resistance could not be made equal to zero which is 

essential for production of cynatrc.n oscillation. This hov,rever, 

can be achieved by a proper design of the mercury arco Instead 

a new type of oscillation with very low frequency has been 

detected in the process. 
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CHAPl'ER - VIII 

PAR'l' - 'A 

EVALUATION OF PLASMA MAGNETISATIO~ C0-EFFIC~NT 

INTRODUCTION 

'I'ownseno and Gill (1936) calculated the effect of 

magnetic field on the breakdown potential of a gas under 

radio frequency excitation and showed that the _rnobili ty /1-H. 

of electrons in t,he direction of electric field is reduced 

with increase in transverse magnetic field H and is given by 

foo 
}J- H :: -. - .. -, _+_Q___,~~"t'--=2.,...--- -- }Ao 

And the co-efficient of diffusion DH is reduced with the 

increase of transverse magn·etic field H and is given by 

(8.1) 

{8. 2) 

where l' is the time between two successive collisions and QH 

is the cyclotron frequency and are given by 

. el-\ 
(= c.v --H .... m and -

L.t 
J\.= p 

where A and v are mean free path and random velocity r , 

.respectively and L1 is the mean free path at one torr. 

c=(~·~)2 
1 m V;- (8. 3) 
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Blevin and Haydon (1958) arrived at a new expression for 

equivalent pressure by calculation of electron mas energy 

and drift velocity in a magnetic field and the equivalent 
I 

pressuie PH in presence of magnetic field H is given by, 
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(8. 4) 

Brown (1956, 1959). has shown that effective diffusion length 

/\H appropriate to infinite paralle! plates in presence of 

magnetic field is given by 

(B. 5) 

It has also been shown by Sen and· Gupta ,(1971) thc::t the axial 

electric fielc EH increases in presence of transverse magnetic 

field and is given by 

(8. 6) 

Sen and Gupta (1971) also showed that the electron temperature 

TeH in presence of transverse magnetic field is given by 

(8. 7) 

.:.:en and Das (1973) pointed out that the:mean free path,AH in 

presence of transverse magnetic field is given by 

i 

: Hz Vz 
j\ H == ]\. 0 I ( 1 + 'C1 p 2. ) (8. 8) 
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Sen and Gupta (1:J64) founc from their mea,surement of electron 
i 

mobility in glow discharge plasma in presence_ of transverse 

magnetic fi~ld that the constant c1 , presently called 11 Plasma 

magnetisation co-efficient", gradually falls with· the rise of 

transverse magnetic field. Sadhya and Sen (1980) and sen, 

Ghosh and Ghosh (1983) pointed out that the relation 

HL 1h ' 
TeH=Teo(1-tC1 pi.) holds good only for low values of H/l?. 

Thus it was clear from experfment~l evidence that the 
i -

constant Ci changes with (H/P). Hence iti was felt by us that 

·the nature of the constant c1 is required to be investigated 

for its functional dependence on the transverse magnetic field 

applied to the plasma. Thus an atterrpt has been made to evaluate 

0 

· c1 , which should_ be extremely useful to ;explain the discrepancy.··· 

in case of so many experimental results iconnected with c1 • 

Theoretical evaluation of c1 

c1 in a transverse magnetic field is given by 

(B. 3) 

But L1 , the meap free path, should change with transverse 

magnetic field due to the motion of electrons on the arcs of 

circles in presence of transverse magn~tic field and should 

be given in the san.e way as mean free path at any other pressure 

is expressed in tenns of magnetic field. so mean free path L1 



;-, 

in presence of transverse magnetic field is given by 

Again 

i 

1 z , 2 g2. 1 
Hence, 2 mvrH ::. kTeR :.z Vro K (l+C1 -pz)Yz. 

Hz ~ 
so, VrH Vro ( 1 + c, p2. ) "4 

where vrH and v
0 

are the random velocities in presence and 

absence of magnetic field. 

1/2. e L !H e L 10 
Cl ~ m . Vrrt m . Vro 

e Lro Yz 
Let, - - c,o m Vro 

1'hus, c, 
Cro 

== ~) 3/2. (1 + c, pZ 

Hz 
Now, in the expression 1 + C1 a L8.1 to 8. 8J we are to 

. Hz , P 
replace p byPJ:\j(l+S, p2.) Yz. because 1:he pressure that is 
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(8. 9) 

(8. 7) 

(8.10) 

(8 .11) 

measured by external means is not p but PH. Since for the 

pressure inside the plasma, pH is in equi;librium with the rest 

of the system. Thus PH and the pressure o~tside the plasma in · 



_;_ 

the rest of the system must be same, otherwise there will be 

a constant outward flow of the gas until equilibrium is 

established. Thus we may assume that PH and the pressure 

:a2 
externally measured are identical in magnitude. So ( J+C1 pi) 

should be given by 
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(8.12) 

where P is the pressure for H = 0 and PH is the pressure for 

H ~ o. Thus with 

Hz 
1 +C 1 pZ = 1 + 

- 1 + 

8. 11 and 8.12 we 

c,o 
'2 • 

( 1 + C I ~2. ) 3/2 

( C Hz)''z 1+ ,-pZ 
. ! 

I 

Nuw for first order approximation we take, c1 in the denominator 

to be approximately equal to c10 and hence we have 

1 + Cto a'2. 

( 1 + C I 0 H ~ ) }'z. ' p J 
p 

l'lhere PH is the externally measured pres~ure. Thus, on 

comparison, v-re have plasma magnetisation co-efficient given by 

c,= (8.13) 
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( H
2 

) should be a straight line. Thus log c1 vs log 1 + c10 --~ 
p 

Sen and Gupta (196~) presented values of c1 for different values 

of transverse magnetic field applied to plasma column. 'rhey 

obtained the values of c1 from the measur¢ment of electron 

mobility in plasma in presence of magnetib field H. From 
' 

graphical plotting of a mean extrapolated graph of c
1 

vs H, 
.i 

we have collected the values of c1 for di·fferent values of H and 
H2 

also c10 for H = O. 'rhe values of c1 , loQ10 Cl' log10 (1+C10 -.) 
p2 

for different values of H entered in table 8a for a pressure 

of o. 01 torr. 

Table Sa -
(P = o. 01 torr) 

----------------
H in Gauss 0 38 76 114 150 182 216 250 . 

c1 in 

torr2 x 107 12 

~~s2 
2.6 0.9 o.s5 0.40:. 0.34.-0.25 0.23·. 

7 1og
1 0 (c1

x10 ) +· 08 o. 42 -o.o5 -o. 2.6 -o. 40 ~ -0.47 -0.60 -0.64 

l+ClO 
H2 

·1 18.28 70.36 157 271 398 560 751 
p2 

H 

. loglo(l+Clo 
H2 
_) 0 1.26 1.85 2.20 2.43 2.60 2.75 2.88 
p2 

H 

- ----
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2 
H -

(1 C ) is shown in + 10 2 
p 

. 7 
The graph of log10 (C1

xlO ) vs log
10 

H 

Fig. 8-I, and Fig. 8-II shows the graph of the values of c1 vs 

H as obtained from the works of Sen and Gupta (1964). 

Discussion 

The expression 8.13 may fail forv~ry high values of 

H/P when v1e may take, 

(8.14) 

'l'he, theory may also fail for extremely low values of pressure 

when the relation 8.8 is no longer valid. c1 may also be a 

function of current as reported by sen and Das {1973) and 

as is also found in our present work as described in Part B · 

of this. chapter,. vide, Fig. 8-IV. and c1 . should never be zero 

for low H/P and for whatever large current. The value of c1 

as· presented by Sen and DC1S (1973) in case of a mercury arc 

for ·different discharge current, it. is fGunc that c
1 

steadily 

tends towards zero with rise of discharge currento But in 

the present case, 0 = (_e · 1!.J.. '(- should not be zero with rise 
1 \.ID Vr) 

of current at any moderate value of (H/l?). Thcugh c10 may be 

a function of discharge current cue to r~se of gas temperature 

with disclv~rge current. Because gas temperature in turn may 

·influence (L 10 /Vro ). The results produced in Part B of this 

' chapter really shows the change in c10 with discharge current. 
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The slope of the curve in Fig.g.r 1k found to be about 

-0.62 which according co the theory is rebuired to be -o. 50 

i 
but may be consic':ered to be in close agrerment because there 

may be a small error in the measurement o~ c10 • 
' \ 
I .I 

In this connection, it may be poin!ted out that the 
1 

evaluation of c1 v1as carried out by Sen ckd Jana ( 1977) in 

'l 
longitudinal magnetic field applied to ~low discharge plasma. 

c1;c10 was calculated and measured, but !the calculated results 

was in close agreement to their experimental results only for 

low values of magn0tic fields. 

Finally, it may be pointed out that the value of c1 
I: -6 

given by Nc Laniel (1964) is of the prdef of 10 and that given 

by Sen and Das (1973) is also of the ord~r of 10-~SDis c
1 

for· 

mercury. Thus it may be assumed that c
1 
·for arc shculd be of 

' 6 
the order 10- fer moderate values of H/P as is fcUnd in the 

I 

results presented by us in the Part B of. this chapter. 



CHAPTER VIIIB 

STUDY OF MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE OF TRADITJ:CNALLY 

USED PLASMA MAGNETISATICN COEFFICIENT AND OF CROSS 

SEcriCNAL AREA OF AN ARC 



PAHT B 

study of magnetic fiel~ dependenc~ of traditionally 
used plasma rnagnetisation co-efficient and of cross
sectional az:·ea of an arc. 

In order to verify the newly evolved magnetic field 

dependence of the traditionally used pla~rna magnetisation 

to-efficient, as derived in .l?art A of this chapter, we have 
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adcpted a sirr:ple experimental method wid<j;h can apply both to 

an arc as well as a glow discharge plasma. In the present case 

\ve have performed tre experiment ,on a cylindrical arc discharge 

plasma, a part of whose column was kept irrmersed in the trans

verse magnetic field. The selection 'of an arc in this case is 

due to the fact ci1at it has a standard equation representing 

its characteri~.tics, vi(~e, Ayreton relation, and also in the 

I 
present c;:::se, identical theor·etical conclusions have been 

obtained from two entirely different equations, of which one 

is an e4uation which is in general applicable to any of the 

discharge plasma and the other is the AY:reton relation. ~nd 

hence ·we have been able to show that the1 effective cross-sectional : . 

area undergoes change vlith magnetic field. Experimental set up 

is identical, except for the tank ciz:cu~t part, to that 

described in connection with the experiment on plasma oscillc.tion 

depicted in Chap t.er VII. Though for the present purpose we have 

recorded discharge currents, voltages aqd axial electric field 
! 

for different values of transverse magn~tic field. 
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Theoretical deductions and experimental reisul ts: 

-
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In case of a aischarge plasma, either an arc or a glow, 

we have a comnonly applicable 
I 

equation, such as 
I 
I 

Vo= i:R+V I 

I 
I 
I 

(8.15) 

where V0 is the constant supply voltage and R is the constant 

limiter resistance and i, V are the discharge current and 

discharge voltage drop respectively. Just under the stated 

external circuit condition, if we apply 0; transverse magnetic 

field to a port of a column of a discharge plasma, the discharge 
i - ' 

current and discharge drop voltage will $dergo respective 

changes, even thc..,ugh the supply voltage and lirr:i ter resistance 

remain unch;:;:nged. Thus representing i by, iH and V by VH in 

presence of magne·tic field, we have 

dvH 
~.e. =- :R = constant 

diH (8 .16) 

Now the same ce-ncl usicn can be obtained :£rem Ayreton relation 

(1902), vide, 

vi= a+ 
I 

b 
l. 

(8.1 7) 
0 

I 

'<vhere a &, b are constants. Now, in· presence of transverse 

magnetic field, the nature of arc characteristics should not 
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suffer any basic. change~ 'rhis fact is revealed when characteris-

tics curves are crawn in presence of transverse magnetic field, 

as is shown is Fig. 8-III. Thus in presence of transverse 

magnetic fielc H Ayreton rel e.tion can be written as, 

h 

iH 

Thus for unaltered supply voltage and li~iter resistance, 

we have 

l.im VH- Vo 

iii - lo 

i H ---.). io 
as .a ~ o 

b 
- i.im---

iHiO 

(8.18) 

(8. 19) 

i.,rhere v 0 and i
0 

correspond to the respective values in absence 

of magnetic field. Hence 

b constant· 
(8.20)· 

Thus we see vH vs iH when plotted will give straight lines if. 

Yo and R are unaltered, as is shown in Fig. 8-VI. Thus, 

where l is the length of the column immetsed in the transverse 
' i 

magnetic field and dEH is the change in fXial electric field. So 

(8.21) 

j 
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1 
taking R =-

<fo 

where ~and A
0 

represent conductivity and; cross-sectional area. 

A
0
60 of the resistance R must correspond! also to that of the 

plasma, since i
0 

= A
0 

6'
0 

E0 and iH = ~ 6;1-fH are representing 

currents through the plasma in absence and in presence of 
J 
r 

~agnetic field. Under this condition, 8.21 also indicates, 

~ 6H for the plasma must remain unchang1d in presence of 

magnetic field. Hence 

So, 

I 

where Uro ~ 'IJrH are the rancum velocities in absence and in 
! 

presence of magnetic field. 

'l'hus using eq11 (8·8)~(8.10) an6 also using 

(.sen and Das, l~n3) 

:le get, 

(8. 22) 

(8.23) 



j 

~ 

and from 8.13, cl 
c,o 

= 
( 1 + c,o 

Thus we get, 

[ E2-.E Z ]: R o 
E2. 

0 

Hence, vie have 

~~) yz 

i 
: ' 

i 
i ; 

' ' 

a2. ·z. 
(Ctopz). 

2. 
1 + c,o ..!!._ 

1>2. 
' : 
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= hH (say) 

(8. 24) 

Negative sign in front of the discreminant is dropped because 

c 10 and hence c 1 cannot be negative. Thus;, if the assurnp tions 

b u + J!.bJ- -r 4 b l:1 }'12 
are correct then the plot of ~ vs [ 

be a straight line, the slope of >vhich 

u - must 
' :( 

vli,ll give.Jclo· 

Now, in' the present cas[e, bi:c~hJ ~4~e!t Jc.y;stant throughout, 

we have plot ted H vs H 
2
-, ·. and is shown 

in Fig. 8-IV. The nature of change (An/Aq) is shown in Fig. 8-V, 

as calculated with the help of measured v,alues of c1 for 

required magnetic fields. 

11 6 11 in.the expression 8.23 is given by, 

a= 
eE c '1 2 r 

l 
(Sen and Des, 1973) 

0 
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e is the electron~c charge, E is the axial electric field, r is 

the distance frvm the axis of the cylind~ical plasma, k1e 
I 

the electron energy, andP is the press~e. 

kT = 6 e.V at io = 1.8 Amp 
eo 

and :kTeo = 5 ev at 1 0 = 1. 9 Amp 

obtained by extrapolation of the data given by Ghosal, Nandi 
i 

and Sen (1979). 

Since we consider the total cros~-sectional area in 

(8. 23) we take the mean over the total 
.J_ 

e:E:C12. R, 

4(~Te) P 

where R is the·tube radius. 

radius. Hence we have, 

ao 
a = r====::;::====--Thus using 8.4, 8.6, 8.7 and 8.13~ 

is 

R /( J:t2. yz Hrz. 
Y 1 +C10pz) + Cto pZ 

where ~ and a 0 are values of a in presepce and absence of 

magnetic field and a is given by, 
0 

4 (k:Teo) :? 0 

For i 0 = 1.8 Amp at p = 0.05 torr and R = 1.8 X 10-2 m 
·and E0 = 1. 84 x 10

2 
V/meter . Jd'eo -- 6x1. 6x1o-

19 
Jule 

a= 4.31 x 10-3 per Gauss 

and for io = 1;9 Amp at p = 0.05 torr and R = 1.8 xlo-2m 

Eo :;: 1.76 X 10
2 

V/meter :kTeo = '5 X 1. 6 X 10-19 J'ule 

a ::: 5.45 X 10-3 per Gauss 
0 

0 
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'..Ve have the values of 

values of H and have entered in· the sixth column of table Sb 

and Sc. And the values of ~/A0 for different values of H 

have been entered in the fourth and seventh column of table 

Sd. 
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Table 8b 

-------------------------·----------------------
Length of the magnetised column =(=5 em 

pressure·-= o. 05 torr- Initial- arc current (Hg-Arc) -= 1.8·-Arnpere 

--------------------------------
Magnetic 
Field in 
Gauss 
H 

Discharge 
current in 
Amp. 

~ 

Arc drop in 
Volt 

lJH 

Drop across 
Magnetised 
part of the 
column in 
volt 

VH 

E~ectr~~ [bH + (b~ + 4b~J~J 
Fleld ln . 
Volt/em -'2 -

~= VH in volt em 

.:.,.c 
.:•: 

~ 

k 2 

r"-
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c10 in 

2 2 
torr /Gauss 
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Table Be 

. Length of the magnetised column = f = s. 0 em 

pressure = o. bS torr- Initial arc c:Urrent (Bg arc) = 1~ 9 Amp 

---------------------------------------------------
Magnetic 
Field in 
Gauss 

H 

0 

19 

38 

57 

76 

95 

114 

150 

Discharge 
current in 

Amp. 
iH 

1.9 

1.886 

1. 867 

1.85 

1.84 

1.83 

1.81 

1.796 

Arc drop in 
Volt 
UH 

59.0 

60.6 

63.0 

65.0 

66.6 

68.0 

69.65 

71,.9 

Drop across 
Magnetised 
part of the 
column in 
volt 

VH 

Electric 
Field in 
Volt/em 

E = VH 
H 

·-----------------~--------
8.80 

10.40 

12.80 

14.80 

16.·40 

17.80 

19.45 

21.71 

1. 76 

2 .. 08 

2.:56 

2.96 

3.28 

3.56 

3.89 

4. 34 

r~H +2 (b~ + 4bH -FJ• 
in Volt/em 

0 

0.70 

1.37 

2-.04 

2.64 

3.24 

4.00 

5.17 

.-;-, 
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c1o in 
' 2 2 

torr /Gauss 

2.9756 X 10-6 

·------ - ·-------------

·~~ 
~- _(_ 

~ 



Magnetic 
field in 
Gauss 

H 

---
0 

19 

38 

57 

76 

95 

114 

150 

·,_ 
'-,._ 

Table 8d ---

\_ .1~ 
'I 

~j·, 
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Mercury arc in air, p = 0.05 torr 

Initial arc ~ent = 1.8 Amp . Initial ar£.._£urrent = 1. 9 ArnE 

c1 in aH in ~ c1 in ~in ~ 2 (Gauss )-1x10 4 A 2 (Gauss)-1x10 4 -torr 
2

x 106 
0 

torr 
2

x 106 Ao 
Gauss Gauss 

2.4414 43.10 1.0 2.9756 54.5 1.0 

2.1047 35.04 1.300 2.4797 42.58 1.377 

1.5751 25.06 1.771 1. 8034 29.62 1.925 

1.1968 18.90 2.250 1.3464 22.06 2. 427 

0.9463 15.02 2.690 1. 0589 17.52 2.889 

0.7800 12.46 3.074 0 0 8675 14.49 3.306 

0.6598 10.64 3.443 0.7329 12 .. 33 3.729 

0.5097 8.34 4.113 0.5646 9.63 4.481 

---



~-

The ratio (~/A0 ) shows that discharge current 

gradually takes larger cross-sectional area for its passage 
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~tti th the rise of magnetic field strength. so, as soon as ~ 

exceeds the discharge tube cross-section, higher power will be 

consumed at the wall of the discharge tube. The higher power 

will be lost to the tube wall by collision and will be neutralized 

due to immobile charges at the wall. And hence wall temperature 

will rise and the plasma should become increasingly luminous 

with the increase of magnetic field, which is really observed 

by us and by many other authors[sen Das & Gupta {1972~. And 

the compression in plasma because of obstruction to expansion 

may finally lead to a modification of the present theory at very 

high values of magnetic field anc at comparatively law values 

of tube cross-section. 
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SUHMARY AND CONCLUSICN 

In the present work some of the physical properties of 

glow. discharge and arc plasma have been experimentally investi

gated and theoretical analysis of the observed results has been 

presented. It is ex~ected that the conclusions drawn from the 

investigation will extend our knowledge regarding the process 

of i~itiation and maintenance of the low density and high 

density plasma. 

A. Energy loss mechanism in a collision dominated plasma; 

The loss of energy of the electrons due to collision 

with neutral atoms and molecules in a coll.ision dominated 

plasma has been theoretically investigated. It is shown thc•.t 

as the loss factor K is dependent upon (E/P), the reduced field, 

it is es'sen tial to take in to consideratiorl the variation of K 

in calculating the ,current through ·the plasma. The theoretical 

expression for the plasma current thus deduced agrees very well 

with observed experimental results. Further· the values of the 

plasma parnmeters such as electron density drift and random 

velocity of the electron calculated from theoretical expressions 

combined with experimental results in air, hydrogen and nitrogen 

agree. quite well with literature values. 
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B. Some new methocs suggested for measurement of 

plasma parameters: 
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i) 1-J.easuremen t of plasma current and capacitative current 

in a radio frequency gas discharg.e: 

By introducing a variable choke in parallel with the 

discharge tube and noting the resonant current in the main 

as well as in ·the parallel circuit containing choke., the plasma 

current as well as the capacitative current can be separated 

and measured. A mathematical formulation of the theory of 

measurement has been presented. 

ii) Radio frequency conductivity of an ionised gas in a 

transverse m~gnetic field: 

The variation of the imaginary part cf the radio 

fequency conductivity of an ionised gas in a transverse 

magnetic field has been calculated by taking into cunsideration 

the variation of the axial electric field in presence of 

transverse magnetic field. The analysis shows thct the rf 

conductivity becc~es a minimum at a certain value of the 

magnetic field, which is solely dependent upon the pressure. 

some numerical calculation of the magnetic field for the minimum 

racio f rec.ruency ccnouctivi ty for certain values of prest.>ure 

has been presented. 
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iii) Propagation of microwaves through a. plasma filled Y.Tave 

guide - a possible diagnostic method: 

i 
Propagation of microwaves through a plasma filled 

wave guide has been considered starting from the basic 

electrcmagnetic equations of :t-laxwell. The cut-off frequencies 

c and ~cp~ wit}'"10ut and with plasma, ol.._ and fo where c(_ is the 

attenuation constat;1t per unit length and (3 is the phase 

constant per unit length have been shown to be implicitly 

re1ated with Oy and 6'i, the real and imaginary conductivity, 

and €1 
and t:, 11, the real and imaginary dielectric constants of 

the, plas111a• From· these measurement the electron density and 

collision frequency of electrons with neutral atoms can be 

calculated. 

iv) Critical frequency for microwave propagation in a rare

fied magnetised plasma: 

In this section a detailed theoretical investigation 

has been presented to find how the critical frequency for 

microwave propagation in a plasma is affected in presence of 

I II 
magnetic field; the values of G , the real part, and ~ , the 

imaginary part of the dielectric constant have been calculated 

in presence of transverse magnetic field from which the numerical 

values of cut off frequency for a variation of magnetic field 
. -

from 10 to1 100 gauss have been obtained for an assumed value 

of electron plasma frequency. It is observed that the cut-off 

frequency increases with the increase of the magnetic field. 
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An interesting result obtained is that w~ 

which suggests that, as if, the electron plasma freqtency 
2 2 l/2 

has increased from 6.:)1? to (CJJ.p + QH) -a result which can be 

obt<,J.ined when \ve consider the effect of magnetic field on 

electron plasma oscillation. 

c. Low density plasma in a magnetic field: 

In this_ Chc;J.pter a low censity plasma has been subjected 

to a varying transverse magnetic field and with the help of 

two probes one along the axis and the other along the 

periphery, the radial voltage developed has been measured for 

three values pre_ssures. It is suggested that the voltage thus 

developed is the resultant of two vel tages, namely the diffusion 

voltage in presence of magnetic field and the Hall voltage. 

A. detailed mathematical analysis has been carried out in \·thich 

the values of beth these vel tages have been calculated 

separately and an expression for the resultant voltage obtained. 

The experimental results are in excellent agr~ement with the 

theoretical calculation specially for values of magnetic field 

greater than 150 gauss. It is suggested that the discrepancy 

observed for low values of magnetic field: may be due· to 

depencence of diffusion co-efficient on 1/H instead of on 1/H2 • 

It is pointed out that in all Hali voltage measurement in plasma · 

the contribu'tion of diffusion voltage_ in presence of magnetic 

field should be taken into consideration. 



D. Current generation process, high curren~ density and 

cathode phenomena in an arc plasma; 
€> 

A detailed matre matical theor.1. has l.ieen presented 
' 
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regarding the mechanism of current emission ph~nomena, the 

high current density in metallic arcs. The mathematical analysis 

is based upon some reasonable assumptions and it has been shown 

that all arcs are basically thermionic in natuD: irrespective 

of the melting point of the cathode material. A generalised 

theory has been ceveloped for calculating the current censity 

and· the cathode fall, and the e.xpe·rim~n tal: part consists in 

measuring cathode fall with wide variation of pressure. The 

experimental results are in excellent agreement \'lith theoretical 

calculations. The results clarify the nature of much of the 

complex physcal processes occurring near and at the cathode 

surface of the arc and it is concluded that in the arcs studied 

in this investigation thermionic processes have a domin~~t 

role to play. 

E. Low frequency oscillation in an arc plasma: 

LovJ frequency socillations in the range of 2 KC/S to 

6 KC/S have been detected in a mercury arc plasma. Besides 

the frequency of oscillation· the output voltage has also been 

measured for variation of arc current from 1.7 to 2.3 ampere 

for three values of pressure and for a transverse magnettc 

field var1ing upto 114 Gauss. A theoretical tre atrnent of the 
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plasma has been presented which can satisfactorily explc.in the 

experimental results. The possible origin of these low frequency 

oscillations has been discussed. 

F. Evaluation of plasma magnetisation co-efficient' 

In this cn2pter an an<dytical derivation of the 

expre.s sian c1 = ( =/tr '{Jr)'2. which has been defined as cplasma 

mc.gnetisation co-effici(~nt' has been derived. From the theoretical 

treat.rnent it has been deduced thct cl is a function of H/.J? I 

the reduced magnetic field. Previous and present experimental 

results are in accorcance with the theoretical deduction. ·rhe 

b ,..£ .,eg,etic fieli effective cross-sectional area .of an arc, in 
1

resenc:e '"' 

has. also ·been c.iscus5ed. 




